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New beer ordinance 
passed in reaction 
to Manville Madness 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
wire editor 
Bowling Green City Council 
has passed an ordinance dealing 
with the use of alcohol at outdoor 
functions as a result of the 
"Manville Madness" party last 
The ordinance, passed Aug. 6, 
was "brought to a head" by the 
party and vandalism on Man- 
ville, according to Mayor Bruce 
Bellard. 
"(The ordinance) wasn't pre- 
cipitated by the Manville situa- 
tion, but it brought to our 
attention something that we had 
been concerned about for some 
time - outdoor parties," Bellard 
said. 
The new law, which went into 
effect immediately after it was 
passed, puts restrictions on any- 
one in Bowling Green who 
wishes to acquire an F, F-l or F- 
2 permit from the state for the 
purchase and resale of alcohol. 
The ordinance is not valid on 
University-owned or controlled 
property. 
An F permit allows wholesale 
buying and resale of beer at 
social and recreational func- 
tions. An F-l permit allows 
"BYOB" parties in city build- 
ings. An F-2 permit allows cor- 
porations and associations to 
sell beer and hard liquor, 
according to the Ohio Revised 
Code. 
PEOPLE WANTING to obtain 
one of the permits must deposit 
$1,000 with the finance director 
15 days before the party and 
Ce the municipal administra- 
detailed information about 
the function, according to the 
ordinance. 
Also, the function cannot be 
held in a residential neighbor- 
hood, Bellard said. 
The ordinance doesn't restrict 
anyone from buying beer or 
alcohol at retail prices and hav- 
ing a party, he added. 
There's nothing wrong with 
someone having a small party in 
their own neighborhood," Bel- 
lard said. "We're trying to avoid 
someone bringing in SO Kegs and 
having a really big party. 
Bellard said it is still possible 
for a large, outdoor party to 
happen, but any alcohol present 
would have to be bought at re- 
tail. 
He added the Bowling Green 
Police are going to be much 
stricter about large parties in 
the future. 
"They're fine as long as their 
6arty stays on private property, 
ut once they step on city prop- 
erty, they've broken the law," 
he said. 
Violating the new city ordi- 
nance is a fourth-degree misde- 
meanor punishable by a $250 
fine and 30 days in jail. 
THE NEW ordinance is only 
part of the city's effort to stop 
future unruly parties, Bellard 
said. "The ordinance is one of 
the stopgap measures we think 
we can i 
i < 
i put in.' 
As a more permanent mea- 
sure, Bellard has appointed a 
committee to address the prob- 
lem of residential parties. 
"There will be an organizatio- 
nal meeting of the committee, 
which is made up of 50 percent 
University people and 50 percent 
city residents, next week," he 
said. 
He said the committee does 
not have a defined goal or even a 
name. 
It was referred to as "The 
Manville Madness Committee" 
at Monday night's city council 
meeting by Council President 
JohnQuinn. 
West Hall work 
half completed 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
The $1.8 million renovation of 
West Hall is 50 percent complete 
and only finishing work is left to 
be done, said Roland Engler, 
University architect and direc- 
tor of planning, operations and 
maintenance. 
Work to be done includes in- 
stallation of interior finish walls, 
flooring, equipment, wiring, 
conduits and piping, Engler 
said. 
"We're planning on a comple- 
tion date in December or Jan- 
uary if everything goes well," 
Engler said. 
The work had originally been 
scheduled for completion in Oc- 
tober, but removal of asbestos 
insulation in the building last 
spring "lost us about two or 
three months of working time," 
Engler said. 
Work is progressing on sched- 
ule, said WiuTe Heidebrink, su- 
perintendent for Rudolph-Libbe 
of Walbridge, the construction 
company contracted for the fin- 
ish work. 
"We were held up for awhile 
waiting for drywall, but that's 
on schedule now," Heidebrink 
said. "Aside from that, our big- 
gest problem's been students 
parking in the (contractors') lot. 
We had to have six of them 
ticketed yesterday (Wednes- 
day)." 
West Hall will house the 
School of Journalism, the Radio- 
Television-Film School, campus 
radio and television stations and 
the BG News. 
West Hall was the music build- 
ing from its opening in 1955 to 
the opening of Moore Musical 
Arts Center in 1979. 
THE WILLIAMS Hall front 
steps will be repaired along with 
the rest of the building when 
Williams Hall is renovated, pos- 
sibly beginning in January, 1985, 
Engler said. 
The brick surrounding the 
stairway has pulled away from 
the backing, Engler said, and 
could fall away if people lean on 
the railing. 
' 'We were concerned about the 
walls on the east side of the front 
porch, especially around the 
windows,' he said. "I'd hate to 
have somebody up on the porch 
sit on that railing and have it fall 
away." 
The steps are blocked off to 
prevent their use until repairs 
can be made. 
The Ohio House of Represen- 
tatives has already granted a 
$2.45-million appropriations bill 
for the renovation of the build- 
Engler said, 
fork to be done will include 
updating the electrical wiring to 
bring it up to present construc- 
tion codes, installation of new 
windows and repair of the front 
steps. 
"The systems in that building 
are quite outdated," Engler 
said. ''When it was built, I don't 
think there were any uniform 
building codes." 
Take FIVE! 
Karen Mason,  assistant director of campus closed-circuit television, 
practices her on-cemera  interviewing techniques with Dave Gatti, a 
Photo/Alex Horvath 
Channel 57 technician and senior radio-television film major. Local 
programming  at  Channel  57  begins  next  Monday 
Ohio outlaws bar happy hours 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The 
Ohio Liquor Control Commis- 
sion voted unanimously yes- 
terday to outlaw happy hours, 
in which bars ana taverns 
offer drinks at two-for-one or 
three-for-one prices. 
The new liquor rule, which 
becomes effective Sept. 20, is 
designed to discourage bar 
practices that contribute to 
excessive drinking - espe- 
cially just before bars close 
and patrons are apt to drive 
away after drinking too 
much. 
Under the rule, bar opera- 
tors cannot serve a patron 
more than one drink in a 
single order. 
The change does not pre- 
vent taverns from offering 
reduced drink prices, except 
that no pricing specials can 
be held within two hours of a 
liquor establishment's clos- 
ing time. 
The commission also ap- 
proved a series of other rule 
changes, all of them the re- 
sult of a one-year study by an 
advisory committee that in- 
cluded officials of the Ohio 
Department of Liquor Control 
ana industry representatives. 
THE    NINE-MEMBER 
committee recommended the 
changes to discourage prac- 
tices that lead to excessive 
drinking and to bring indus- 
try advertising practices in 
line with those for non-al"o- 
holic products. 
The proposals received 
little opposition from industry 
officials at public hearings 
earlier this year. 
Most representatives of 
tavern owners said that end- 
ing the two-for-one and three- 
for-one serving practices 
would not place them at a 
disadvantage, since compet- 
itors would face similar re- 
strictions. 
But operators of taverns in 
counties that  border other 
states contended that in some 
cases they would be put at a 
competitive disadvantage by 
the restriction. 
Other changes in liquor reg- 
ulations include: 
• Allowing alcoholic bever- 
ages to be sold in conjunction 
with bingo games or other 
gambling events sponsored 
as fund-raisers by tax- 
exempt agencies, such as 
churches and fraternal orga- 
nizations. 
• Allowing bar employees 
who are 19 or 20 years old to 
serve liquor and wine, but not 
to sell it. 
• Reducing restrictions on 
appetizers and other food 
items liquor establishments 
may offer free to customers. 
• Eliminating restrictions 
that now forbia retailers from 
off-premises advertising. 
• Allowing alcoholic bever- 
age manufacturers and 
wholesalers to conduct con- 
tests with prize awards in 
connection with product pro- 
motions and permitting re- 
tailers to hold promotional 
contests unrelated to alco- 
holic beverage sales. 
The easing of gambling re- 
strictions will not allow regu- 
lar licensed liquor 
establishments to conduct 
gambling and will not permit 
use of devices otherwise out- 
lawed in Ohio, such as rou- 
lette wheels and slot 
machines. 
The regulation concerning 
19-and 20-year-old bar em- 
ployees was needed to clear 
£ their status under the 
te's present law, which 
allows people 19 or older to 
drink beer but requires a min- 
imum age of 21 to buy wine or 
liquor. 
Residents. EPA worried 
Toxic clouds seen over dump 
VICKERY, Ohio (AP) - A 
toxic chemical cloud seen over 
the Ohio Liquid Disposal waste 
site   earlier   this   week   has 
rwned new worries for resi- 
ts already bitter about the 
site's dangers and new questions 
about how well site supervisors 
are working with environmental 
officials. 
Legal counselors for the Ohio 
Environmental Protection 
Agency are trying to determine 
if the site's owner, Chemical 
Waste Management, violated its 
consent agreement with the 
state by failing to report the 
cloud to the state EPA until a 
day after it rose from a chemi- 
cal storage pond. 
"We're extremely concerned 
that they didn't notify anybody. 
Common sense would tell you to 
notify people in a situation like 
that even if the consent 
agreement didn't call for it," 
Allan Franks, state EPA spokes- 
man, said yesterday from his 
Columbus office. 
The company is required to 
report unusual incidents at the 
site within two hours under a 
decree signed in May that al- 
lowed the firm to avoid state 
prosecution for environmental 
violations. 
FRANKS SAD) the cloud was 
carried downwind from the site 
toward Clyde, but it injured no 
one and necessitated no evacua- 
tions. 
He said the state's agreement 
with the company is vague about 
notification requirements in 
cases of air emissions. If a viola- 
tion is found, the state could fine 
Chemical Waste Management 
up to $50,000 or sue the firm. 
Lorey Roggenkamp, 
spokeswoman for the waste site 
operators, said company offi- 
cials did not think the cloud was 
serious enough to warrant im- 
mediate notification. 
Franks and other EPA offi- 
cials met with Vickery residents 
and   waste   site   operators 
Wednesday to try to prevent 
further incidents at Ohio Liquid 
Disposal. 
Ms. Roggenkamp said the 
company has installed pumps to 
circulate liquids in the ponds at 
Ohio Liquid Disposal and Is di- 
luting the ponds to prevent 
buildup of reactive chemicals. 
However, chemical concen- 
trations in the ponds are likely to 
increase - making them more 
prone to reactions - as the firm 
empties and closes the lagoons, 
she said. 
"THERE'S NO guarantee it 
wont happen again," she said. 
Local residents are as worried 
about how another cloud would 
be handled as about one form- 
ing, said Kris Perry, a Sandusky 
County Health Board member 
who attended the meeting in 
Columbus. 
Perry said the citizens' group 
that monitors the waste site wifl 
try to set up safety plans in case 
of another cloud. 
Its first goal will be to set up 
an emergency information net- 
work so people know who to call 
when something goes wrong at 
the waste site. The group also 
wants to draw up an evacuation 
plan that coordinates disaster 
service agencies and county offi- 
cials. 
The group also wants Ohio 
Liquid Disposal to install equip- 
ment needed to identify the con- 
centration and health hazard of 
the chemicals in such a cloud. 
Perry said officials at the site 
weren't able to tell callers what 
the cloud was or how it formed. 
"We kind of feel like guinea 
pigs out here," he said. "When 
they make mistakes, we feel like 
we get the brunt of it. 
"They are taking a much bet- 
ter attitude about the commu- 
nity, but we Just get one thing 
after another up here." 
% 
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—Editorial— 
Celeste's inaction 
a federal problem 
Rep. Delbert Latta, R-5 of Bowling Green,is 
attempting to enlist the aid of Ohio's two 
Democratic Senators, John Glenn and Howard Met- 
zenbaum, in an effort to destroy the bottleneck that 
occurs daily on Route 2 between Cleveland and Sand- 
usky Bay. 
A Latta-sponsored federal transportation bill, which 
only needs Senate approval, would build a bypass near 
Huron, Ohio, where the root of the traffic problem 
exists. 
Latta managed to get the bill past a Democratic- 
controlled subcommittee on transportation and through 
the House. If passed in the Senate it would give the 
state an extra $15 million to build the bypass. 
The traffic jam has been known to slow traffic to 
under five miles an hour, and cause tie-ups over five 
miles long. Residents of Huron, where the traffic 
comes almost to a stop, claim slow moving traffic has 
created environmental problems for them because of 
high amounts of exhaust fumes. They also say it is the 
root of the city's problems in attracting industry. 
Unfortunately, the state has moved even slower than 
traffic en route to eliminating the jam-up. In fact, the 
state first purchased land to build a bypass near Huron 
20 years ago. 
What's worse is Governor Celeste has not picked up 
the pace in solving the problem, either. The Federal 
Government allocated $400 million to the state for 
highway projects last year, of which $300 million was 
used to build an expressway leading from downtown 
Columbus to Columbus International Airport. Not one 
cent was put toward the $45 million bypass. 
The Governor is obviously ignoring the problem in 
favor of economic expansion elsewhere in the state. 
We can only hope the Senate passes Latta's bill and 
ends a problem the state should have solved. 
Campaign '84 heating up 
Reagan sees deficit 
by a different light 
by Art Buchwald 
I received a call from a 
friend in the Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget who said ne 
has been asked to cook up a new 
batch of deficits for the elec- 
tions. 
"Nobody's here so it's okay 
for you to come over." 
I found him in the OMB's test 
kitchen where they try out every 
new recipe before packaging it 
for the public. 
"Here," he said. "Put these 
on to protect your eyes." 
"What are they?'' I asked. 
"Rose-colored glasses. Ev- 
eryone in the administration is 
required to wear them when 
cooking up government num- 
bers." 
"What's in the pot?" I asked 
him. 
"Our new figures for the 
campaign. It looks like we're 
only going to have a $174 billion 
budget deficit instead of the $200 
billion that we originally pre- 
dicted." 
"It smells fishy," I said. 
"That's just because I put in 
tremendous portions of gross 
national product and added 
large tax revenues which we 
hadn't counted on this year. It 
tastes delicious." 
He gave me a spoon and I 
tried it. 
"It's not bad. But after all, 
you've only cooked this for the 
Reagan people. Will you be able 
to bring it in at $174 billion when 
you have to feed the whole coun- 
try?" 
"No question about it. For 
one thing we took out all the fat 
in government spending. With 
the economy really cooking 
along, interest rates ought to 
drop. The only thing that could 
spoil the recipe is if Congress 
keeps adding more ingredients 
than we need. If we can stick 
with what we've got we can 
reduce the deficits to a measly 
$139 billion by 1989." 
"Have you added any new 
income taxes to the recipe for 
the next year?" 
"Not at the moment. The 
president can't digest anything 
that has new income taxes in it. 
The last time we served him a 
deficit stew with taxes in it he 
spit it out and fired the chef." 
"So you really think you can 
cook up a dish of deficits for $174 
billion without adding any new 
taxes?" 
"We can for the election, but 
we're keeping our options open 
for 1985. We might have to throw 
in a federal sales tax or a value 
added tax, but we're not going to 
announce it until after Novem- 
ber." 
"I still don't know how you 
created this so fast," I said. 
"When you're cooking num- 
bers you have to go on certain 
assumptions. For example, I 
figure that by adding optimism 
the real growth in the pot will 
increase by 4percent each year 
until 1989. Inflation will simmer 
at around 4 percent and that 
means the government's bor- 
rowing rate will be reduced to 
5.1 percent. That should make 
your mouth water." 
"Mondale says those are un- 
realistic assumptions." 
"What else would he say? He 
wants to be president. If he 
makes it, which we all doubt, 
hell cook the figures just the 
way we have." !
'He says you have a secret 
recipe for deficits that you're 
not telling the American people 
about, and what you're cooking 
up now is some voodoo stew that 
even Reagan's economic advis- 
ers can't stomach." 
"It's not worthy of com- 
ment," the OMB man said. He 
then sprinkled 100 large folders 
into the pot. 
"What did you just add?" I 
asked. 
"Defense contracts. That's 
what gives the deficit its rich 
taste.'? 
Art Buchwald is a writer for 
the Los Angeles Times Syndi- 
cate. 
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Hour*: lain too p.m. Monday through Friday 
by William M. Welch 
The following is an analytical 
column intended to explore one 
aspect of a political issue or 
topic. 
President Reagan has begun 
his re-election campaign by 
turning the age issue on his 
Democratic opponents, chiding 
that "their ideas are just too 
old," while challenger Walter 
Mondale describes the Republi- 
can as a cold and uncaring coun- 
try-club president. 
As quickly as the fall presi- 
dential campaign left the Labor 
Day starting blocks, Reagan 
and Mondale were trading jabs. 
"I don't believe a president 
should just serve all the people 
in his country club," Mondale 
said as he and running mate 
Geraldine Ferraro campaigned 
from New York to California 
Monday. "I believe a president 
should serve all the people in the 
country." 
Reagan, at the same time, 
was denouncing the Democrats 
as "that pack of pessimists 
roaming the land." And he ad- 
dressee] with humor possible 
concern about his age, 73, by 
aiming the issue back at the 
Democrats. 
"Trouble is, our opponents 
treat each new idea the old-fash- 
ioned way: they spurn it. 
"I hate to say this," Reagan 
added, "but the age factor may 
play a part in this election. Their 
ideas are just too old." 
Both candidates kicked off 
their fall campaigns with tradi- 
tional Labor Day appearances. 
Reagan spoke to a crowd of 
more than 20,000 - Reagan's 
campaign claimed closer to 50,- 
000 - at a park in Orange County, 
Calif., a huge, predominantly 
conservative Republican region just south of Los Angeles and 
smack in the heart of Reagan's 
political homeland. 
Mondale, accompanied by 
his running mate, began with a 
march up Manhattan's Fifth 
Avenue - where few showed up 
to watch - and flew on to a rally 
in little Merrill, Wis., where 
most of the town's 9,500 people 
turned out. They then flew on to 
California for a final event, joined by former rival Gary 
Hart, before Mondale and Fer- 
raro split up to campaign. Fer- 
raro offered sharp rhetoric in 
attacking Reagan, portraying 
him as peddling superficial pa- 
triotism while frying to impose 
his religious and moral views on 
others. 
"I don't think the American 
people buy the self-conscious 
patriotism that's made on Mad- 
ison Avenue. They feel the self- 
less, quiet patriotism of Main 
Street America." she said. 
And she belittled Reagan's 
background as an actor. 
"While Ronald Reagan was 
making movies, Fritz Mondale 
was making history as a cham- 
pion of civil rights and social justice," she said. "While Ron- 
ald Reagan was host of 'Death 
Valley Days,' Fritz Mondale 
was trying to get Medicare 
passed for senior citizens." 
Vice President George Bush, 
too, plunged into the fray, cam- 
paigning in New Orleans after 
marching in a Labor Day pa- 
rade in the largely Democratic 
Chicago suburb of Lemont, Dl., 
where he described Mondale as 
"a little desperate." 
Bush inched closer to a de- 
bate with Ferraro. "I'll make 
that decision pretty soon, maybe 
in a week or so," Bush said. ''I'd 
look forward to it.... I expect 
there will be one." 
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, 
meanwhile,, began his formal 
campaign in support of the Dem- 
ocratic ticket with a speech in 
Norfolk, Va., saying Reagan has 
dealt setbacks to civil rights and 
public education. "Reagan's re- 
cord is a threat to our future," 
he said. 
William M. Welch is a politi- 
cal writer for the Associated 
Press. 
Carter the grand ex-president 
by Hugh A. Mulligan 
Jimmy Carter's arrival in 
Manhattan with a busload of 
church volunteers to help reno- 
vate a slum tenement proves 
there is a gratifying, productive 
life beyond the Oval Office. 
The former president from 
Plains, Ga., a dab hand at furni- 
ture making, has let it be known 
on several occasions that he has 
more fun making a cabinet than 
presiding over one. 
Thomas Jefferson felt the 
same way when he left the White 
House in 1809 and gave his awl 
(sic) to making repairs at Mon- 
ticello, the lovely estate he had 
sadly neglected during his years 
in politics. Relieved that "a ter- 
rible burden had been lifted" 
from him, the author of the 
Letters 
Declaration of Independence 
spent the remaining 17 years, 
until his death on the Fourth of 
July, 1826jjursuine a variety of 
hobbies. These included music, 
cooking, scientific farming, ar- 
chitecture and inventing things 
like the "polygraph," the ear- 
liest of all copying machines 
that enabled him to make dupli- 
cates of his extensive correspon- 
dence. 
The most famous of all his 
pen pals was John Adams, the 
nation's second president, who 
had retired eight years earlier 
and devoted himself to the study 
of religion. Crusty old Adams 
lived on to age 91, dying on the 
same historic day as Jefferson, 
exactly 50 years after the birth 
date of the Republic. 
Adams' son John Quincy Ad- 
ams ran for Congress after fin- 
ishing his term in the White 
House in 1829 and won, defeating 
two other candidates. "My elec- 
tion as President of the United 
States was not half so gratify- 
ing," he wrote in his diary. 
John Quincy Adams then 
spent 17 years in the House of 
Representatives, rarely missing 
a roll call, despite declining 
health. 
Retired President Ulysses S. 
Grant tried his hand at banking, 
which he knew nothing about, 
and promptly lost his life's sav- 
ings of $100,000. Dead broke, in 
desperation, he turned to writ- 
ing magazine articles about his 
war experiences. His instant 
rapport with readers inspired 
him to become the first presi- 
dent to hit pay dirt penning his 
memoirs. 
Calvin Coolidge, who did not 
choose to run in 1928, also de- 
cided to devote his retirement 
years to magazine writing, as an 
Associated Press dispatch re- 
ported on the very day his presi- 
dency ended. He signed to do 
articles for the Ladies Home 
Journal, the American Mag- 
azine and Hearst publications. 
Silent Cal, known to the ages as 
a man of few words, then be- 
came a daily newspaper colum- 
nist, (ranking out 200-word 
Eieces "on anything you choose 
D write, with such relation to 
the daily news as may seem 
appropriate to you," at $3,000 a 
week plus a percentage of the 
action from the McClure News- 
paper Syndicate. 
Lives of great men all remind 
us that the rubber chicken cir- 
cuit is not life's goal. 
Hugh A. Mulligan is a special 
correspondent for the Asso- 
ciatedPress. 
Olscamp should 
share the wealth 
According to President Ols- 
camp, his trip to China with 
Mrs. Olscamp will "enhance the 
number (of persons affected) 
and the quality of education for 
Bowling Green students and fac- 
ulty .. .When the faculty goes to 
other countries to study, they 
bring back experiences and 
share those with the students. 
This enhances their ability to 
educate in the classrooms.'' 
This presumably explains why 
Dr. and Mrs. Barber were in- 
vited along. 
I agree with this position. In 
fact. I agree so strongly that I 
would like to see this opportu- 
nity spread around even further, 
so that Dr. Olscamp's and Dr. 
Barber's students are not the 
only ones to benefit. Let me 
therefore suggest that President 
Olscamp hold a "BGSU Lotto" 
for his place on the next trip. All 
University professors and grad- 
uate assistants should be eligi- 
ble. The winner and his or her 
spouse will receive both a well- 
deserved rest and the educatio- 
nal shot in the arm that Presi- 
dent Olscamp is so enthusiastic 
about. 
If Dr. Olscamp is correct, and 
the entire University is sup- 
posed to be enhanced by these 
trips overseas, then this experi- 
ence is too valuable to restrict to 
the Office of the President. He's 
had his chance - it's time for this 
extraordinary opportunity to be 
shared. 
Eugene V. Torisky Jr. 
305Compton 
Gee, my phone's 
out. No it's GTE 
With the return of students to 
BG this past week, you'd think 
General Telephone would be bet- 
ter accomodating and prepared 
to handle its many new custom- 
ers in a market they have a 
monopolistic grip on. 
I'm waiting in anticipation to 
see which will arrive first, a jingle on the phone saying your 
phone is now is service (which 
on average takes nine to 10 
days), or a bill in the mail listing 
service charges (explained in 
monetary value) of what they 
did during this time span. 
GTE definitely is taking ad- 
vantage of a service we could 
not live without today, in a city 
where the University is the 
backbone of the community and 
where the students are the finan- 
cial support and strength of the 
University. Thanks GTE! 
Steve Conway 
Field Manor Apts. 
From the mouth 
of Ron: a blunder 
In Feb. of 1983 President Rea- 
gan made a remark that he later 
said he could "kick himself" for. 
He remarked that he was con- 
sidering lifting all corporate 
taxes at a rally originally de- 
signed to show his concern for 
the jobless workers in atten- 
dance. 
Later that year, when asked 
about the Rev. Martin Luther 
King Jr.'s alleged communist 
ties, Reagan said, "Well, we'll 
know in about 35 years, won't 
we?" when he should have flatly 
dismissed the question. 
This year, when referring to 
the countless millions of Euro- 
peans constantly protesting the 
presence of American nuclear 
missiles in their backyard, he 
said,"Those people don't speak 
for the majorities in those coun- 
tries" when, in fact, those peo- 
ple are the majority. 
The president has many times 
stated his belief that ICBM's (on 
this continent) are much more 
threatening and consequential 
to the arms race tension than 
are cruise missiles in Western 
Europe when the simple facts of 
Launch On Warning logistics 
directly contraindicate this no- 
tion. 
The president's opinion is that 
increases in the numbers of nu- 
clear missiles correlates to an 
increase in national security and 
that we will survive the math- 
ematical probability of nuclear 
holocaust this policy creates. If 
so, then he MUST be able to 
accept the responsibility accom- 
panying such policy. This al- 
ready tense situation cannot 
tolerate any more of Reagan's 
verbal blunders such as the infa- 
mous 'bombing Russia' joke of a 
couple of weeks ago. Whether 
made in public or private, on or 
off the record, our president's 
remarks influence opinions 
around the world. It is ridiculous 
to increase the risk of a nuclear 
nightmare because our leaders 
lack the diplomatic finesse re- 
quired in this touchy situation. I 
only hope that the rest of the 
world realizes that the lightness 
of attitude and misconceptions 
toward the. nuclear arms race 
exemplified by our president are 
not representative of the rest of 
the American people. 
Jeff Hayes 
402 East Court 
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Olympic band includes 4 BGSU music seniors 
by Patricia Rrtter 
assistant managing editor  
Athletes didn't represent 
Bowling Green at the summer 
Olympics last month - band 
members did. 
Four University senior music 
education majors, David Sara- 
chene, saxophonist from Mal- 
vern;    Dave   Harbart, 
Srcussionist from Strongsville; 
elinda Slusser, trumpet player 
from Columbus Grove; and 
Keely Kuenzel, mellophone 
player from Wakeman, were 
among 748 college students who 
performed with the Olympic All- 
American Band. 
Only eight Ohio students were 
in the band. The other four were 
from Ohio State University. 
Performing with the Olympic 
group was an experience the 
Falcon Marching Band mem- 
bers find hard to describe. 
"Sure, we had sunburn, sore 
muscles from hours of marching 
and tired chops from practicing, 
but it was great. I can't think of 
another way to put it," Sara- 
chene said. 
Since the musicians received 
their music before they arrived 
in Los Angeles, the group's re- 
hearsal hours were spent per- 
fecting routines for the opening 
and closing ceremonies. Prac- 
tices went from 8 a.m. to 10:30 
p.m. for two weeks, Kuenzel 
said. 
"I NEVER wondered if all the 
rain and discipline was worth it. just asked myself 'Am I gonna 
make it?' " Harbart added. 
According to Slusser, the dis- 
cipline was nerve-racking at 
times. 
"The director (Dr. Arthur 
Bartner from the University of 
Southern California) would sin- 
|:^;*fr«giiK 
The World's Standard 
Give   the   gift   of   international 
acclaim. Cross, America's finest 
writing instruments in chrome, 
10 karat gold filled or ster- 
ling silver. 
Diamonds * Watches • Fine Jewleiy 
gle vou out of 800 people and 
really make you feel like a jerk 
if you were moving when you 
weren't supposed to be," she 
said. 
Because the musicians from 
states other than California 
didn't get to play at many of the 
athletic events, they were pro- 
moters of the Olympics and 
gave performances at tourist 
attractions. 
"Even though we didn't see 
much of the Games, we still felt 
a part of it all. The group unity 
was still there," Harbart said. 
"Before the first rehearsal, 
we had a big psyche-up session. 
That's when they made it clear 
for us we were there for the 
U.S.A., not for ourselves or for 
our schools," she said. "The 
patriotism was overwhelming." 
The four musicians agreed the 
highlight of the Games for them 
was performing in the opening 
and closing ceremonies. The 
crowd response to their shows 
was deafening, they added. 
"WHEN WE finished the clos- 
ing ceremonies, even though I 
was near tears because of the 
excitement, I actually felt re- 
lieved," Sarachene said. "The 
people out there - our directors, 
squad leaders and spectators - 
had a way of digging pride out of 
us, but after performances they 
didn't have to dig too hard." 
Harbart said people would 
come up to members of the band 
and ask for their autographs or 
offer to buy parts of their uni- 
form. 
"Everyone teases us about 
being products of the Games, 
but after (an) experience like 
that, it doesn't bother me," he 
added. 
CROSS' 
SINCE 1846 
<S\Aili/, 
192 S. Main St. 
352-1646 
Free Gift Wrapping 
TOMORROW! 
SPEND THE SEASON 
WITH THE FALCONS! 
TICKET PRICES:    Chair reserved $7. 
Bench reserved 6. 
Adult General Admission 3. 
Youth General Admission 2 
End Zone 2 
BGSU Student 2 
Group rates: (reserved seating) 
BG Student (15 or more) 2 
Non-BG Group (15 ot more) 3 
00 
00 
50 
50 
50 
00 
.50 
50 
Olympic  band  members:  (from  left  to right)    BG News/Susan Cross 
Melinda  Slusser,  David  Sarachene. David Harbart, and Keely Kuenzel. 
Make Dill's Your 
Headquarters 
• Diamond Rings 
• Seiko & Pulsar 
Watches 
• Plaques 
• Ear Piercing 
• 14kt Gold 
Chains 
■ t—i rooMiajliif 
• J»w»lr, repair 
• Cryttoll liM.d 
• Rinf ililnfl rapalf 
• lifhtar ..pol. 
• lend ..po,. 
• Diamond rpmownilmj 
• All typt.» anarovlnf 
• f sport Watch 
••pale 
Sam* Day 
Engraving S.rvic. 
m/yewdeM 
179 S. Main St Ph. 357-4770 
ATTENTI SENIORS 
* 
*> 
Appointment sign-ups Now - Sept. 14  9:00-5:00 p.m. 
Photo sittings Sept. 4 - Sept 14 9:00-5:00 p.m. 
Call the KEY office at 372-0086 for appt. or stop by 310 
Student Services. 
% 
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GSS advances interests of graduate students 
by Mike Mclntyre 
staff reporter 
While the Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government may rep- 
resent all undergraduates at the 
University, the Graduate Stu- 
dent Senate represents the 
needs of graduate students. 
"The needs and concerns of 
graduate students are signifi- 
cantly different than those of 
undergraduates mainly because 
graduate students are an older 
population with ages ranging 
from 23 on into the 60s," Kory 
Tilgner, president of the Grad- 
uate Student Senate, said. 
Tilgner said the primary pur- 
pose of the senate is to advance 
the interests of graduate stu- 
dents at the University. 
' 'GSS acts as a liaison between 
graduate students and the ad- 
ministration," he said. 
"We also have representation 
on over 45 different standing 
University committees. Our rep- 
resentation is there to advance 
the issues and concerns of grad- 
uate students and to affect pol- 
icy change." 
Tilgner said there are about 45 
graduate programs at the Uni- 
versity and he believes they are 
excellent on the whole, noting 
that many University graduate 
programs are nationally recog- 
nized. 
HE ADDED with the new Role 
and Mission of the University, 
the programs will be getting 
better in the future. 
"This year is the beginning of 
a significant change in GSS's 
influence with the University," 
Tilgner said. "The new Role and 
Mission adopted by the Univer- 
sity puts great emphasis on 
graduate education and re- 
search here. As it is imple- 
mented, it will change the 
character of the University. 
Hopefully in the next few years 
we will see two new doctorate 
programs and improvement of 
the master programs." 
Many   residence   halls 
on  campus house undergrad- 
uates, but there is no separate 
on-campus housing for the more 
than 2,300 graduate students at 
the University. Tilgner said he 
would like to see that change. 
"I definitely feel that grad- 
uate students want and need an 
alternative to off-campus hous- 
ing," he said. "On-campus hous- 
ing will surely be less expensive 
and there will be a greater need 
because more graduate students 
will be coming to the University 
in the near future." 
Tilgner said in addition to 
spending over half its budget on 
programming for graduate stu- 
dents, GSS administers money 
from the Professional Devel- 
opment Fund to graduate stu- 
dents to help defer travel 
expenses so they are able to 
make presentations and attend 
conferences in their fields. 
"Talking with people on the 
cutting edge of your discipline is 
very important to your profes- 
sional development," Tilgner 
said. 
STA&fVlM CINEMA 1*2 
STADIUM PIAZA   BOWUNG GREEN PH  15? W»» 
MIDNIGHT MOVIES 
BEGIN SEPT. 14th! 
2nd ROCK-N-HOLL WEEK! 
AT 7:30 • 9:30 
SAT MAT 2:00 SUN MAT 2:00 It 4:00 
CLINT EASTWOOD 
A cop on the edge... 
| 4th BIG WEEK! AT 7:30 I 9:45 
SAT MAT 2:00 SUN MAT 2:00 4 4:15 11 
CLA-ZEL 
H MAIN     THEATRE   wi-ucs 
Shy. quiel Teddv Pierce wanted a little adventure. 
And one day it walked into his life in a red silk dress. 
AIR CONDITIONED 
FOR YOUR COMFORT 
EVE. ADULTS 33.50 
KIDS $2.00 
| WED-ADULTS $2.00 
KIDS $1.00 
GENE WILDER S 
BE VERT CAREFUL OF 
WHAT YOU WANT... 
BECAUSE YOU JUST 
MIGHT GET IT 
Number of sports passes decreased 
All-Sports Passes are avail- 
able to full-time University stu- 
dents again this year with a few 
changes, according to Phil Gold- 
stein, assistant director of finan- 
cial affairs in the athletic 
department. 
The All-Sports Pass allows 
students to purchase tickets to 
athletic events at about 65 cents 
per game and saves the student 
up to $50. Game tickets are 
normally $2 for students. 
The cost of this year's pass is 
$24 and is charged to the stu- 
dent's bursar account. 
Goldstein said 6,472 passes 
were sold last year. He said 
there will be significantly fewer 
passes available this year due to 
the results of a survey con- 
ducted by the Student Athletic 
Board. 
In the survey of a cross-sec- 
tion of the student body, stu- 
dents indicated they would be 
willing to pay more for an All- 
Sports Pass if less passes were 
available, thereby giving them 
a better shot at guaranteeing a 
seat," Goldstein said. 
THE SEATING problem 
mainly exists for hockey and 
basketball. The more All-Sports 
Passes sold, the more difficult it 
is to get a seat for   games. 
The number of passes avail- 
able to students isn t certain yet, 
Goldstein said. 
"The problem is, we've got a 
budget to meet and a certain 
amount of money to get by the 
sale of the All-Sports Passes 
... or drop a sport," Goldstein 
said. He said by raising the price 
and lowering  the  number of 
ries available, the budget will 
met and students can be 
accommodated. 
Pass holders may pick up gen- 
eral admission tickets for 
hockey and basketball games 48 
hours before they go on sale. 
CLEAN! 
SAT & SUN 
KID SHOW 
ONLY $1:00 
AT 2:00 & 
3:45 ira 
I  KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY   1 
709 S. Main 
1 Open 24 hrt                                            Ample Parking\M 
FEMINIST INSTITUTE III 
"The Superwoman Syndrome" 
Sept. 15,1984 
8:45 AM - 3 PM OFFENHAUER WEST 
DO YOU  
Strive for perfection in job, school, family? 
Have no leisure time? Want it all? If so, The 
Superwoman Institute is for you! 
Registration is at Woman's Studies. Call 372-2620 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
325 E. Wooster 
(Across from Taco Bell) 
354-3977 
.,AC0PYMG 
SERVICE DESIGNED 
WITH YOUR NEEDS 
Ml 
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ALPHA XI DELTA        ^k» 
PROUDLY PRESENTS           Wm 
THEIR 1984 FALL PLEDGES ^^LaK 
c 
0 
N Karen Abruzzi Amy Hale 
G Kelly Ammons Bubbly Hashmi Susan Basco Evette Horton 
R Teresa Bolinski Kelli Hunter Tracy Bourne Libby Koppinger 
A Stacey Bowman Cecilia Lang Kathleen Bradshaw Pam Meyers T Wendy Charles Michelle Miller 
U Kim Chio Kimi Mills Amanda Click Missy Mottice 
L Julie Dalton Sara Myers Tracy DeLuca Laureen Peterson 
A Dawn Depew Kathy Reichert 
T Kim Emerson Jayne Roller Elaine Fetkewicz Kirsten Sutton 
1 Kelly Flasck Erin Treend Wendy Flower Cathy VanHarken 
0 Cindy Gilles Julie Wagner 
N Kathi Halas Brigette Wensinger ■   V
S * 
Reduce your 
taxes. 
Support the 
American Heart 
Association. 
r 
BJ's Food Emporium 
143 E. Wooster 352-7603 
"We Deliver" 
Regular Hot Dog & Small Soft Drink 
65C 
Live Band Saturday 9/11/84 
Good Thru 9/15/841 
STUDENT RECREATION 
CENTER 
SIGN UP FOR THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES, 8:00-5:00, 
Office - After 5:00, Control desk (September 10 - September 14) 
LEARN TO SWIM (Saturdays - September 15 - November 17) 
LEVEL 
Waterbabies 
Goldfish 
Pre Beginners 
Beginners (Under 6) 
Beginners (Over 6) 
Advanced Beginners 
Intermediates 
Swimmers 
Diving 
Adults (9/17-11/19) 
Therapeutic Swim 
(9/17-12/14) 
TIME 
9-9:30 AM 
9:40-10:10 AM 
10:20-11:05 AM 
ll:15-Noon 
9:15-10 AM 
9:15-10 AM 
9:15-10 AM 
10:20-11:15 AM 
10:20-11:15 AM 
7-8 PM Mondays 
8:30-9:30 AM 
Monday, Wednesday, 
Friday 
LOCATION 
Club Pool 
Club Pool 
Club Pool 
Club Pool 
Cooper Pool 
Cooper Pool 
Cooper Pool 
Cooper Pool 
Cooper Pool 
Cooper Pool 
Club Pool 
WEIGHT LOSS WORKSHOP 
Tuesday Evenings 7-9 PM L.I.F.E. Room at the SRC. A co-sponsored program 
with the Well. (8 weeks) 
BASIC SCUBA 
Learn the fun and excitement of this underwater sport the safe way. 
Register at the SRC Office before October 16. It is offered for six 
weeks, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights (you attend one 
night of the week). Advanced Scuba Program is also being offered. For 
more information, call 372-2711. 
FALCON FOOTBALL IS AN ALL-CAMPUS EVEI 
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Male-female relationships called beneficial 
by Patty Lupica 
reporter 
Male-female relationships are 
more beneficial during college 
years than most people think, 
according to Dr. Elizabeth Al- 
lgeier, associate professor of 
psychology. 
The years spent at a univer- 
sity are a time to develop 
friendships between genders 
and to build one's personality 
through varied relationships, Al- 
Igeier said. 
She said it is important to 
have friendships with people of 
the other gender because men 
and women are more similar 
than they are different. 
"We all have the same emo- 
tions and feelings," said Al- 
lgeier. 
She said relationships are easier 
if one views the other gender as 
equal. 
''H you have only friendships 
within your same gender, you 
are cutting down the universe in 
half and limiting yourself to just 
SO percent of possible 
friendshiDS." she said. 
"AN INDIVIDUAL can broa- 
den his or her interests by hav- 
ing a relationship with someone 
of the other gender. A person 
could discover other interests 
and hobbies through such a 
relationship, therefore strength- 
ening his or her personality," 
she said. 
"We are getting over the era 
Sponsors campus events 
Office seeks BG loyalty 
by Beth Macy 
reporter 
Most undergraduates are not 
yet ready to think about becom- 
ing alumni, but the Alumni Af- 
fairs office is working hard to 
make sure that when students 
Sraduate, they won't forget their 
ays at the University. 
"Our goal is to maintain loy- 
alty to the University after grad- 
uation," said Wendy Luther, the 
assistant director of Alumni Af- 
fairs. 
The office plays a large role in 
coordinating many campus and 
alumni activities, including 
homecoming, Parents' Day, Se- 
nior Challenge and alumni trips, 
she said. 
This year, the trip is a cruise 
to the virgin Islands at the end 
of February.' 'We usually have a 
pretty good turn-out on the trips, 
but it does depend on the type of 
trip and the cost," Luther said. 
The office also is largely re- 
sponsible for the coordinating of 
homecoming. This year's activ- 
ities are specially designed to 
attract more recent alumni. 
"WE'RE   HOPING   to   try 
something fun and different this 
year by having a special section 
tor the younger alums, which 
will include an alumni band," 
she said. 
An event geared to undergrad- 
uate students is Senior Chal- 
lenge. Each senior class pledges 
to donate money to the Univer- 
sity after graduation. Last 
year's class pledged a record- 
setting amount of $40,000, Lu- 
ther said. That money will go to 
the Placement Office, to short- 
term loans available through the 
Financial Aid and Student Em- 
ployment Office and to any spe- 
cific place the donor requests. 
"However, the sole purpose of 
our office is not to raise money,'' 
she said. "Although we do spon- 
sor the Senior Challenge, most 
of our activities are designed to 
keep the alumni interested in 
what is going on here at the 
University." 
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for 
UAO Director of Public Relations 
Applications available in UAO office, 3rd 
floor, Union - due by September 14. Must 
have been UAO member for one Semester. 
Call 2-2343 for more information. 
BRIGHAMS GREENHOUSE 
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS AUCTION 
10:30 AM Tuesday Sept. 18, 1984 
Location: Brighams Greenhouse 1030 N. Main, E.G. Ohio 
pottery, glass, stoneware, greenery, etc. • Live plants 
and hanging baskets, office equipment & Misc. 
Owner: Brighams Greenhouse       Auctioneer: N. Keith Bradley, C.A.I. 
352-2686 
DELTA GAMMA 
Proudly announces it's 
1984 Pledge Class 
Susie Bichsel 
Keri Bischoff 
Julie Campbell 
Trad Chambon 
Vanessa Coffey 
Lynn Dioneff 
Colleen Drenta 
Dawn Ference 
Jennifer Garvin 
Cathy George 
Susan Hansen 
Molly Jenkins 
Marianne Johns 
Celia Kalmar 
Lori Kokinda 
Lynne lytle 
Kelly Martin 
Amy M'Lean 
Anne M'Nary 
Vicki Metz 
Rhonda Miller 
Melissa Millington 
Beth Minier 
Stephanie Nelson 
Amy Petit 
Amy Poure 
Angie Poure 
Kim Powanda 
Tish Ricker 
Kristen Romaine 
Kristen Sawyer 
Donna Schaefer 
Elaine Schoenlein 
Pam Small 
Tricia Thompson 
Ann Tookman 
Phyllis Ware 
Karen Weston 
WELCOME ABOARD 
where one would only commu- 
nicate with his or her same 
religion, race and economical 
background and entering a new 
era without artificial limita- 
tions," Allgeier said. 
Racial and gender equality is 
progressing u one compares 
what it is now to what it was in 
1900, she added. 
Allgeier said friendships be- 
tween the genders are good for 
personal development. 
"An example is if a female 
only associates with other fe- 
males, she is less likely to talk 
about sports, other types of mu- 
sic and, perhaps, mechanical 
things. But if she discovers other 
experiences by having many 
friendships, she is developing 
herself as a person." 
A FEMALE and male in a 
good friendship also have an 
excellent model for a good mar- 
riage relationship, Allgeier said, 
adding that in a friendship, both 
people share their problems, 
needs and ideas - some of the 
things that add to a good mar- 
riage. 
"If you have the friendship- 
roommate model in a marriage, 
you can share the housework 
and chores as you would with 
friends instead of splitting 
according to gender roles," Al- 
lgeier said. "It is better to de- 
cide on individual preference 
and ability." 
Dateline 
Friday, Sept. 7 
Graduation deadline - Today 
is the deadline for December 
Eaduation registration and the 
it day to apply for a bachelor's 
or associate degree. Students 
should fill out an application for 
graduation in their college office 
except for students in the Col- 
lege of Education. These stu- 
dents should apply at the Office 
of Registration and Records on 
the first floor of the Administra- 
tion building. The application 
for graduation is a different 
form than a deeree audit. 
Obsidian meeting - The Obsi- 
dian organizational meeting will 
be held at 4:30 p.m. in 105 Uni- 
versity Hall. Positions for writ- 
ers, salespeople and artists are 
Jewish group - The Jewish Stu- 
dents Group will hold a meeting 
at 6:30  p.m.  in the Faculty 
Lounge of the Student Union. All 
interested students and faculty 
are invited to attend. For fur- 
ther information on Jewish ac- 
tivities on campus, contact 
David Weinberg at 372-2940. 
Saturday, Sept. 8 
Arts registration - Fall semes- 
ter registration for the Bowling 
Green State University creative 
arts program will be held from 9 
a.m. to 1p.m. today in the lobby 
of the Moore Musical Arts Cen- 
tafa, 
■WWtM^WM^W^^^^^^^^^MAAMAMAMMAAAAAMMA^^^^^M^^^^^^^WWU 
BASH RIPROCK'S 
128 W. Wooster 
354-3939 
Buy 1 Get 1 for Vi Price 
Purchase any Bash potato, sub, Mexican specialty or 
bagel sandwich and receive a 2nd of equal or lesser 
value for Vi price. 
(Not valid with other coupons) 
Expires 9/10/84 
f 
STUDENTS • FACULTY • STAFF 
America Can't 
Take Four More Years. 
FOUR MORE YEARS MEANS: 
• More cuts in education funding. 
• Runaway defense spending. 
• Continued Nuclear Arms Race. 
• More attacks on Civil/Women's Rights. 
• A Central American policy that could lead to war and 
more Americans killed in Nicaragua. 
• Biggest Deficits in U.S. History. 
• No Beer in B.G. or Ohio if you are under 21. (Students are 
old enough to fight in Managua, but not old enough to 
have a beer.) 
COME & JOIN 
••• ••• 
L 
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS 
Organization Meeting 
WED., SEPT. 12, 7:30 PM 
200 MOSELEY HALL 
America Needs 
a********************** ** 
MONDALE 
FERRARO 
Paid for by the BGSU Campos Democrats: 231 Administration Building; Susan D. Darrow, Advisor J 
T & BG STUDENTS ARE THE BEST IN THE MAC! 
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Richmond invades BG in opener 
by Marc Delph 
sports editor 
Before the thought enters 
your mind of staying home Sat- 
urday afternoon in favor cf nurs- 
ing a hangover and watching 
another game on TV because 
pass-happy Bowling Green is 
playing a lower caliber team, 
consider the following: 
Richmond is coming off a 43- 
12 spanking over James Mad- 
ison University, it has a quar- 
terback that passed for 257 
yards in that game, a split end 
with 4.5/40 speed, and beat the 
Falcons 20-17 in 1980. And 
there's more. 
"They are lot better team now 
than when they beat us before," 
BG coach Denny Stolz said. 
"The most important thing is 
they played a game and we 
haven t. They've gotten some of 
the bugs out." 
This year's version of BG 
football, beginning at 1 p.m. 
tomorrow at Doyt L. Perry 
Field, features the obvious - QB 
Brian McClure - and a host of 
new faces in familiar places. 
MC CLURE IS coming off a 
record-shattering year of pass- 
ing for more than 3,000 yards in 
BG's 8-3,1983 season. The 6-foot- 
6,200 pound junior is a two-time, 
all-MAC selection and is consid- 
ered among the top three QB's in 
the nation this year. 
The new faces come to BG 
graduated last year and is cur- 
rently playing for the NFL's St. 
Louis Cardinals. 
JC transfer Bernard White 
will start in a tailback spot that 
had as many losses in the off- 
season as the Falcons had in 
their 11-game schedule last 
year. 
courtesy of the junior college 
ranks, with very Dig responsibi- 
lities thrust upon them as the 
season opens. 
Weak safety Sean Dykes, 
from Eastern Arizona Junior 
College, has a size 16 DD pair of 
shoes to fill as he slips into the jersey of four-time, all-MAC 
safety Martin Bayless. Bayless 
. f rw D»llvry » Pino » Sub» * D«55«rt» « Horn* Moda Soupi 
t 
e3 
EAST 
352-1596 
440 East Court 
• 'Home Made Soups • Burritos • Pasta • Snacks • Salads • Subs • 
"Our top three tailbacks from 
last season are gone," Stolz 
said. "We're going with a trans- 
fer (White). Well be backing 
him up with Jeff Davis, and then 
Mike McGee." 
Last year's opening-game 
starter, Andre Jackson, was in- jured in the third game and has 
not returned to form after knee 
surgery. 
THE FLANKER position is in 
the same boat as the tailback 
spot. Last year's starter, Greg 
Meehan, is recovering from 
knee surgery and transfer Joe 
Boxley and returnee Dean Ru- 
tan will be sharing playing time 
in his place. 
The conference's number one 
Sunter the last three seasons, 
im Phelps, was also lost before 
his final year as he signed a 
baseball contract with the Chi- 
cago White Sox. 
■fBlM'S^ 
84-85 Club Sports 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME 
General Interest Meeting 
September 12, 6 p.m. 
Eppler South Gymnasium 
For those wishing to 
participate in: 
Flying 
Racquetball 
Riflery 
Lacrosse 
Sailing 
Ski Racing 
Soccer 
Volleyball 
Water Skiing 
Ice Hockey 
Water Polo 
Rugby 
Fencing 
Squash 
Falconettes 
Synchronized 
Swimming 
,_M-M«<M«M«w^>iiai<^^^M^^^^S^^UM«M>« 
Alpha Chi OmegsT 
Proudly Announces it's 
new Baby Lyres! 
Karen Allen Cynthia McCombs 
Jill Arslanian 
Anne Bonner 
Susan Cage 
Terri Chapman 
Anne Conner 
Kim Dawson 
Leslie DiVincenzo 
Michele Duchemia 
Therese Durbin 
Wendy Gerber 
Laura Metkler 
Hallie Miller 
Denise Mitchell 
Ann Morgann 
Eileen O'Conner 
Day Patroulis 
Karen Perkey 
Karen Pickup 
Kim Quesada 
Kristine Reddy 
Kathi Schaefer Kim Gottschall 
Kendra Greenwald Susan Sekinger 
Heather Hodowaine Theresa Thiery 
Karen Hotfman Karen Wehling 
Barb Hollins Vikki Weinhaus 
Maureen Joyce Lisa Whitaker 
Sarah Kinney Susan Wilmans ■ 
Kathy Kinninger Cynthia Wyatt 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
»c*o>»c>»c>frc>»f>»f>»c>»f>M>»e>»f>»e>»c>»e^^ 
A heated battle for the 
punting spot between sopho- 
more Greg A. Johnson and Mark 
Bongers ended with Johnson 
getting the nod for tomorrow's 
showdown. 
"Johnson has been doing a 
real good job," Stolz said. "Both 
have been punting real well, but 
Bongers will be the back-up 
punter. 
"The leg is there, the hang 
time is there, but the question is 
whether they can handle the 
pressure. There could be a 
change in punters." 
The strength of the team this 
Sear can be found down in the 
enches, both offensively and 
defensively. 
The offensive line features a 
veteran bunch, led by the return 
to form of right guard Greg 
King. King sat out the entire 
season last year with an injury. 
He was all-MAC the previous 
year and a player Stolz said was 
his best offensive lineman in 
1982. 
KING WILL be surrounded by 
senior Dean Hall at right tackle 
and Brian Johnson at center. 
Hall is the gentle giant on the 
team at 6-4,240 pounds. Johnson 
is also a towering 6-4, 230 
pounds. All three are capable of 
becoming all-MAC selections. 
The left side of the line has 
Dave Bittner at guard and Dan 
Schriner at tackle. 
Four of the five starters on 
the defensive line, Vince Villa- 
nucci, Stu Tolle, Joe Prchlik and 
Mike Foor, all return from a 
tough 1983 defense. Shawn 
Simms moved from inside to 
outside linebacker to fill the void 
left by all-MAC Mark Emans. 
Inside linebackers Chris 
Hartman and Troy Dawson 
were also starters last season. 
"The defense is a quiet 
bunch," Stolz said, "not a rah, 
rah' bunch. I thought Bayless 
and Emans were dominant lead- 
ers. We're looking for leadership 
there. 
"McClure, Johnson, (tight 
end Mark) Dowdell and Hall are 
all confident kids on offense." 
The Spiders also have a pass- 
ing attack, led by 6-3 QB Bob 
Bleier and speedster split end It will not be any suprise to see Bowling Greens Brian McClure guide the 
Leland MelVin. Bleier .was 16- Falcon offense in tomorrows home opener against the University 
for-24, for 257 yards last week     Df Richmond.lt  will  the  first time  BG  has  opened  at  home in  two 
while Melvin caught 10 passes   years. 
for 208 yards and one TD. 
BG News/Phil Masturzo 
USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG 
% 
Help voice the students' opinion.., 
^     Get involved with 
- UNIVERSITY 
COMMITTEES 
Applications now being 
accepted at 405 student services 
For more information contact the 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
372-0324 
Deadline:    September 12. 1984 
USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • 
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STUDENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE 
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY! 
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
• ART SUPPLIES 
• PARTY GOODS 
• GREETING CARDS 
• GIFTS 
ETC. 
We service and sell typewriters and calculators including the 
^        #    - new SCM Electronics 
91 HI ■lid ",M:I S Main 
HALLMARK AND      Bowlm Green-0hio 43402 
OFFICE SUPPLY (419) 352-1508 
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Falcons 
head East 
by Tom R*«d 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's soccer team 
is finding out what it's like going 
from the frying pan to the fire. 
Fresh off two losses against 
highly-regarded Fresno State 
and Baltimore-Loyola, the Fal- 
cons travel to Oneonta, N.Y. this 
weekend to meet a nationally 
ranked eastern powerhouse with 
the possibility of facing another. 
Tonight, BG opens the May- 
or's Cup Classic when they play 
14th ranked Hartwick Univer- 
sity, which is located in 
Oneonta, and if victorious will 
face 12th ranked Rutgers tomor- 
row. 
FALCON ASSISTANT coach 
Charlie McSpiritt said BG will 
hold its own against the stiff 
competition and thinks playing 
such high caliber opposition will 
only improve the young Falcon 
team. 
"I think we are going to be 
very competitive this weekend, 
Sou won't see us backing down, 
IcSpiritt said. " I think this 
weekend will also help us down 
the road, we're playing such 
good teams here, that our young 
guys will have had some awful 
good experience by mid sea- 
son." 
If the Falcons hope to be com- 
Ktitive this weekend, they will 
ve to improve their anemic 
offensive attack. During last 
weekend's two setbacks, BG 
only managed a pair of goals, 
and 13 shots on goal, while 
spending most of time retrieving 
the ball deep in their own end. 
Falcon head coach Gary 
Palmisano has made it no secret 
that the lack of offensive punch 
has centered around the inex- 
periened players in the line-up 
and that improvement will only 
come with tune. 
HOWEVER, THE possible re- 
turn of last year's leading scorer 
Dennis Wesley might speed up 
Srogress. The South African na- 
ve who scored 24 goals last 
year missed the entire presea- 
son with a knee injury and might 
play this weekend. 
Another injured Falcon who 
might return to the line-up is 
fullback Joe Barros. In the FSU 
match, Barros broke his nose 
and hurt his calf in a midfield 
collision. 
But, even with the addition of 
Wesley and Barros, the Falcons 
will have a difficult task ahead 
of them. 
Hartwick finished last season 
with a 14-4-1 record, and opened 
this fall on a winning note by 
beating William and Mary Col- 
lege 5-3. The Warriors are cap- 
tained by their junior goalie 
Mike Harrison, who also re- 
ceived the team's MVP honors 
last fall. 
Offensively, HU is led by 
sophomore Paul Cushion who 
tallied 17 goals in his first sea- 
son. The Warriors are strong in 
the midfield with junior Pat 
Cruickshank. who scored eight 
goals, and added six assists, and 
X"iomore Dave Magistrate, 
led the team in assists with 
11, both scheduled to return. 
IF THE FALCONS can get by 
the HU tonight they will then 
have the unenviable pleasure of 
facing Rutgers. 
Last fall the Scarlet Knights 
posted a 17-0-2 record, qualify- 
ing for the NCAA tournament 
before bowing out in the second 
round. The Mid-Atlantic Confer- 
ence champs are led by two- 
time ail-American fullback 
Dave Masur. 
Up front sophomore Bobby 
Joe Esposito, who netted 14 
goals last fall, and junior Mike 
Talerico will provide a bulk of 
the RU scoring punch. The Scar- 
let Knights also .rgueably own 
the best goalie in the nation, 
Dave Yeager. 
128 N. MAN/ DOWNTOWN 
CBS Records 8 Topes 
HUEY LEWIS AND 
THE NEWS 
SPORTS 
I NMH An* fowl 
T*» HMfl W Mo«B Ana Wo" 
I *OH A %■ Oemf iTHrfi iu« 
Along with thousands 
of other great selections. 
BG News/Phtl Masturzo 
Bowling Green defender Tod Johnson (2) slide tackles Fresno State's Dave Mays in last Saturday's match in 
which BG lost in double overtime, 21. BG will go for its first win   today 
Falcon 
Fever 
CATCH 
IT! 
>T'$ DAVEY JONES LOCKER 
"Your Pet Connection" 
354-1885 
.      50 Gallon Aquarium 
> 39.99 
(Layaway Plan Available) 
expires  9-21-84 
178 S. MAIN 
DOWNTOWN 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited b> Trude Mkhel Jaffe 
ACROU 
1 Autocrat 
S Caesaror 
Waldorf 
10 Wood dttSMf 
14 Kimono 
15 N Florida city 
16 Grow impatient 
17 Wings 
18 Poverty 
LBJ program 
19 Fish malm 
20 flam 
phenomena? 
23 "I've A 
Secret 
24 Trapped 
25 Fido > nemeses 
27 German article 
30 " Eden"' 
33 Seaman's acad 
36 Perry, the 
singer 
39 Owego.NY'i 
county 
40 Sellers 1959 
dim (with 
The") 
»3 Harangue 
44 No*se god 
45 Once called 
46 Signs up Var 
48 The South. 
186165 
Abbr 
50 Common con- 
traction 
52 Damp 
57 Rep s 
colleague 
59 Hare cut? 
63 Dobbin's tare 
65 Metrical com- 
position 
66 Ending with 
joke 
67 Three. In Essen 
66 Loosen 
68 Sea eagle 
70 SaCas cousin 
71 " porridge 
hot" 
72 Behind 
schedule 
DOWN 
1 Leaflet 
2 System or year 
3 Ebb 
4 Baseballs 
PeeWee 
5 Seeded 
6 Sch or con 
7 Grocery pur- 
chase 
8 Distant 
9 What some par 
iicipkesdo 
10 Fore's partner 
11 Main Street 
shop 
12 Stoic 
philosopher 
13 State, m Caen 
21 Total 
22 Treaty org 
26 Man Irom 
Mandalay 
28 Play pan 
29 London's 
restaurant area 
31 Molding 
32 Rage 
33 Vaudeville 
staple 
34 Underwrite 
35 Nancy . 
M.P 
37 Like ihe Hatter 
38 01 the ear 
40 Norwegian 
poet. 1813-82 
41 Fisherman 
42 MO's aids 
47 Take quickly 
49 Elec measure 
51 Culotmeal 
53 Black Dird Var 
54 Before elate or 
mural 
55 Aroma 
56 A crowd. In a 
way 
57 Jerk's concoc- 
tion? 
58 NFL s 
Campbell 
80 Key letler 
61 Egyptian 
goddess 
62 Chief. Chinook 
style 
64 Touchdown 
number 
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WHAT EVERY STUDENT 
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN LEASING A TELEPHONE AND 
LEASING A CHICKEN. 
Yes, there are differences. 
And we think you should 
know what they are. Ask 
yourself these questions. 
WHEN YOU LEASE A 
CHICKEN, DO YOU 
GET THREE MONTHS 
FREE DURING 
THE SUMMER? 
Probably not. But when 
you lease your telephone 
from AT&T this fall, you 
won't pay any lease charges 
next summer. You can use 
your phone at home, and bring 
it back to school in the fall. 
DO LEASED CHICKENS COME IN A 
SELECTION OF COLORS AND STYLES? 
No. Chickens don't come in many colors. 
But the AT&T telephone you lease this 
fall comes in a variety of colors and 
three popular styles. 
ARE LEASED CHICKENS 
REPAIRED FREE? 
Don't kid yourself. Repairing a 
chicken is a delicate process that requires the work 
of expensive professionals. However, in the off chance your 
telephone will be shipped 
directly to you after one 
call to 1-800-555-8111, 
or you can pick up your 
phone at any of our AT&T 
Phone Centers. 
ONE FINAL QUESTION: 
DOES IT COST THE SAME 
TO LEASE A CHICKEN AS 
TO LEASE A TELEPHONE 
THIS FALL? 
Hardly. While we have no 
hard data on the exact cost of 
leasing a chicken, we can tell you 
with some certainty that the cost 
of leasing a telephone this fall is 
far less than you might think. 
The decision to lease a chicken 
or a telephone, of course, rests with 
you. But should you opt for the tele- 
phone, remember: you get three months 
free next summer, and you can take the 
phone home with you. There's a choice of 
colors and styles, free repair, and we'll 
x<^\ ship you the phone 
or you can pick 
AT&T leased telephone needs repairs, we'll fix it absolutely 
free when you visit any of our AT&T Phone Centers. 
ARE LEASED CHICKENS SHIPPED DIRECTLY TO YOU? 
Ship a chicken? Don't be silly. However, your AT&T leased 
it up at any 
of our AT&T Phone Centers. 
It doesn't cost much either. And 
that's something to crow about. 
AT&T Consumer Sales and 
Service. To order your telephone, 
call 1-800-555-8111 for delivery 
right to your door or for information 
concerning AT&T Phone Center 
locations. AT&T 
Toledo 
5933 Heatherdown* 
elrchonti «*1» AT*T Phct Cen«r». Only ufeptonei nmxwl Mh lb. * ~KMO«eAdB*canifceMC«nJBlloi*A*Uncet*rvice»indn«twortl topyrigM Al«l lonnjmrf s**t ina3*mw i*w 
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UHYERSiTl PIACEWT SCHEDULE APPEARS AS THE FUST USTWO EVERY OTHER TUESOAT. 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
Sept   7. 1984 
CORRECTION' CORRECTION 
Interviewing Techniques Workshop 
Tuesday 9/11 
12:00-2:00 pm 
Oho Sole, Union 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
ALL WELCOME! 
Learn more about  the  American  Marketing 
Association on Monday. Sept   10. al 7 30 pm 
« me Ohio Suite (3rd floor Union) Wa can help 
you reach your career goals Gel together after 
the information session. 
Association lor Childhood Education Meeting 
Monday. Sept   10. 7 00 pm   140 Overman 
Hall   Open to al education majors   Bring a 
Inend and retiesnments provided. 
Attention Al Alpha Lambda Delta Officers & 
Chairpersons There wil be a mandatory meet. 
ingonMon Sept  10 in BA 108 Contact Betty 
it you can't attend. '  
Campus Girl Scouts 
Organizational Meeting 
Tuea. Sept  11. 222 Ed 8 00 
New members welcomed' 
Open to men and women 
 For more inlo cal 2-3915  
'Hands Across The Seaa'sponaorad by the 
World Student Association Free, everyone is 
invited to come and dance Sat Sept 8. 9.00 
pm until 1 00 am Amani Room  
Interested In Aviation? First meeting of 
Aaratach Club Tuas. Sept. It, i pm. 1271 
Tech. Bldg. Everyone Watcoma.  
JOIN THE FINANCE CLUB 
Fast meeting Tues Sept. 11 
7 30 pm 105 Hayes 
 S7/aerrcealer. St3/year  
Learn to MARKET YOURSELF with PRIDE Join 
the American Marketing Association NOW* Sign 
up In the lobby o' the BA building today through 
Sept 14. You can be an active part ol the 
1983 1984 International Coeegtate Chapter ol 
the Year' Al rnaiors welcome at any level ol 
your education 
The American Marketing Association's 1984- 
65 membership drive is Sept 4-21 Sign up in 
the BA or Math/Science Lobby  Get involved 
now and Become a" active member  
VCTO Fa« kick-off Mon Sept 10. 8pm. 233 
TB  Chicago tnp.  Sottbal game.   etc.   New 
members walcornet  
Want to be a DJ? WBGU-FM wl hok) disc 
jockey training starting Sapt 11. at 7:00 pm in 
207 Harma Hal   Come and check out the 
WBGU lamlly'  
Friday Evening Services: The Jewish Students 
Group wl be holding the first of its weekly 
Fnday evemng get-togethers this evening at 
6.30 pm In the Faculty Lounge ol the Student 
Union Al interested students & lacufty are 
invited to attend For lurther info on Jewish 
activities on campus, contact Professor David 
Wemberg at 372-2940. 
The BG Fencing Club ta having Its organiza- 
tional meeting on Monday. Sept 10at900pm 
on the front floor ol the Rec Center It you have 
any questions cal 352 4035 See ya there1 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Typing; Papers, dtaaertatlone, etc   372-2261 
or 352-0636  
LOFT ORDERS are sin being taken Cal The 
Loft Construction and Storage Service 352- 
3836  
If you want to gal away from the rut cut, atop in 
and see Tim at the new Jau Bau hair studio 
Geometric cuts-ceaOphaning and design 
perms Mon-Sat 9-7 Evening appta available 
3520061. 115QoughSt  
CHECK IT OUTII The 84-85 Men ol BGSU 
Calendar Is here"  
Undergraduate Student Government's Drat 
general assembly meeting will be Tuea. 
Sapt It at 7:30 pm In 112 Lite Science. 
Cases sates easy ophtlon. AH ars welcome. 
Chris t Diane: Junkyard Jumbo was lust the 
beginning, H's one to nothing and  we're 
winning. OotHe 4 Alberto.  
CONGRATULATIONS LESLIE JAMES 4 DOUG 
MOORE ON YOUR DELTA ZETA—PHI KAPPA 
PSI ENGAGEMENT' WE WISH YOU MUCH 
HAPPINESS IN YOUR FUTURE TOGETHERI 
WITH LOVE. THE SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA 
CONGRATULATIONS LAURA SUVflNSKI ON 
YOUR   DZ-ALPHA SK3 PINNING TO JOHN! 
LOVE. YOUR DZ SISTERS  
Debbie Canton- Welcome to the office and get 
ready tor a wondariul yaar.l  
DEMY DAYS AM COMtteO lllllll 
FREE BGSU Transfers 
on any of our merchandise 
JeaneN Thrnga 
831 RKkjo  
FREE GIFTS 
WHh al Regular price 
LEE MerchanrJee 
Jeane N Thing* 
531 RMge  
FREE Levl Be** 
with purchase of 2 Levl Cords 
JaansN Thrnga 
531 RMge  
Get payched Alpha Xie tor the Mud Tug- Lets 
|am! Show your spirit A pin the clan'l  
Gregg- Congrahiationa agam on your new 
position We're looking forward to the year 
ahead! From your Orientation Board-ers 
PERSONALS 
Msec your vote* hoard. Got hnorvod by 
applying (or underorsduate student govorn- 
mont cabin*! aaalitanta.  Pick  up ippiic«- 
ttons In 40S Student Services.  
Alpha Phi's 
Don't be out to lunch about whora to rafy thie 
weekend Gat roady tor some heavy Kappa 
Sigma Action, it wl bo the prirrto blowout to 
start a key year let's get bent out ot shape!1" 
MNUV 
HAPPY 1WTHDAY 
W.T.Q.A. H.I.A.  
Attention al Phi Poftt The Alpha Darts (and our 
gorgeous new pledges) are payched lor our 
lust tea ot the year and the first in your new 
house1 Gel ready to party1  
QuysNGata 
501 Lev. Blues 
Jeans N Things 
531 Ridge 
Brathaus 
Friday Afternoon Happy Hour 
3-9 
Brathaus 
Saturday Afternoon Happy Hour 
3-9 
Brian McCentock I never woutd've guessed 
that a 'secret valentine' party would lead me lo 
the beat 6 months ol my ale! The long distance 
caaa and the 3 hour drives ol summer prove 
that we can make it through anything Love 
always, Annette. 
BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON WEL- 
COME BACK! WERE ALL READY FOR A 
FANTASTIC YEAR AND PSYCHED FOR MUD 
TUGM GOOD LUCK' THE GOLDENHEARTS 
HEY DZ PLEDGES: WE LOVE YOU. YOU 
QALS ARE THE BEST' GOOD LUCK WITH 
PLEDOWQl LOVE. YOUR DZ SISTERS 
Interested In Inforrnatfon on amoking, alcohol, 
sexual awareness, weight loaa, stress mgmt or 
general Heetyte assessment? The Wei can 
help. Trained peer advisors are available M- 
Tnurt 11 am-4 pm lo answer your questions at 
220 Student Health Sorvtoea __ 
Jeff, the weather forecast lor today caaa lor 
party cloudy skies You better check to see ft 
you have dasa today.  
Jennifer. Congratulations on your victory in pool 
over Jeff Is there going to bo a rematch???? 
CHECK IT OUTII The 84-85 Men of BGSU 
Calendar is horoH  
Kathy Staudt Congratulations on your en- 
gagement to John Hohman1 We wish both of 
you the beat of everything'  Love,  your AX 
sisters  
KD'S LET'S BREAK OUR NEW HOUSE IN 
JUST RK3HT ON FP4DAYI! PARTYM LAMBDA 
CHI'S .  
LAMBOA CHI ALPHA 
WELCOMES THE WORLD 
 BACK OFF CAMPUS!  
LAMBOA CHI ALPHA 
QUOTE OF THE WEEK 
 DRINK'  
Undergraduate Student Government's first 
general assembly meeting will bo Tuea. 
Sept. 11 al 7:30 pm In 112 Ufa Science. 
Come soteo your opinion. AH ore wo*oome. 
Miches* Murphy Good luck cheering Sat. You'l 
do greet Go. Go, AXO Love Ya. Lore a Dob. 
Orientation Leaders! 
Juat  a  friendly  reminder  that  Orientation 
Board applications are due by S pm Friday, 
!*Li  
Plies- Hope you're excited for a great tea to 
start oil the year right! See you Frit Love. The 
Dee Gee's  
(UCK....   WE'LL  ALWAYS  HAVE  ......  THE 
HYATT. USA. 
Sailing and Sales Management Club Mem- 
bership Drive m B A LobBy 
Join Now  
Sigma Chi's The Kappa's can't wait to atari the 
year right' Get ready lor our tea on Friday night 
Congratulations to our Alpha XI sister Kathy 
SleDert on her engagement to Jim Rudolph. 
Low, your Alpha XI sisters.  
Streamers has a  special  surprise coming 
aoonl Watch tor details. 
TERESA STEHLIN   CONGRATULATIONS ON 
YOUR OZ-SKJMA CHI PINNING TO SCOTT! 
LOVE. YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS  
The Alpha XI sisters ajslcoms our know 
house 'mom' Kim Cluckeyl! Gat payched tor 
a tawr year. XI loaa 
The Alpha XI sisters welcome our new houee 
'mom' Kim CNcfceyl! Got payched tor a new 
year. XI Love.         
The tourney waa long 
The hours were a atram 
But our potential pledgee 
Had only to gem 
For Alpha Gamma Delta 
Waa surety worth the wait 
And our new fal pledges 
Ara only top rate 
We're nuts over our baby squares)!' 
 Love, your Alpha Gam Sisters  
The slaters ol Alpha Delta Pi Congratulate Pam 
Mom* on her Alpha Oelt-Phi Tau engagement 
to EM  Wa wrah you both al the beat in the 
future  
The staters ol Alpha Chi are thrilled to announce 
thai Susie Van Curan has been honored as the 
Pi Kappa PN Fraternity Sweetheart' Congretu- 
aSone Suale' Love. The AX'e  
TODAY IS THE DAY-MUD TUG 1M4). K AT 
COLLEGE PARK AT 3-OON'T MM IT! 
TwajSUrta 
Reg $15 95-Sals S9 57 
Black Gray-Navy-Khaki 
JeansN Things 
531 RMge  
Undergraduate Student Government's ftrat gen- 
eral assembly meeting writ be Tues Sapt 11 at 
8:00 in 112 Lite Science   Coma voice your 
opinion Ai are welcome.  
Val Ciplak CongratuMlona on your AXO-Alpha 
Slg tavakermg to Rich! We ate ao happy lor you1 
Love. The AX's  
VALERIE CIPTAK I RICH BIMONTE- CON- 
GRATULATIONS ON YOUR ALPHA CHI 
OMEGA- ALPHA SIGMA PHI LAVAUERINQ' 
BEST WISHES FOR THE FUTUREI THE 
BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
CPA Teat Preparation 
Stanley H. Kaplan 
Educational Center 
SSSOSecorfc) 
sso-iroi 
Fiddler on the Roof 
Sapt 6.7.8 at 8 pm 
Kooecker Hal 
Cal: 372 0171 
BGSU students St ON 
wrth vaedIO 
Do You Want To Help Othera? 
You Can"" 
Be a LINK counselor Intervention. Information, 
and referral canter To And out how you may 
become a UNK counaefcr cal NOW' 352-5387 
or 352-1545 or come to 525 Pike St Bowing 
Green Training provided tor al accepted appi- 
cants'   Application  deadens   September   12. 
Become a 'Helping Connection'.  
Attention: Former ME La" Sle'e. last years' 
composites are In. Call 382-5004. 
BO'S ORIGINAL 
Morning Donut Defcvery 
Quality donuta I role. 4 
Years In business Doectous 
hand-dipped ice cream 
The Getaway 352-4162 
Part Time Desk Clerk 
Do you have an outgoing personality with a 
nil slant disposition' Do you have the ebeWea 
to communicare. give a good appearance, plus 
a sincere deaire to serve the pubec? If ao. 
pteeee ape*/ tor our part time desk clerk 
poamon:  L K Motel.  1-75 t St Rt 18. N 
Etaaanoro 46872. __ 
Part-time aecretary. fleidble schedule. Must 
two typing, minor booksspeu A eomo techni- 
cal writing atcaa. Ray comenaurale with experi- 
ence Send reeume lo 500 Lehman Ave   Box 
/17.BQ. Ohio 43402.  
Church Organiat 
St. Paul Luthsm. HaaMne 
 Cal 823-6831 or 823-4320  
GOVERNMENT JOBS 
$1rJ,659-S50,553/yesr 
Now hiring Your aree 
Cal 805-887-8000 Ext R-9849 
Smal band for wedding reception In Septem- 
ber. As soon ss possible cal 352-8878 or 
352-8833.  
Part I Ful time maintenance  skis I auto 
rlnHHl but not necessary Cal 3525335 
babyeltet: My horns 8 30-3:30, M-F $607** 
Would  consider  2   people   spitting  tans  1 
money   352-2309  
FOR SALE 
WANTED 
VCTO Fal Kick off 
Mon Sept. 10.8 pm 233 TB 
Chicago tnp. Sottbal game, etc 
New Members Welcome! 
to sublet apt 
SlOO'mo plus electric i $100 security de- 
posit   Contact Chris, Mke,  or Dan.  Vaaga 
Green Apta «307.  
21 year ok) female needs place to ave NOW! 
For into cal Lisa 372 4788 
Efficiency     lo     sublease     2nd 
Sissrmo. sll utilities paid J54-S216 
Need more room? 3 gats need 4th Spacious 2 
bdrm  apt  Only $93/mo  Beautiful Spa facaV 
ttea 362-8837.  
Attention Al Animal Lovers: Must get rid ol my 
3 month old lamas) puppy. Perfectly house 
trained and wsl behaved wang to pay al 
expeneee unti next May when I wl be able lo 
take her back Al you have to do la love her 
Cal immedkttely 352-8792.  
Wanted: Female roommate needed ImmsoV 
atety House located near campus A town. 
$125 month, furnished, utwliee 4 phone. Cal 
now 362-8792.  
1 MALE SR WANTS TO SHARE OR RENT 
HOUSE/APT/ROOM sVASEDIATELY. 362- 
4871 AND LEAVE MESSAGE 
Posters. Crafts, dothaa. Mlac   Wed Fri   Go 
rags SHa, 302 N Enterprtee  
For Sale   '72 VW Karmsnn Ohio converttHe 
New area cal 823-3271.  
1075 Petto. Body an embarrassment but ft 
runs. Noisy May be seen at 128 Manvae. or 
oH 3720308  Make oner. 
1982 HONOA 760 CUSTOM WINDJAMMER. 
LOW MIES. 364-3071  
AUDI 100LS new tnawnaMlon. battery, rear 
Urea, starter  Wl give to highest offer  Andy 
352-7043. I  
Tssc laps deck: Sigma guitar: auto speakers 
niaaonebku prices 352-6382 evenings and 
weekends.  
82' Toyota Tercel 
Moving to New Zealand 
4 Or, Automate, 33.00O.-382-2891  
1983 Ford Mustang G T . T-Topa, Loaded. Al 
power. New TVss. Caaeette Stereo. 1StO 
Ctough SI Apt. 730  
FOR RENT 
Vtoki: Congratuletions on your promotion! From 
the gang In 405.  
WEIMANDYS   BACK   AND   ORIENTATION'S 
GOT HIM! WELCOME DAVE! IT'S GREAT TO 
HAVE YOU ON BOARD!  
WE LOVE OUR KKG MUD TUGOJERSI 
WE LOVE OUR KKG MUD TUGGERSi 
WE LOVE OUR KKG MUD TUQQERS' 
CHECK IT OUTII The 84-85 Men of BGSU 
Calendar Is here" 
HELP WANTED 
Make your voice heard, gat Involved by 
applying tor Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment Cabinet Assistants. Pick up applica- 
tions In 405 student services. 
EARN $400 TO S800 A WEEK WITH OUR 
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO 
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS SEND 
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: LAGUNAS P.O. 
BOX 25791. CHICAGO, IL 80825-0791. 
Now taking apcacations lor the following poai- 
bone. wartressee/watlers. floor waters, bar 
tenders Both day and mght Urns avaaebw 
Apply m person at BUTTONS otter 8 30 pm 
everyday: or Tues. A Thurs sfler 2:00 pm. 
BG Country Club area. 3 bdrm upper luxury 
apt w/taundry. Alt. garage, adults only. Fsys 
Ave. $370,mo  1 utl . Cal Toledo 419-382- 
4401.  
Video Caseins and Video Daw rental 
3 days, 3 movies. $29 96 
Phases Video C*. 1028 N Main 
354-3613 
Apertrr, table doss to campus. 9 or 12 
Cal 364-2998 
Efficiency to luoHaai to grad student Fufy 
furnished, good loc $215 Includes al utatiee 
317 Marrvas «T  Stop by after 3 pm. or oat 
354-1159.  
Daay Rental and Leaekig $14 00 perday Auto 
Quest 362-2227 1010 S Main St 
WELCOME BACK BGSU STUDENTS! 
THE BEST 
OF THE 
ROCHES 
IS YOURS 
Ci.W3A<to)DhCoo.iComo»,r.y Go-lcter- Cok><sdo 80401 • Bfewer ot Fine Qmllfy Been Since >673 
Available At Many Of Bowling Green's Fine Local Merchants 
Distributed By Great Lakes Distributors, Inc. 
3928 N. Detroit Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43612 Phone (419) 476-9385 
, 
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Two encore presentations ol the 
summer campus and community musical 
theater production of Tiddler on the Root" 
will be presented at 8 p.m Friday and 
Saturday (Sept. 7-8) in Kobacker Hall of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Tickets tor the award-winning musical 
are priced at $5 and $3 for students and 
senior citizens, and $7 and $5 for all 
others. University students with a valid ID. 
can receive a $1 discount olf regularly 
priced tickets Tickets can be reserved by 
calling the Centers box office at 372- 
0171 or purchased at the box office 
between 10 am.-2 p.m weekdays or 
between 10 am -8:30 p.m. on 
performance dates. 
Produced by Bowling Green High 
School choral director James Brown, who 
is also musical director, the show is being 
directed by Dr. F. Scott Regan of the 
University's theater faculty. Laura Kissner 
of Toledo is choreographer and Rob 
Johnson of Bowling Green is set and 
technical director 
Thomas L. Kinney, a professor of 
English at the University, heads the cast as 
Tevye, the poor but hard-working dairyman 
who struggles to earn a living for his wife 
and five spirited daughters while upholding 
the traditions of his religion and 
community in Czarist Russia 
Others in the cast include area residents 
as well as University students. 
Bombs away! 
Rev the engines. Clear the runway. The Brian McClure aerial show is ready lor takeoff 
During the past two years, there hasn't been a better college quarterback In the 
country. The junior thrower holds numerous Bowling Green. Mid-American Conference 
and NCAA records, and he has led his team to the best two-year record in the 
conference, including one appearance In the California Bowl. 
■ And this year promises to be as high-flying as the past two, as more than 36 other 
| lettermen return to fly support for McClure. who last year became the first sophomore 
quarterback in NCAA history to throw tor more than 3,000 yards in a single season. 
This year's aerial fireworks begin at 1 p.m. Saturday (Sept. 8) as the Falcons host the 
Richmond Spiders at Doyt Perry Field 
Tickets tor aM Falcon football games are now on sale at the Memorial Hall box office. 
Hours lor the office are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and from 9-11 a.m. on home game 
days. 
In addition, tickets can also be purchased at the Ice Arena from noon to 4 p.m. 
weekdays and, on game days, at the Stadium beginning at 11:30 a.m. 
Individual games tickets, season tickets and All Sports-Passes are still available. 
QrMn Sheet il published by the Bowling Green State University Office of Public 
Relations for students, faculty and staff. H Is produced In cooperation with the BO 
TIM next Issue of Green Sheet will be published Sept. 21 and will cover events 
occurring between Sept. 24 and Oct. 7. The deadline to submit Information for that 
Issue Is noon Wednesday, Sept 19. 
All events mutt be submitted In writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. In the event of space limitations, thoee events submitted 
at the oerlieet date will be given preference. Thar* la no charge te have an Ham 
Senior Steve Cotton la serving as eattor this sera eater; junior Din* Horwedei to 
calendar editor. 
Fest features five bands 
Five soad hours of music by area bands will highlight the second annual Fall Fest, which 
will be held from noon to 7 p.m. Saturday (Sept. 22) at College Park. 
The day of activities is being sponsored by the University Activities Organization In 
conjunction with the Theta Chi Ox Roast and Sigma Chi Derby Days. All events are free 
and open to the public. Tickets will be sold for beer, soft drinks, food and games with 
prizes. 
A local bend, The Wet Shavers, will perform first from noon to 1 p.m. Then at 1:30 
p.m., The Bowlers will perform for an hour. The Bowlers are comprised of ex-members 
from the Euclid Beach and Eric Carmen bands. They played at last year's Fall Fest and 
specialize in 80s music including songs from the Beatles and the Beech Boys. 
The Urge wH take the stage at 3 p.m. featuring a pre-programmed computer that plays 
an drums and percussion. Then from 4:30-5:30 p.m., Spetbound, a nine-piece funk and 
rhythm-and-blues band, will entertain with their own unique sound. Spellbound recently 
played in Cleveland at the Kool Jazz Feshval and at "Starfest" with Gladys Knight and the 
Pips. 
The day of music wil conclude at 6 p.m. when Fayrewether, a "rheeterical rock'1 band, 
appears foe a one-hour performance. The band, who performed in the Ballroom of the 
Union in 1982, plays several numbers by Genesis, The Tubes, Talking Heads and Steery 
Dan. The group uses a variety of costumes and props to make their music com* save. 
Friday 
September 7 
9-3 p.m. - American Marktting Association 
Membership drive Open lo anyone interested 
Recruiting in Business Administration and Math 
Sciences. 
6:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service 
Open to ail   Sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group. Faculty Lounge. Union 
6:30 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU at Mayors Cup Toumment with Hartwick, 
Rutgers, and Oneonta colleges at Oneonta, NY. 
7-9 p.m. - Christian Meeting 
Meeting ot Dunamis outreach Free and open to 
an Capital Room. Union 
8 p.m. - University Theater Production 
"Fiddler on the Root" win be performed Tickets 
are $5 and $3 for students. $1 off with valid 
University ID   Kobecker Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
8-10 p.m.-Public Skating 
Students $1.25 with valid BGSU ID Skate rental 
50 cents Ice Arena. 
Saturday 
September 8 
11 a.m. - Crosa Country 
Men's team at Ohio State with University of 
Toledo and Western Michigan University. Co- 
lumbus 
1 p.m. - Football 
BGSU vs. University of Richmond, Doyt L Perry 
Field 
1:30 p.m., - Rugby 
BGSU A a B teams at Sandusky Rugby Club. 
Sandusky. 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various articles win be on display. Free and open 
to at  Little Red SchocJhouse. west ol Com- 
mons. 
3:30 p.m. - Rugby 
Rugby team C at Flndlay Rugby Club, Flndlay 
3:30 p.m. - Cross Country. 
Women's team at University of Toledo 
8 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Vacation'' win be shown. $1.50 with BGSU ID 
Main Auditorium, University Hall. 
8 p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 7. Hating 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 7, listing 
9 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU at Mayor's Cup Tournament with Hart- 
wick. Rutgers, and Oneonta colleges at 
Oneonta, NY. 
9 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU at University ot Michigan tournament, Ann 
Arbor , 
10 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Campua Film 
See 8 p.m. Saturday, Sept 8, listing 
Sunday 
September 9 
7:30,9,11 a.m.-Mass 
St Aloysius Church. 150 S. Enterprise 
8:4S, 11 a.m. - Worship Services 
St Marks Lutheran Church, 315 3 College 
9:30 a.m. - Worship Services 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S Enterprise 
9:30,11 a.m. - Worship Services 
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E. Woos- 
ter. 
10 a.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time for visiting the Maumee Youth 
Center, a correctional boys facility. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Parish Open to ad. St Tho- 
mas More Parish. 425 Thurstln. 
10 a.m.-Worship Service 
Sponsored by the Agape Church of Prayer 
Chapel. United Christian Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstin. 
10 a.m.-Worship Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 126S Church 
10 a.m.-noon - Worship Service 
Dayspring Assembly ol God 4-D's Building, 700 
High 
10,11:18 a.m., 1:15 p.m. - Mass 
St.   Thomas   More   University   Parish,   425 
Thurstin 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
Bowling Green Alliance Church. 1161  Napo- 
leon. 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster. 
1 p.m. - Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
Picnic     Free    and    open    to    an.     13421 
Ktopfenslem 
2 p.m. - Handicapped Youth Clinic 
Organizational meeting for the Saturday Activity 
Carte for the Handicapped  Open to all Univer- 
sity students Students can earn one credit per 
semester or volunteer. 100 Eppler North. 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various historical articles wiU be on display. Free 
and open to all Little Red Schoolhouse, west ot 
Commons. 
3:30-6:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Sept  7. listing. 
6 p.m. - Worship Service 
Bowling Green Alliance Church,  1161  Napo- 
leon. 
7-9 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m Friday, Sept. 7, listing 
7:30 p.m. - Dlscipleship 
Bowling Green Alienee Church,  1161  Napo- 
leon. 
Monday 
September 10 
8 a.m.-« p.m. - Student Rec Center Activities 
Registration begins for swimming classes for 
adults and children, diving and scuba instruction, 
and weight loss classes Through Friday, Sept 
21. Student Rec Center. 
8 a.m.-S p.m. - Poll Workers Sign-up 
Anyone interested In working at the polls in the 
USG  Sept   20  election  may  sign  up.  405 
Student Services. 
9 a-rn. - Senior Pictures 
Pictures wit be taken today through Sept. 14. 
For appointments cat 372-0086 or stop In at 
the Key Office, 310 Student Services. Pictures 
wi be taken at 310 Student Services 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. - UAO Mini-course Registration 
A wide variety ol non-credit courses are being 
ottered to University students Most courses run 
lor six weeks starting Sept. 17, and are held in 
the evening, between 6 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. 
Payment is due upon registration in the UAO 
office, third floor of Union. 
7 p-m. - Association tor Childhood Education 
Meeting Open to at education majors. 140 
Overman. 
7:30 p.m. - German Film Series 
"Woyzeck." a television production of Georg 
Buechner's drama, wit be shown. Sponsored by 
the department of German and Russian. Free 
and open lo at. Gish Film Theater, Henna 
Tuesday 
SeptMrWr 11 
9.30-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Advisement 
No appointment necessary. 424 Education. 
11 a.m.-4 p.m. - Cale Francais 
Fresh  pastries and  beverages wi  be  sold. 
Sponsored by the French House Open to at La 
Maison Francais. 
6 p.m. - Auditions 
For University Performing Dancers Open to at. 
201 Hayes 
6-9:30 p.m. - AKS Karate 
Sponsored by the American Karate Association. 
Open to at.  St.  Thomas More Parish,  425 
Thurstin 
7 p.m. - Squash Club 
Organizational meeting. Free and open to all 
Squash Court A. Student Rec Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Women In Communications, Inc. 
Informational meeting Open to at Gold Lounge, 
Founders. 
7:30 p.m. - Alpha Tau Omega Ruth 
Free and open  to at University men   State 
Room. Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity 
informational meeting Free and open to at. 203 
Hayes 
7:30 p.m. - The Key 
Organizational meeting. Open to all Writing, 
photography, layout and sales positions are 
available 310 Student Services. 
8 p.m. - Christian Science Organization 
Meeting Open to all  Fort Room, Union. 
Wednesday 
September I2 
11 a.m.-3 p.m. - Student Organizations Fair 
More than 75 student clubs, groups and organi- 
zations wit be represented. Free and open to at. 
Grand Batroom. Union. 
11:30-12:30 p.m. - Non-Traditional Student 
Series 
Time management seminar. Free and open to 
non-traditional students. Capital Room, Union. 
3:30 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU vs Marquette University. Mickey Coch- 
rane Field. 
7:30 p.m. - Beta Alpha PsIfAccountIng Club 
A joint organizational meeting for this club and 
accounting honor society. Open to at Campus 
Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Campus Democrats 
Organizational meeting Open to all 200 Mose- 
ley. 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Sept. 7, listing. 
Thursday 
September 13 
9 a.m. - Gorf 
Women's team at Ferns State Invitational, Big 
Rapids, Mich 
9:30-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Advisement 
No appointment necessary. 424 Education. 
10 a.m. - Board ol Trustees 
Meeting. Open to at Bryan Recital Hat, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - French Conversation Hour 
Free and open to el. La Maison Francais. 
5 p.m. - Deadline lor USQ District Representa- 
tive Applications 
Any undergraduate student can apply. 405 
Student Services. 
i p.m. - Kappa Mu EpeUon Picnic 
Math honor society wi hold a picnic. There will 
be a sports challenge between students and 
(acuity. Free and open to members, guests, and 
math faculty. Stone shelter by city pool. Bowling 
Green City Park, Conneaut 
6 p-m. - Washington Center Intershlp Pro- 
gram 
Informational meeting for this internship pro- 
gram. Sponsored by the Center lor Educational 
Options. Open to at Capital Room, Union. 
8-9:30 p.m. - Karate Clinic 
See 6 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 11, listing 
6:30 p.m. - Chess Club 
Free and open to anyone interested in chess 
Commuter Center, basement of Moaekty. 
7:30 p.m - Alpha Tau Omega Rush 
Free and open to al University  men   State 
Room, Union 
7:30 p.m. - Environmental Interest Group 
Meeting  Free and open to al. 106 Business 
Administration. 
8 p.m. - The Lenhart Classic Film Series 
"The Red Shoes" wit be shown. Free and open 
10 al. Main Auditorium. University Hal 
Friday 
September 14 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Woven Coverlet Display 
Features more than 30 weavings created in the 
19th century, as wel as contemporary weav- 
ings. Free and open to at  Through Sunday, 
Sept  23. McFat Center Gallery. 
9 a.m. - OoH 
Women's team at ferris State Invitational (Big 
Rapids, Mich.). 
3:30-7:30 p.m. - Bathtub Rece 
The band "Wet Shavers" wit provide entertain- 
ment and beer and food will be sold. Sponsored 
by Phi Kappa Pal fraternity. At proceeds go to 
Multiple Sclerosis Admission $1. Open to all 
College Park 
6:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service 
Open to all   Sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group Faculty Lounge, Union. 
4 p.m. - UAO Mini-course Registration 
Deadline tor registering for a variety ot non- 
credit courses. Open to at with a varying tee. 
UAO office, third floor, Union 
4:30 p.m. - Fall Retreat 
Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship  $15 
lee. Open to at. Wi depart from UCF, 313 
Thurstin,  for  The  Coupling  Retreat  Center, 
Sandusky 
6 p.m. - Senior Pictures 
Last day to have pictures taken Open to at 
University seniors with appointment. 310 Stu- 
dent Services. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs Ohio University Anderson Arena. 
1-4 pun. - Dunamis Outreach 
Meeting Free and open to at Capital Room, 
Union. 
7:30-11:30 p.m. - Graduate Student Senate 
Jan Cale 
Featuring the Paul Kenyon Quartet $2 admis- 
sion. Open to al graduate students Ice Arena 
Lounge. 
6 p.m. - Symposium on Woven Coverlets 
Indianapolis Museum of Art curator Peggy Gilloy 
wi discuss weaving as fold art and the cover- 
let's role In American culture Sponsored by the 
department of home economics. Reservations 
can be made by caMng 372-2026 or writing Or. 
Patricia Cunningham in the home economics 
department Open to al. McFat Center. 
9-10 run. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Sept. 7. listing 
Saturday 
Septembers 
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. - Symposium on Waver 
Coverlets 
Guest speakers from the universities of 
Maryland, Obertn. Columbus, and Germentown 
Sponsored by the department of home econom- 
ics. Open to at Reservations can be made by 
calling 372-2026 or by writing Or Patricia 
Cunningham at the home economics depart- 
ment. Alumni Room, Union. 
8:46 a.m.-3 p.m. - Feminist Seminar 
"The Superwoman Syndrome'' wi be examined. 
Presentations by Joan Bissland, Continuing 
Education. Suzanne Crawford, affirmative ac- 
tion, and Janice Meatman. United Christian 
Feeowshlp. $5 registration. Register by eating 
372-2620 Child care available Ith floor, Often- 
rWest 
9 a.m.-1 p.m. - Crime Prevention Program 
Representattves ol the department of public 
••My wi be fingerprinting the children of 
University employees. A crime prevention pup- 
pet show, featuring McGruff, the "Take a Bite 
Out of Crime" dog, wi also be pesented 
throughout the day Free and open to all Forum, 
Student Services. 
10:30 a.m. - Cross Country 
Women's team at Lady Lion Invitational (Univer- 
sity Park. Pa.) 
11 i.m. - CroH Country 
Wen's team vs. Ohio and Marshall universities. 
Forrest Creason Golf Course. 
Noon - Bathtub Race 
Approximately 25 greek teams will compete In 
this annual rowing race Sponsored by Phi 
Kappa Pal maternity Free and open to all 
spectators. Peregrine Pond. 
1 p.m. - Rugby 
BGSU A. B and C teams vs Kent State Univer- 
sity. College Park 
1:30 p.m. - Football 
BGSU at Oklahoma State University (SMtwater. 
Ok.) 
2 p.m. - Soccar 
BGSU vs Wisconsin-Green Bay. Mickey Coch- 
rane Field 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various articles will be on display Free and open 
to all   Little Red Schoolhouae. west ot Com- 
mons. 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Bibl. Fellowship Moating 
Free and open to all. Canal Room, Union. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU  vs    Kent  State  University   Anderson 
Arena. 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept 7. listing 
Sunday 
September 16 
9:30,11 a.m. - Worship Services 
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E. Woos- 
ter 
10 a.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time tor visiting the Maumee Youth 
Center, a correctional boys faculty. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Parish. Open to al  St. 
Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
10 SJH. - Worship Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S. Church 
10, 11:15 a.m., 1:15 p.m. - Mass 
St.   Thomaa   More   University   Pariah.   425 
Thursttn. 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster. 
11 a.m. - Bagel Brunch 
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group Free 
and open to al. Faculty Lounge. Union. 
2-6 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Canter 
Various historical articles wit be on display. Free 
and open to al Little Red Schoolhouse. west of 
Commons. 
3-5 p.m. - International Buddy Program 
A formal reception for participants in the pro- 
gram. Sponsored by the Graduate Student 
Senate and the Wortd Student Association. 
Lounge, Ice Arena 
3:30-6:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 7, listing. 
5-0:30 p.m. - "Now Beginnings" Retreat tor 
New Students 
The Rev. Herb Weber and Sue Gorman wil 
speak. Free and open to al freshmen and 
transfer students. Supper is included Reserva- 
tions requested by calling 352-7555 St 
Thomas More University Parish, 425 Thursttn. 
7-0 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Sept. 7, listing. 
Monday 
September 17 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. - Music Tickets 
Advance individual tickets will go on sale for al 
fat performances at the Moore Musical Arts 
Center for which admission Is being charged. 
Artist Series rickets are tree with valid University 
ID. Moore Musical Arts Center Box Office. 
4:30 p.m. - Washington Center Internship 
Program 
Informational meeting for mis internship pro- 
gram Sponsored by the Center for Educational 
Options Open to all Town Room, Union. 
6-7 p.m. - Library Seminar 
Seminar on how to use the Online Computer 
Library  Center   Free  and  open  to  all    126 
Jerome Library. 
6:30-7:30 p.m. - Library Seminar 
"Library Research in Geology" Free and open 
to al. Ogg Science Library 
7 p.m. - Spanish Film Festival 
"Ess Pareta Fetiz" (That Happy Couple), a 1951 
film, will be shown with English subtitles. Spon- 
sored by the romance language department and 
the film studies program. Free and open to all. 
Gish Film Theater. Hanna. 
7 p.m. - Psf ChilUPA 
Joint meeting for this psychology honor society 
and the Undergraduate Psychological Associa- 
tion Open lo all Second floor student lounge, 
Psychology 
7:30 p.m. - German Film Series 
"Kuhle Wampe," a portrait of a tow income family 
in Berlin and the contused conditions of the 
Weimar Republic, will be shown. Sponsored by 
the department of German and Russian. Free 
and open to all 70 Overman 
t:30 p.m. - Spanish Film Fsstlval 
A 1952 flm, "Bienvnido Mister Marshal" (Wel- 
come Mister Marshal), wil be shown. In Spanish 
Sponsored by the romance language depart- 
ment and the film studies program. Free and 
open to al Gish Film Theater, Hanna. 
Tuesday 
September 18 
0:30-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Advisement 
No appointment necessary 424 Education 
4-5:15 p.m. - Libserv Seminar 
"Library Research InEJocatlon " Free and open 
to al. 128 Jerome Library. 
6-9:30 p.m. - AKS Karate 
See 6 p.m. Tuesday. Sept. 11, listing. 
7 p.m. - Spanish Film Festival 
The 1961 flm "Placfdo," which received an 
Oscar nomination for foreign Urns, wil be 
shown. Sponsored by the romance language 
department and (Urn studies program. Free and 
open to al. Gish Flm Theater, Hanna. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU v. University ol Cincinnati. Anderson 
Arena. 
8 p.m. - Christian Sicence Organization 
Meeting Open to si. Fort Room, Union 
8:30 p.m. - Spanish Film Festival 
The   1961   flm  "Calabuch"   wil  be  shown. 
Sponsored by the romance language depart- 
ment and the tarn studies program. Free and 
open to al. Gish Flm Theater, Hanna 
Wednesday 
September 19 
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. - Non-Traditional Stu- 
dent Series 
Academic advising wi be discussed. Free and 
open to al non-traditional students. Capital 
Room, Union 
3:30 p.m. - Soccar 
BGSU vs Ohio Weeleyan University. Mickey 
Cochrane Field. 
7 p.m. - Prayer Meeting 
Bowling Green Aliance Church.  1161  Napo- 
leon. 
7 p.m. - Spanish Film Festival 
The 1903 Nm "El Verdugo" (The Executioner), 
with English subtitles, win be shown. Sponsored 
by the romance language department and the 
flm studies program. Free and open to al. 112 
Ute Sciences. 
7-0 p.m. - Cultural Conversations 
Jerry Liu, graduate student in statistics, wH 
discuss "Taiwan: A Second China?" Sponsored 
by the University Honors Program   Free and 
open to al  International Student Lounge,  16 
Williams 
6 p.m. - Fashion Merchandising Association 
Meeting. Jim Evans of the May Company will 
speak Free and open to all Assembly Room, 
McFal 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 7. listing 
6 p.m. - Saxophone Recital 
Kenneth Radnofsky will give a guest recital. Free 
and open  to al.  Bryan  Recital  Hal.  Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
0 p.m. - Spanish Film Festival 
The 1978 flm "La Escopeta National" (The 
National Shotgun) wH be shown with English 
subtitles. Sponsored by the romance language 
department and the flm studies program Free 
and open to al. 112 Life Sciences. 
9 p.m. - Volunteers In Progress 
Organizational meeting   Free and open to all. 
112 Business Administration. 
7:30 p.m. - Astronomy Lecture 
Dr. Roger Ptak. professor of astronomy and 
physics, will speak on the Voyager exploring 
Jupiter and Saturn Sponsored by Conklin Hall. 
Free and open to all. Main lounge, Prout Hall 
Thursday 
September 20 
9 e.m.-S p.m. - Undergraduate Student Gov- 
ernment District Representative Elections. 
Any undergraduate student may vote with a valid 
student t.D Sponsored by Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government. Union foyer. 
10 s.m.-to p.m. - Uundergraduate Student 
Government District Representative Election 
Any undergraduate student may vote with valid 
student I.D. Sponsored by.Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government. Alumni Lounge, Jermome 
Library. 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - French Conversation Hour 
Free and open to all. La Maison Francais 
6-9:30 p.m. - AKS Karate 
See 6 p.m. Tuesday, Sept 11, listing. 
6:30 p.m. - Chess Club 
Free and open to al  Commuter Center, base- 
ment of Moseley. 
7 pjn. - Spanish Film Theater 
The 1980 flm "Patrtmomc National." (National 
Heritage), with English subtitles, wil be shown. 
Sponsored by the romance language depart- 
ment and the film studies program. Free and 
open to al. Gish Flm Theater, Hanna. 
7-8 p.m. - Library Seminar 
"Computer Search Services lor Business and 
the Social Science" wi be discussed Free and 
open to al  122 Jerome Library. 
7:30 p.m. - Environmental Inters! Group 
Meeting. Free and open to all   106 Business 
Administration. 
8 p.m. - Psychology Seminar 
"Optod and Non-Optod Mechanisms of Pain 
Inhibition" wi be discussed by Or. Richard 
Bodnar, an associate professor of psychology at 
Queens Colege In New York. The seminar is 
sponsored by Sigma XI and the department of 
biological sciences. Free and open to al. 112 
Ufa Sciences 
8 p.m. - UAO Campua Film 
"Shane" wi be shown. $1.50 with BGSU ID 
Gish Flm Theater, Hanna 
0 p.m. - Spanish Film Theater 
The 1982 "National III" (National III) wi be 
shown with English subtitles Sponsored by the 
romance languages department and the Km 
studies program Free and open to all Gish Flm 
Theater. Hanna 
Friday 
September 21 
9 a.m.-2 p.m. - "Morale and Markets" Confer- 
ence 
The program wi feature three presentations on 
moral considerations In market economies Free 
and open to the public, but reservations must be 
made no later than Fn.. Sept. 14. by calling Dr 
John Ahrens at 372-2538 Mileti Alumni Center 
3 pjn. - American Marketing Association 
Deadline for membership drive. See Fn., Sept. 
1   listing 
5 p.m. - Student Rec Center Activities 
Registration deadline for swimming classes for 
adults and children, diving and scuba instruction, 
and weight loss classes Student Rec Center. 
6:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service 
Open to al. Sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group. Faculty Lounge. Union 
7-9 p.m. - Dunamia Outreech 
Meeting Free and open to al Capital Room. 
University Union. 
7:30 p.m - Volleyball 
BGSU at Eastern Michigan (Ypslantil 
6-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m Friday. Sept. 7, listing 
Saturday 
September 22 
9 a.m. - Ooff 
Women's team at Michigan State Invitational 
(East Lansing). 
9 a.m.-1 p.m. - Crime Prevention Program 
Representatives of the department of public 
safety wi be fingerprinting the children ot 
University employees. A crime prevention pup- 
pet show, featuring McGruff, the "Take a Bite 
Out of Cnme" dog. wil be presented throughout 
the day. Free and open to al. Forum, Student 
Services. 
11 i.m. - Cross Country 
Women's team at Western Michigan (Kaiama- 
11 «.m. - Cross Country 
Men's team vs. Miami University  Forrest Crea- 
son Gotl Course. 
1 pjn. - Rugby 
BGSU A, B and C teams vs  Miami University 
Colege Park. 
1:30 p.m. - Football 
BGSU at Miami University (Oxford). 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Canter 
Various articles wil be on display. Free and open 
to al. Little Red Schoolhouse. west of Com- 
mons. 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Bibl. Study Fellowship 
Free and open to al Canal Room, Union 
4 pjn. - Mass 
St.   Thomas   More   University   Parish,    425 
Thurstin 
4:15 pjn.-Volleyball 
BGSU at Central Michigan University (Ml Pleas- 
ant). 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Sept  7, listing. 
Sunday 
September 23 
10 ajn. - Volunteer Services 
Departure Bme for visiting the Maumee Youth 
Center, a correctional boys faciity. Sponsored 
by St  Thomas More Parish  Open to all   St 
Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
10 i.m. -UAO Trip 
Departure Bme tor this trip to the Cleveland 
Browns-Pittsburgh Steelers footbal game In 
Cleveland. $20, Includes ticket and transpora- 
tton. For those who pre-regidstered at the UAO 
office, third floor of the Union. Leave from the 
Union Oval. 
2-6 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various historical articles wH be on display Free 
and open to al Little Red Schoothouss, west ot 
Commons. 
3:30-5:30 pjn., 7-0 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 7. listing 
6 pjn. - Oboe and Flute Recital 
John Benttey. professor of oboe, and his wife 
Judith Benttey, associate professor of flute, will 
give a recital accompanied by their daughter, 
Julia Benttey, a senior music major at Indiana 
University, on the piano. Free and open to ail 
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center 
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BGSU Flying Team: For those who dare 
Good seats remain 
for Severinsen 
Good seats still remain tor the Nov. 
10 Parents Day concert featuring 
musical director and trumpeter Doc 
Severinsen. 
While all S11 seats have been sold, a 
number of $8 bench/bleacher seats and 
$5 bleacher seats are still available. 
Tickets may be purchased at the Mileti 
Alumni Center from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
weekdays. 
Best known as the musical conductor 
of the "Tonight Show," Severinsen is 
rated as one of the country's finest 
trumpet players and has been voted 
"Top Brass" for 10 years in the 
prestigious "Playboy" music poll. 
His Bowling Green concert will begin 
at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena. 
UAO offers classes 
for the fun of it 
Aerobics, film making, juggling, 
photography, mixology, and euchre are 
simpty a few of the titles of mini-courses 
being offered this semester by the 
University Activities Organization. 
More than a dozen non-credit, for the 
fun of It courses will meet one or two nights 
a week for students who wish to indulge 
themselves on an offbeat or unique topic. 
Some of the courses are free, while 
others have a small ($5 to $20) registration 
fee. Registrations are now being accepted 
and deadline for signups is Friday (Sept 
14). Fees are payable upon registration. 
Additional information about all of the 
courses and application materials can be 
obtained by contacting the UAO office, 
third floor of the Union. 
Auditions to find 
actors and dancers 
Auditions for both actors and dancers 
win be held during the next few weeks. 
The University Performing Dancers will 
hold open auditions at 6 p.m. Tuesday 
(Sept 11) in 201 Hayes. Audition 
appointments are not necessary and all 
men and women should come dressed to 
dance. 
Tryouts tor the University Theater 
production of Tennessee William's 
"Summer and Smoke" will be held from 7- 
10 p.m. Sept 28-27 in 405 University 
Ha*. Calbacks will be at 7 p.m. Sept. 28. 
"Summer and Smoke," by one of 
America's greatest playwrights, is the story 
of a somewhat puritanical southern girl arid 
an unpuritanical young doctor. Their 
bittersweet romance becomes on* of 
stiffled passion and desire. 
Scripts of the play are available for 24- 
hour loan in the theater office. 322 South 
Hal Directed by Or. Charles Beughton, a 
professor of speech, the play wfl be 
presented Nov. 8-10 and 14-17 
By Slacey Mason 
Soaring through the air, hundreds of feet 
above the earth is an experience many 
people only dream about. The University 
offers to "those who dare" the opportunity 
to be a member of the BGSU Precision 
Flying Team. 
Although the University teanvwhich 
flies out of the Poe Road airport is open to 
both pilots and non-pilots, the main 
requirement for membership is a strong 
commitment to the club Since most don't 
own planes the sport can be very 
expensive. Pilots will need to pay a rental 
fee for a plane, and there are also entry 
tees, overnight accomodations and food 
expenses to keep in mind when the team is 
in competition. 
Two-year member Thanos Liarakos, a 
history graduate student, said, "The team 
depends on members to give their all to the 
sport " 
The club meets once a week to discuss 
flying and prepare for competitions. 
Liarakos said, "As we get closer to 
competition, we may spend five hours a 
week in preparation." 
The Bowling Green team participates in 
regional competition against other 
universities in Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. 
The top two winners in regional competition 
go on to the national competition. This year 
the regional competition will be held at 
Cuyahoga Community College in 
Cleveland. 
Competition includes power off-and-on 
landings, message drops on a fixed point, 
simulator events, and flying from a fixed 
point to a fixed point while calculating time 
and fuel consumption accurately. Non- 
pilots may compete in pre-flight inspections 
and air craft recognition tests. 
"Frying is a kind of love; you must give it 
all you've got and what you get In return is 
undescribable," Liarakos said. 
Students interested In joining the club 
should contact Dr. Lytle at 287 Business 
Administration. 
If you have ever thought about 
becoming Involved In a student 
organization or two, circle 
Wednesday (Sept. 12) on your 
calendar. On that day, the annual 
Student Organizations Fair will be 
held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Union. 
Representatives from more than 75 
organizations will bs available to 
answer questions and take 
applicstions. 
The event is open to all. 
Bowling Green's ten-year-old sport 
receives some aid from the University and 
costs $15 a semester to be a member. 
The sport is approved by the National 
Intercollegiate Frying Association. The 
team's adviser is Dr. Dennis Lytle. 
associate professor of business education. 
Only clinic of its kind in Ohio 
Saturday clinic needs volunteers 
Noise. Lots and lots of noise Running, jumping, ball throwing, dancing, talking and 
game playing It appears like a classroom gone mad, but to Delores Black, an associate 
professor in the School of HPER, it is the sights and sounds of success. 
It is the efforts of 40 handicapped children who are learning to minimize the effects of 
their disabilities and build self-confidence. And it is the efforts of 50 student volunteers 
who give two hours of their time every other Saturday to work with and care about these 
children. 
The children and students comprise the School of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation Saturday Activity Clinic for the Handicapped This year's program begins with 
an organizational meeting which will be held at 2 p.m. Sunday (Sept 9) in 100 Eppler 
North. This meeting is open to all University students who can volunteer their services for 
the entire academic year All details concerning the program, schedule and the possibility 
of receiving academic credit will be discussed at the meeting. 
Begun in 1975 as an activity clinic for blind children, the program has grown to include 
children with other physical and mental handicaps. Tho program is coordinated by Black 
and is the only clinic of its kind in the state of Ohio which offers services free of charge 
The philosophy of the clinic is simple: engage these children in activities which will 
provide them with the opportunity to improve their physical skills and develop greater self- 
confidence and self-awareness, and offer these activities on an individual basis so that 
each child may succeed at what he or she is < oing. 
Think snow. Think Colorado. Think UAO. 
Sure, it's still warm out. Sure the sun is still high in the sky. Sure, there is no chance of 
snow. But, if you want to have the best winter vacation of your life, now is the time to start 
thinking snow — and skiing. 
Again this year, the University Activities Organization Is sponsoring a nine-day ski trip 
to Steamboat Springs, Colo. The trip leaves the University Jan. 5 and returns Jan. 13. 
A magnet for vactioning college students, Steamboat Springs features more than 700 
acres of ski trails, some of them as long as 2.5 miles. The trails offer a challenge for both 
the beginning and expert skier — and everyone in between. 
The cost of the trip Is $270 and Includes roundtrip bus transportation, 
accommodations in condominium complexes, lift tickets and admittance to daily parties. 
Reservations can now be made by contacting the UAO office, third floor of the Union 
A $100 deposit is required when registering. 
Music tickets go on sale Sept. 17 
Advance individual tickets for all fad 
performances at the Moore Musical Arts 
Center for which admission ie charged will 
go on sale Monday (Sept. 17) at the 
Center's box office. 
The box office win be open from 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. on weekdays. Also, on 
performance days, the box office wW be 
open from 10 am. to 8:30 p.m. 
Tickets avilable on Monday Include 
those for three Artist series events: A Sept. 
26 concert by the Ballet Jazz da Montreal: 
art Oct. 26 performance by mane Oreo 
GoMsoot, and a Dec 1 appearance by Lee 
Colornbient (Students may «M*> A/ttol 
Series tickets for free by showing a vaUd 
University I.D.). 
Tickets for Festival Series concerts by 
the Harmonie Wind Ensemble on Oct. 3; 
guitarist Julian Bream on Oct. 22, and the 
Romanian National Choir on Nov. 19 will 
also be on sale. 
Also avaHapfe wiU be tickets for the Oct. 
27 concert featuring the Philip Glass 
Ensemble. 
More information about at of these 
concerts. Incajrjtna ticket prices, can be 
obtained by oatang the Moore Musical Arts 
Center box otaee at 372-0171. 
Logo contest set 
The University win celebrate its 75th 
anniversary during the 1985-86 
academic year, and in preparation for 
that celebration, a contest to develop an 
official logo has been announced. 
The logo will be used on a wide range 
of publications, stationery and other 
appropriate items during the 1985-86 
year. 
The design competition Is open to 
anyone. The deadline for entries is 5 
p.m. Oct 15. A $250 cash prize will be 
awarded for the winning entry. All 
entries must be submitted as black and 
white camera-ready art, designed to be 
reproduced In one color, on 10" x 12" 
illustration board In a self-addressed. 
12" x 15W" manila envelope. The 
entrant's name, address and local 
telephone number must be affixed to 
the back of the entry. Entries will be 
accepted at the reception desk on the 
first floor of the Mileti Alumni Center. 
The winning eney will be announced 
on Nov. 10. 1984. That entry becomes 
the property of the University. 
For further Information on the 
contest, contact the Office ol Public 
natation a, 372-2616 
BG hosts two-wheeled tourists 
Tie N lens Magazine 
Steven Spielberg The genius who never grew up. 
Spielberg's 'E T.'ls accused of copy- 
ing "The Wizard of Oz" with main 
characters who Just want to go 
home. 
5 
Bruce Springsteen 
6 
SeaBG 
8 
Cover Photo: A bicyclist and his shadow trek down E. Wooster Street. The 
Bowling Green area is ideal tor cycling, and even has it own hostel tor traveling 
bikers. See story on page 3. 
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Obsidian seeks 
production help 
The Obsidian is looking for writers, photographers, salespeople, artists, 
idea-people and circulators for the fall semester. 
An Obsidian organizational meeting is being held today at 4:30 In 106 
University Hall. Be there for information leading to your career in 
publishing, advertising and anything else that interests you as a serious 
student. 
If for some reason you cannot attend but are still interested in an exciting 
year in journalism, contact Lawrence J.W. Watson at the Obsidian office in 
MosleyHall. 
Let's build something we can all be proud of. Let's build an Obsidian. 
We care - naturally" 
8«ir- 
Nature's Manna 
134 E. Court 
.    352-0236 
Your store for trail mix, carob, 
snacks, vitamins, shampoos, lotions, 
and more! 
Fresh Bread Baked Daily 
(stop in and pick up a few 
tempting recipes) 
15% off with Student I.D. 
expires 9/22/84 
USMmn > World Report present! 
Metamorphosis 
. . .or, "How to make a smooth transition from backpack to briefcase." 
You'll never lose touch with the outside world when you read U.S.News. 
Get straight to the heart of the news that matters with late-breaking up- 
dates from around the world.    . expert analyses on politics, business and 
the economy.     forward-looking reports on trends that are shaping 
Americas job market, the way we live, your future. 
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out and send in the 
coupon below. 
Money-saving 
Student Coupon 
D YES, send me 25 weeks of US News* World Report lor only 
$9 SB. I'll save 50% off me regular subscription rate and 77% off the 
cover price. D Payment enclosed O BUI me 
Name  
School Name  
Address  
City. State , 
-Apt.- 
-2p- 
u.s.News 
Mail coupon to: 
U5.News * World Report 
2400NSt.N.W Room416 
Washington.DC 20037 
listen lor the Newt Blimp on WFAL Brought lo you by US News 1 Work! Report 
7 ISM 
Two Wheelin' 
Bowling Green is a bicyclist's haven 
by J. Douglas Gurnick 
Bicycling as a sport has enjoyed 
increased popularity on college cam- 
puses   since   the   motion   picture 
Breaking Away." It is a film about 
an Indiana University townie who 
dreams of joining the internationally 
known Italian cycling team. 
Among those college campuses, 
Bowling Green is no exception. 
Looking around campus, one can see 
how students rely on their bicycles for 
transportation to classes. 
Bikecentennial is a company that 
tailors to cyclists. They nave mapped 
out a touring route that connects the 
West and East Coasts. Bowling Green 
is one of the cities on the Iowa to 
Maine Bicycle Route. 
"We get a lot of people coming 
through on the route. We probably 
had a dozen (riders) in August." said 
Mike Purcell, owner of Purcell's Bike 
Shop, 131 W. Wooster. Purcell's Bike 
Shop is one of the local shops listed in 
the Bikecentennial service directory 
for supplies and necessary repairs. 
Purcell said he didn't meet many 
people who were taking the entire 
route coast to coast. It was mainly 
people who were doing segments of 
the route. 
"We had an Oregon couple and a 
few people from California who were 
doing a major part of the route. A lot 
of the people wno stop in are heading 
either to New York City or Boston,1' 
Purcell said. 
Many cyclists stay the night in 
Bowling Green at Wintergarden, an 
American Youth Hostel which hap- 
pens to be the largest in Ohio with 32 
beds, located on the Bikecentennial 
Route. 
Bob Beard, associate professor of 
health, physical education and recre- 
ation at the University, and his wife, 
Joan, have been houseparents of the 
Cycling Tips 
If you are interested in cycle touring and would like to take a short 
trip on the Bikecentennial Route, here are the directions for a 25- 
mile round trip from the University to Pemberville: 
Take Manville southbound until it dead ends into Napoleon Road. 
Turn left on Napoleon and pass over 1-75, then bear left onto T- 
241/Dfrlam Rd. (first turn). Turn right onto Ohio 105. Follow 105 for 
about eight miles into Pemberville. 
When riding keep in mind the following information: 
• Wear loose fitting clothes and bright colors so cars can see you from a 
distance. 
• Learn the basic maintenance skills in case your bicycle should get a flat 
or be in need of minor repairs. Any of the local bicycle shops should be able 
to explain how to take care of your bicycle. The first thing you should learn 
how to do is fix a flat tire. 
• Always let cars have the right of way. It's not worth taking risks. 
• Invest in a helmet if you plan on bicycling as a frequent hobby. 
• Don't overdo it when riding. Find a relaxing pace and stick with it. 
• Bring along a windbreaker to combat the winds of Bowling Green! 
For additional information on some of the cycling routes are available, 
write to Box 8308, Missoula, Mont. 59807. 
hostel for the past seven years of its 
15-year existence. 
,TWe had over 1,200 overnighters 
last year," Mrs. Beard said. "Just a 
few of the cyclists who stayed were on 
cycling routes." 
She said two New York men flew to 
Oregon, where the Bikecentennial 
route begins, and were attempting to 
bike across the country in 40 days. 
"When they arrived, they hadn't sho- 
wered for the last tour days so this 
place looked like a palace to them," 
she said. 
I 1 MAKE YOUR WEEKEND A 
4 7 1114 FUCK 
Prince washed up in "Purple Rain" 
by Marcello Grande 
otta go see it!" 
picture "Pur- 
"If» 
they sad of 
pie Rain. 
And so I did. And so I was a fool. As 
I sat watching Prince make a nym- 
pho-narcissist of himself, I thought 
about my $4.50 sitting in the box 
office, a M.SO I would have rather 
spent seeing "Attack of the Killer 
Tomatoes." 
throughout the entire movie, so either 
he's too cool or he can't act. Probably 
the latter is true. Instead, he fre- 
quently grants these sly smirks of 
approval out of the corner of his eye. 
IBs co-star Apollonia is depicted as a 
subordinate female who moves to 
take Prince's clothes off in the love 
scene, but then Prince stops her and 
makes her take her clothes off first. 
She will do anything for her lover, 
even jump in a lake! 
Prince commands sympathy from 
viewers by using his parents who beat 
on each other one minute ana em- 
brace in mad passion the next 
By the time Prince's father at- 
tempts suicide, I find it difficult to feel 
sorry for him any longer. Up to this 
point, I've been resigned to the fact 
that the movie is plotted solely toward 
Prince's gratification. 
Although I did not enjoy Prince's 
ego trip on film, I still appreciate his 
musical talent. I just think he should 
leave professional acting to Pacino, 
Streep, Newman and Fonda. 
After all, I dont see Redford twang- 
ing an electric guitar. 
His music took me in. How can I 
pass up an artist so unique, someone 
who slithers around in Edwardian 
threads and plays a mixture of teenie 
bop rock and Jimi Hendrix, I thought? 
''Purple Rain" is quite the appro- 
priate title as it describes how rain, 
the color of royalty, comes Washing 
down   on   Prince.   He   says   little 
Summer wraps up largest film season 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Suspense, 
supernatural high jinks and sex domi- 
nated the final weekend of what is 
shaping up as the biggest summer in 
film industry history. 
Clint Eastwood's 
first place for a third 
"held 
week- 
end even though its gross of $7.1 
million for the four-day Labor Day 
holiday was slightly down from the 
previous three-day weekend. 
But feisty "Ghostbusters" almost 
regained the top spot by scaring up 
$8.8 million, nearly $2 million more 
than a weekend earlier. 
"Bolero," a sexually explicit adven- 
ture starring Bo Derek, scored $4.6 
million in its maiden outing to replace 
"Red Dawn" at third place. But crit- 
ics predicted a short theatrical life for 
the film, which was released without 
a rating because its raciness suppos- 
edly would have earned it an X. 
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DON'T MISS THE 
21 'ANNUAL 
SIG-EP MUD TUG 
Today 3 o'clock at College Park 
Presented in conjunction with 
Strohs 
Music and Fun Will Be Provided! ! 
a 
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SELLING AND 
SALES 
MANAGEMENT 
CLUB 
Sept. 5 Sarts Membership 
Drive (in B.A. Building Lobby) 
Sept. 12 Informational meeting 
in the Town Room 
in the Onion 
The meeting smarts at 
7:00 p.m. All majors welcome. 
BRADNER COMMUNITY 
FESTIVAL & BEER BLAST 
1st Annual 
Route 6 East, right on 
Pemberville Road (South 1 mile) 
FRIDAY - 
Country 
Jamboree 
Nashville North & 
Uptown Country 
SATURDAY - 
Chicken BBQ 
3 00-   Country 
Incorporated 
Evening     Uptown 
Country 
The Sleek Bros 
Admission at gate $3. Cash drawing Sat. at 10 p.m. 
Sponsored by: American Legion Post 338 
and Bradner Fire Department 
FOLLOW THE SIGNS 
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QTEVEN QPIELBERG 
Despite 11 winning films 
some doubt his maturity 
by Benjamin Morrison 
When the name 'Steven Spielberg' appears atop a movie credit list, it is 
almost guaranteed to be a box-office smash. 
Neal Gabler, one of the hosts of PBS's "Sneak Previews," said, "Just put his 
name on top of anything and people want to see it." 
Spielbergs chart-topping movies include: "Jaws," "Close Encounters of the 
Third Kind," "Raiders of the Lost Ark," "E.T., "Indiana Jones and the 
Temple of Doom" and, most recently, "Gremlins." 
Although his name appeared on the credits list, "Spielberg didn't have that 
much to do with 'Gremlins,' but peoplejammed theaters to see it because they 
saw his name listed." Jeffrey Lyons, Gabler's co-host, said. 
"If Spielberg would have produced the movie, he would have had the father 
save his child from the evil Gremlin and not the child save himself," Gabler 
said. 
Dr. John Nachbar, professor of popular culture at the University, said 
Spielberg would approve of "Gremlins." 
"He did have some influence on the movie because some of his friends 
produced it," Nachbar said. 
The success of the producer, who is closing in on Frank Capra's production 
record of 11 straight movie successes, has been attributed to "his uncanny way 
of making you remember when you were a Md," Lyons said. 
"What he is into is the insistence that we return to a childlike point of view. 
He creates a childlike intuitive acceptance of the fantastic," Nachbar said. 
His use of menacing authority and the lost child in ordinary suburbia, 
coupled with his own sentimentality and a subtle sense of humor, have made 
him a box-office giant, the critics said. 
From his family life, Spielberg derives his creative philosophy of placing an 
ordinary person in unordinary situations and having the person win the battle. 
Spielberg was bom in Cincinnati. His parents divorced and be grew up with a 
hunger for technology along with three sisters in a small Arizona town. 
"One day his father came home with a micro-chip and said this is the way of 
the future," Lyons said. "The younger Spielberg promptly ate it" 
Nachbar said Spielberg began making films when he was "a little kid" and 
went on to become a film school product in the same manner as George Lucas. 
FILM Sun. Sept. 9 at 6 pm 
Free Admission 
4D's Building 
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Pastor Randy Carter 
Offlcr   14191 3320.72   Hom#   H191 352 4054 
Worship 10 am and 6 pm 
mtutt in 4D's building 
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"They are the backbone to the new generation of filmmaking," Nachbar said. 
Lyons believes Spielberg will be around for a long time. "If anybody can 
change with the times, it is Spielberg. He is timeless." 
Nachbar disagrees entirely. "He's just spinning his wheels doing spinoffs 
from his old movies. 'Indiana Jones (and the Temple of Doom)' is a less 
interesting effort than 'Raiders (of the Lost Ark),' ana'E.T.' doesn't say much 
that wasn t already said in 'Close Encounters (of the Third Kind).' " 
Nachbar cited "E.T." as the prime example. " 'E.T.' is a spinoff of "The 
Wizard of Oz.' 'E.T.' is Dorothy who just wants to go back home," Nachbar 
said. 
Although "E.T." is the highest grossing movie of all-time, Nachbar said 
"Jaws" is his finest movie to date. "When 'Jaws' came out, it became the 
number one movie of all time," he said. 
"He's unquestionably a highly talented filmmaker who is able to tap into 
what the mass audience wants to see," Nachbar said. 
Of course, Spielberg has no financial worries with more than $500 million in 
the bank. 
However, he has never won an academy award. "After he has aged and 
humbled a bit, he'll get the recognition he deserves," Lyons said. 
Still looking for 
Fall housing? 
MEADOWVIEW COURTS 
has both furnished and 
unfurnished apts. still available 
Hours: Phone: 
M-F 9-4:30   214 Napoleon Rd.    352-1195 
Two bedroom apartments still available. 
$270.00 furnished / $250.00 unfurnished 
Includes: Water and sewage. All residents are granted 
privilege of using the Cherrywoed Health Spa located at 
835 High St., B.G. 
KSBENI PAYS GAS AWaECTKC 
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Have we lost the Boss? 
A 'runaway publicity machine' 
may ruin the mystique that was 
by Henry Marchand 
America is excessive. Its citizens 
overdo things to vulgar degrees: fast 
food, nuclear arms, designer jeans. 
Americans lose all sense of propor- 
tion. Take, for another example, what 
fans are doing to Bruce Springsteen. 
Springsteen is a fine musician and 
songwriter and an electrifying con- 
cert performer. Few musicians today 
can get an audience rocking like he 
can. While he may deserve praise and 
admiration, that is not what he's 
getting. 
Due to the efforts of expert publicity 
people and to the insatiable appetite 
of the American populace for heroes, 
he is becoming a media industry. 
Should this happen, we will lose one of 
our most insightful, potent musical 
voices  and  gain  another  Michael 
Jackson. There is danger here. 
In the cover story of a recent People 
magazine, Springsteen is labled a 
"Blue-collared Troubadour," an 
image for which he has long been 
admired. In the accompanying arti- 
cle, writer Chet Flippo paints a pic- 
ture of Springsteen's image that 
ignores one inescapable fact: if the 
intensive hype surrounding him pre- 
vails, the man's image will be 
obscured. His appeal will fade inevi- 
tably and he will be abandoned by the 
working class music lovers. He will 
become just another plastic, idol 
forced upon fans by BIG money. 
So who is the man behind the 
image? He's a guy from New Jersey 
(That, of course is a plus) who claims 
to have been "dead" for all intent and 
purpose, until he bought a used guitar 
at the age of 13. 
In the early 70s, he was a major 
force in a musical mini-renaissance 
that rocked the Jersey shoreline and 
spawned musicians such as Steve Van 
Zandt, who left Springsteen's E. 
Street Band to start Little Steven and 
the Disciples of Soul. Another notable 
who played at the Stone Pony was 
Johnny Lyon of Southside Johnny and 
the Asbury Jukes. In a few short 
years, Asbury Park, N.J., became 
STADIUM LAUNDRY 
"Clean & Comfortable Atmosphere" 
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nationally known for introducing it's 
Stone Pony heroes. 
Springsteen established his music 
of jazzy undertones and evocative 
imagery with his first two albums, 
"Greetings From Asbury Park," and 
"The Wild. The Innocent and The E. 
Street Shuffle." When "Born tojRun" 
came out, his fame and status were 
assured. 
Then the hype began. Springsteen 
was on the cover of Time and News- 
week. 
But the hype didn't peak there, and 
it may not have crested yet. 
"Darkness on the Edge of Town," 
"The River" and even "Nebraska" 
were pushed hard by Columbia Re- 
cords. Though "Nebraska" was a 
bleak and musically bare collection of 
s, it sold very well despite critics' 
ions that it would alienate 
en's staunchest fans. 
Springsteen's seventh and latest 
album hardly follows "Nebraska." 
"Born in The U.S.A." is the most 
upbeat and driving collection of songs 
he's ever performed. Ironically, neg- 
ative subject matter can be detected 
in the title track that is supposedly 
Springsteen's expression of love for 
his country. 
I got in a little hometown jam, so 
they put a rifle in my hand. 
Sent me off to a foreign land to go and 
kill the yellow man 
Billboard's 
Top Ten 
HOT SINGLES 
l."What's Love Got to Do With It" 
Tina Turner (Capitol )-Gold (More 
than 1 million singles sold.) 
2."Missing You" John Waite (EMI- 
America) 
3."She Bop" Cyndi Lauper (Portrait) 
4."Ghostbusters" Ray Parker Jr. (Arista )-GoId 
5."Stuck on You" Lionel Richie (Mo- 
town) 
6."Lets Go Crazy" Prince & The 
Revolution (Warner Bros.) 
7."If This Is It" Huey Lewis & The 
News (Chrysalis) 
»."The Warrior" Scandal featuring 
Patty Smyth (Columbia) 
9. "Sunglasses at Night" Corey Hart (EMI-America) 
M."Drive" The Cars (Elektra) 
TOPLP'S 
l."Purple Rain" Prince & The Revo- 
lution (Warner Bros.) 
2."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce 
Springsteen (Columbia)-Platinum 
(More than one million albums sold.) 
3."Sports" Huey Lewis & The News 
(Chrysalis)-Platinum 
4."Private Dancer" Tina Turner (Ca- 
pitol )-Platinum 
5."Heartbeat City" The Cars (Elek- 
tra)-Platinum 
6."Cant Slow Down" Lionel Richie 
(Motown (-Platinum 
7."Out of the Cellar" Ratt (Atlantic)- 
Platinum 
•."Victory" Jacksons (Epic) 
9.'"Ghostbusters"   Soundtrack" 
(Arista )-Platinum 
10."1100 Bel Air Place" Julio Iglesias 
Few listeners catch the negativism 
in the lyrics, or care to. Whether or 
not fans are really listening is ques- 
tionable. 
It appears as if the man's art is 
losing its importance because what is 
being demanded of him is "surface" 
and not "substance." 
Fortunately, this surfacing could 
mean more money, tours and albums 
for Bruce, but will accelerate a cycle 
of glamorous hype and a dimishing 
artistic strength. 
If Springsteen, himself, does not 
apply the brakes to his runaway pub- 
licity machine, the day will come 
wheibhis fans, too long force-fed with 
the working class hero image, will 
choke on the mention of his name. 
Taking a man's strength and exag- 
Eerating it to the point of being a 
ability and a weakness is deplorable 
and unfair. 
Rock 'n roll fans have a bonafide 
hero in Bruce Springsteen. But the 
hero will fade unless the emphasis is 
placed on the man and his art instead 
of the label and his image. 
Henry Marchand is an opinionated 
guy from New Jersey and a music 
columnist for the Friday magazine. 
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by Morcella Grande 
Ohio's northern shores conveniently 
acquaint people with a freshwater 
environment, but the University is 
capable of introducing ocean lovers to 
a sea environment via the marine 
laboratory on the second floor of the 
Life Science building. 
Students who volunteer their time 
to maintain the lab served as tour 
guides for over 1,300 visitors last 
year, according to Cynthia Groat, 
marine science coordinator. 
Groat said the campus lab is un- 
matched in Ohio universities, as it 
houses exotic marine creatures that 
draw groups of school children, senior 
citizens and college students. 
Gwynne Stoner, senior biology ma- jor and lab assistant, held up 
Squeaky, a horseshoe crab from a 
mangrove swamp. 
"We call him Squeaky because we 
C" ed him in styrof oam on the way 
the field trip and every time we 
stopped at a gas station, he 
squeaked," Stoner said. "He's one of 
the most active animals we have in 
here." 
Squeaky's body structure hasn't 
evolved in millions of years since it is 
so adaptable. He eats rood through his 
central conveyor belt opening and is 
protected by a hard shell. 
"He's not dangerous at all," said 
Jeff Kaszubski, senior biology major 
and lab assistant. "A lot of people 
don't know that he is more related to a 
spider than a crab." 
Kaszubski and Stoner were part of 
the annual spring break excursion to 
the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory 
in Mississippi where they collected 
m>1 
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153 E. Wooster 
several specimens for the lab. 
Icicle arms flutter from the white 
sea anemones suctioned to the sides of 
the tank. They were found buried one 
to two feet deep in grassbeds. 
An octupus was a great asset to the 
lab. but he seems to be lost inside the 
tank, probably lodged between almost 
anything, Stoner said. 
As tourists enter the lab, a six- 
legged starfish waves "hello" 
from inside his tank. 
Hermit crabs and sea urchins tomi- 
nate the population of lab critters. 
They are the easiest to care for. "All 
they do is live, live, live," Stoner said. 
The brittle starfish has long, pinchy 
appendages and a sac-like central 
body that makes one want to squirm 
away at the touch. 
Stoner and Kaszubski were excited 
about the acquisition of a cowry shell. 
This mangrove swamp native sleeps 
beneath his built-in blanket that cov- 
ers his shell. When disturbed, the 
blanket or mantle retreats inside his 
shell. 
As tourists enter the lab, a six- 
legged starfish waves "hello" from 
inside his tank, a product of defective 
regeneration. 
Weekdays, 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., the 
starfish greets visitors along with all 
his oceanic friends. Lab students are 
glad to take visitors around but ask 
that large groups schedule appoint- 
ments in advance. 
As soon as students help figure out 
how they will display the newest ac- 
quisitons of Groat's trip to the San 
Diego shores, tourists will be able to 
see the shark jaws and dolphin pla- 
centa she collected. 
The lab has been open since 1963, 
but there is a constant turnover in 
creatures as well as students. Field 
trips taken by Groat and her students 
result in increasingly unusual orga- 
nisms at the University. 
As the students care for their tanks 
in the marine lab, their enthusiasm 
reflects a belief that they really have 
recreated the sea and brought it to 
B.G. 
All that's missing is the beach. 
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KAREN BAILEY 
ANNE BASSLER 
CINDY BICHSEL 
CAROL BILAK 
KELLY BRAUN 
TINA BRAYER 
TRICIA CAPRI 
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■SPM NFL   GAME OP THI 
WEEK ISaaaon Premarel 
(TMO    MOVIE     •*      iox 
Maoaaa    Run"    n9«3i    Jam 
SilaayJa.    Kali    Oouglaa     An 
aeoaped   creraval   becornoe   tha 
»R»l of a nifhlaaa law oftKar 
■P0' 
MM 
• • WALL STREET WEEK 
VA* There Ahnyye Ba A Japan!'' 
Giael: Paul Aion. Mea dvjernen. 
ItMM 
_ BNEWS 
TWB.I0HTZONE 
BURNS ANO ALLEN 
11 KM 
■ NEWS 
11:21 
• BACKSTAGE PAS* 
ItMM 
I MAUDE 
U.S.    OPEN     TENNIS 
HIGHLIGHTS    From    PaaMaj 
Mnpln I. N.V. 
■ TONIGHT HOM Johnny 
Caraon Scheduled Lonalla 
MeKae. Amancan BMal Comaa- 
iABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
■ LATINIOHT AMERI- 
CA Tliwa*Md Oaiad E. Dave 
•daw and pubhahw ot Car a Dn. 
a maaaona. on what'a naar from 
Deaori to ISM. JaH Maaa. via 
(TURBO TEEN (Prerreorel 
FINANCIAL 
ENTERPRISE 
MM 
M 0J TARZAN: LORD OP 
THE JUNGLE 
SMAJA   THE BEE 
DRAGON'S LAM (Ftanv 
■Ml 
S VICTORY GARDEN 
MOVIE     •••       vv.id 
Rowaa" 11*71) Warn Holdan. 
KiO'Naal. 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(TMO   MOVIE   a •   "DM CK 
Th.    Canwy      IIII3I    Chavy 
Oaaa. Saaunay Waayar 
MMM 
■ • SUOS SUNNY / 
ROADRUNNER 
■ SPORTIWIIKINO 
ScKadutad: U 8 Opan ToHaaaar- 
N rounda Ihva from u S T A Tan- 
«a Can* in Paanng Undoin 
N.V.I: Oamn Soaaa honm raoa 
w<a from ElPnuilon. Ana I 
■ ALVIN ANO THE CHT- 
■J 
1:00 
«> 
SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
• JUSTIN WISON S LOU 
MKANA   COOKIN' FilPR  
of friM aMad. fraah inapbaani or 
PBBMM aw vfri. and capon or 
nan in a caahaig bag Q 
■WM TOP RANK   BOXING 
«w> ESPN IgaajaSJM cna 
TWK-IOHT ZONE 
ORTSCENTER 
ITMa MOVIE **VI "TMi Par- 
ry" IIBBSI Parar Sarara. Oauelna 
Lonoal.   A   inmraawaa    IndHn 
t 
OMM 
. NEW* 
•OLIO GOLD HITS 
MACNEE    /    LEHRER 
M BOXING MrchaM Spadia 
maara 0*ncnt Mwliammad Qaan 
to ma World lali Haavywaap* 
Oianaawawp lirw aclyyoUad to 
12 rounda (from Rano. Nav.l. 
•TSPNI CFL FOOTBALL 
Onaara Rough Raaar* al IMnraBa* 
I HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
III     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY IR) 
(TMO) MOVIE *• "IVra Daya 
Or. Summar" I1M2) Soan Con- 
nary, laajy SmaNi. An «ip— 
waeaalon to a BMMMaM*PJbJ 
Sconam MW and dia young 
woman    navaling    with    rum 
i 
TO' 
MO 
CBS NEWS 
ALBERTA OUTDOORS 
AaCNCWSCJ 
SAHFORD ANO SON 
MO 
MOVIE **V) Til* 
War*" 119*71 lorn s**- 
u«* Sam EBort Boaad on LoaR 
l Amour a novol. Two Prod—* 
raaam homa ahar rha Gw War to 
hnd thai rhaa aayaara and yoangar 
aSfaTMMMMtMJ 
fFAME 
SLUE THUNDER Tha Man 
muM proaacl ah* ba*uldul grand- 
dauataar of a erlma OMr from 
•angaM rnobaaara. W 
■ MOVIE •*• 'tad 
Chamy (1*0*1 Srwtay Mac- 
UM.   John MuMoiai   Toad al 
M* party. 
12:00 
■ MOVIE •* "And Now Tha 
Soraanang Sana 11(731 Polar 
CuaNng. HMtarl Lorn 
■ aAOVK- *** "Tha Mound 
01 Tha BaMai laMl" (183*) BaM 
Raahbona. NagalBruaa. 
(ROCK PALACE 
THREE STOOGES 
•SPNISPORTSLOOK IRI 
MM ■ MOVIE **** Soar 
MM" I1SS0) KB* Oougbja. Lau- 
ranoaOaanar 
12:S0 
■ FRaOAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
• WOLF  ROCK  TV IPram- 
M 
f AMERICA WORKS 
PET ACTION LINE 
11:00 
J CORONATION STREET ■OLT 
THE NEW SCOOSY-DOO 
MYSTERIES IP.amw.al 
IMOTORWEEK 
SQUARE    FOOT   GAR 
DENING 
■SPM   PISTOL    SHOOTING 
iamota Cup hiaanalaaial Toumo- 
mant Urom Coaaraaa. Mo.l. Oil 
11:10 
(CORONATION STREET 
AMAZING 1PIOER-MAN 
/ INCREDIBLE HULK 
« THE LITTLES 15 
MATINEE     AT    TH* 
ouou 
■ MAGIC OP WATERCOL- 
ORS 
•SPM NFL GAME OP THE 
WEEKP) 
mpon- 
M *•». achacmcad lor 12 rounda 
(from Arlanac Oty. N.J.I, (hi 
1:30 
■ YOUNG PEOPLE S SPE- 
CIAL hoaw Iha porgnara alory 
ot a ram*y a laoiRai M Ma lair. 
m* avaaa ■ a ohad m oramoaaad. 
• MOVIE *•» I IMaa> 
Song For BtyFaMaT' (1*701 kW- 
vyn Dougwa Gana Hadlman 
■ FOCUS ON SOCIETY 
• MOVIE arBYl "MlMluan" 
I1S74I vncant Fnca. FaMr Cuah- 
■ FIRST EDITION 
2.-00 
• BASEBALL Al praaa omo. 
Mana wara CaMuriM AraaabJ M 
Cracaga VVhwa Saa or arioahar 
gama wrrh aiamruail biaaaj on 
ona ol tha pannanl rasaa. 
■ DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
How M eorararuet an outdoor 
dM*. aMrang with tha budeang 
parma Rl 
• AUSTIN OTY LIMITS 
Farlormanxoa by Con Munlay and 
tha duo Dowd FraaM and Shaay 
V¥aM. 
(TMa MOVIE • HMD 11 am III 
Saaaan 01 Tha vvaoh" UM2I 
Tom ABaw. Staoay Ndkln. 
MO 
■ VICTORY   OARDEN Th* 
aai IIIIIIIII m Ma VMMry OBrdan 
CoiiaMI ara raaamad. and Sob 
Thomaonaaaxaanahow Ham to 
MB 
• VIETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION HMIORy "Faaca la At 
Hand 18B8-IS73'   vVhaoAman- 
7r00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Facturad: Angola 
Lanabury rlarmiM har real a* a 
uiiala, nonahll ar tha i*oorrarig 
•araa   MuroM. ShaWoM" 
SHEWS 
FAMIY FEUD 
MOVIE Ik* Snool.au 
ma" IISS2I IMaam Conrad. 
Clara Ynggara B*Bad on tha true 
awry Ol Or. R. Adome Cowhry. 
whooa work laodl M Ma oreaaon 
ol tha teat rnadeal ahoch frauma 
M a heart ol gnu 
Ma thee to hue love and Ma 
B-nply manwd Ma 
■ MOVIE •*• w ThaWa- 
Mry 01 Mr PaBy" 11*48) John 
Max Saly Arm Howaa. Baaed on 
• aior, by MO Weia A aoJM 
ilaana ambarha on a long lacy 
ola noa M pm eeme maaang bach 
ays ha Ma. 
10:00 
■ THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL o 
■ MATT HOUSTON Man 
beoorraa a tunanre from Ma tow 
arhen he a framed to tha mur- 
«**> Cyndi Laupw. adata bv Rod 
tMaaan I Some Guva Have Al 
na laa* "I. Tin* Tuma ("Bettor 
•a Good To Me I ana Teddy Fen- 
I'Yoa'ra My Ctaoa 
l"l. 
•SPM PKA KARAT* CM 
RUM** va Ma* McCtohand to 
Ma World ugMwaajM Champlon- 
aha? echedutod to 12 rounda 
Mom El Faeo. TaBHl. (HI 
1-O0 
«J8WV SWAOGART 
MOVIE **»   "A lay Ten 
Feet Tar I1MBI Edward G Rob- 
inaon. Ferpa McOaeand 
8ATURDAV 
12K» 
) TENNM U.S. Open 
nab lava tan U.8.TA TenNa 
Canto a FUaang Maadowo 
N.V.I. 
■ ABC WEEKEND "A Drm. 
era Tenat" A 12 iea mi grl 
aiawaxa to a part a a pier MM 
cad* to boye only. Oil Q 
■ MOVIE •* lore. On 
Parana toaavj 118801 Johnny 
8»|M*1 »lainR»>MM. 
■ LAPQ08.T1NG 
■SPM SPORTSCE NTER 
maa MOVIE ***H   M, 
leuonto Yea" 118(21 Feto 
CTTa 
Fara argued to rour yawa about 
iroaung peace (RIQ 
• MOVIE •** "The Ghoat 
And Mra Mua" 11*471 NM Harrt- 
12:10 
«THUHOARR 
AMERICAN     SAND- 
STAND GuoaB Scandal. Faaxa 
• SOIJNOeTTAGE The .oo. 
W a* Ores K*m (and pertenva 
MM aeaiBlJaB Jeoeardy "Th* 
BreMup    Song Can 1    Stop 
learang aayaaaT' and Every love 
8on» 
1:10 
■ MOVIE **H Ire. To 
FajM" I1M7I Chad Everett. Ma 
•pi Dean 
MO ■ MOVaE •••    Fm.bu.gh 
(IS42I    John    Weyn 
VICTORY GARDEN lob 
• BREAKING UP M HARD 
TO OO A loo. a rN.-np.io. 
Me todarady mooaed braafr-ap ol 
ATil on ita 
S:SO 
DUNGEONS    ANO 
nm  haaax.   and  I 
group ol MTM cionlMl nraeata a 
■SPM NPL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS Hap-ghia ol IIS] 
AFC    end    HFC    CTarnpanarap 
era and oueatoM paMera. 
«*PN) AUTO RACING lorrrv, 
H I Chech Grand h. (from Zand- 
voartl 
ma MOVM **•» uio- 
ne" (19*01 Gene howtonda. John 
'The Salon Of The Future" 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
l^/,,,, M„ ..J 7U ^.„u„„, J 
ALL NEW 
JUST FOR YOU 
Woman and Men't Holrttyllng 
Mankura* - Padicurai . Foclali 
MokB Up Demo  - Beard t Mutlocha Datlgni 
Facial Waxing - Eyabiow Arching 
Eyelash S Eyabrow Tinting 
Gaomalric Haircoloring - Slraighlgning 
Parmangnt Waving . Sculptured Nail* 
Noll Tip*. Noll Wrapping . Block Hair Sarvlcg* 
Now Atcaptlni Appolnlmanl*. 333-4101 or 333-4143 
NEW HOURS: 
Mon.. Wax)., Fri. 8-6. To*8. S ThurB. 8-8. Sal. 8-3 
101 (B) S. MAIN. O.O. 
Looking For Something 
Fun To Do? 
Rent A VCR 
For any 3 days with 4 
movies of your choice for 
only $30.00 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
128 W. WoosterSt. 
352-4171 y  V Li 3- 
.HiiiWiTiffl 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR PARTY NEEDS" 
•"" M Sol 8 12 
' VVine Sunday8 ll 
' Tobacco 
' Munchies 
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc. 
352 9851 780 S. Collogo 
7 t.a-.ix .o,-',.>."..-.'. "_.-..-.-> -V-VJ ".--V- ".*•«".• ■.•■■•V '.v,-,'.V.-K.V-.-^'J A eVataWaaliaTaVlaVV* ***i*m**mWi*»it***i***s**+*+++*++**+*r*r*rj»*i* 
SrOO 
■   HHWD   THE   SCENES 
CwRehee. 
ip—< Wl 
•    WIDE     WOULD     OF 
«FOWT» MMM Bay Mono- 
Bom echorjaod lor lOrounoaaVo 
torn Me. Oaonol! WorM Cyting 
UMa don   A Mnd Of cowe 
01 DANCE SHOW 
• CONOnm:    WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
0A0 
• CONOP*SS:  wi  THE 
• ON STAOE AMERICA 
(■Mil ttn Vanjan, Leny floae* 
aid me OMki Mlm, Pegs, 
lee aaokev G>n. KM DMi 
I SugB lebae I LLIIIPI r-rlor 
Dome ArrjhJMM. Joan Moora: 
aaa. o rtua w BeBWJBPOO* 
■obFoaoo 
• MOVIE .. "Dal Naa" 
I1M4I Vhaan llano. Derma 
0 K«#t» Gyeey Horn Loo naoo 
qyHaJr tram ba«ov abocianv la a 
aa*-M SUPEH ■OUTS OF 
IHE     -70S    aallhoa    Seen 
MUPOXVTIOI) «• Jotkn Conoifi 
(Aajvaa.   1971 >i Aotnac Cayl 
an 
EV1I1Q 
•:O0 
OB NEWS 
B MOVIE * a w The BarBer- 
an And Tho QoMha" lltMIJohn 
Wayne. Saa Jan. Tko Hal 
Amaicon ombooonoor vo Jepa. 
laanoo cold raauffo from rhe 
aSJSSI anddaroaen tram a gor- 
BnS, 
I STAR THE* 
•OLYTBAUMA 
(TMO MOVIE •* "Sevor 
Drear* Kaow" liSBOl Doad 
Cooao. oa< Brrrjgoo. A Brnof. 
motorcycle aithuaooi erhailo ha 
MM brotha • cuatom-budi brke 
aid docHtao to MOO it a ha bat for 
atoSOOcc Poppy   PG 
HOP 
113 *E POUTS 
AT THE MOVIES 
MAKING OF MANKIND 
Packard   Laohay 
i ofdoot toce- 
pmto aid 
■on' hyraor-Qadiaa aey of Uo. 
aWM NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK (HI 
7:00 
I NEWS 
IKE HAW 
DON T ASK MI. ASK 
GOD A look a Ma i maal preee 
mg ipjoopmil board upon tho 
raaaa of 0 irajaiaida GoOop 
pal. Goran achrdo Vincent Pnca. 
Sana Aaan, Jpyno Moorioao. 
raarrnon Fat Roth Burn. Tony 
Donro and Bon Varan 
• •SOJOOOLO 
SSPtfl SPOPITSCENTEP. 
MOO 
■ THE MUPPETS 
0 TOM JONES Goaol Oonrry 
Oornond. 
fM'A'S-M 
JACKIE GLEASON 
SOU 
01 01 AIRWOIF Donate a 
larcad laming of o para a tho 
Maaeon donart a port of o ptoi By 
tho fan lo captvro Aowod (PI 
«OAVf ALLEN AT LARGE 
Dlff RENT STROKES 
A*nord lekeo ha raw Ororhw Som 
irnda ha ang and mahoo Ian ha 
poroonol Mrvant Hit 
• COLLEGE     FOOTBALL 
«»"«J   TRACK   AND   FIELD 
Itrom Fronoal. 
riMC) MOVIE •♦ "Dart Of 
Tho Century (19131 Chovy 
Chooo. Sroourray Woo.a   Whon 
o hah loUirirjraqy uhn paaaja 
hono oat lo la JalptBio. m man 
Mai armo huoaar to 
I of it. PG 
Beta 
O    FRONT    PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE 
OJ LAUGH DUSTERS Thom 
Bra/ Arranao hcatc. and Danny 
CorAar, mtroduco ihe IP" Setie- 
10: SO 
OB MOVBl ** Hoorla Cofl- 
bum" (19 761 John Wayne. 
Keyname llopbum IrVnen 0 toder- 
a mmdrl OOtO Out tO tfOOk down 
■ pang of daapBaoooo. o apotala 
a» • PJinaja ogalnel "a (Kg 
niaioio on lommg hrm a Ha hunt 
• COLLEGE     FOOTBALL 
GVogon Stota 01 Olao Stato 
afiePM   FOCKIT   BILLIARDS 
Coweov Jrrrmy Mooro v». Lirthor 
LaaorawVtl 
11*0 
t0j)0j>0BNEWS 
LIFESTYIES    OF    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
11:20 
OlASCNEWSQ 
11:10 
01 MOVIE •••• funny 
On" (IBM) Borbro Slrmoond. 
Orrar Shall Fomy Bnca. 0 ete- 
BlIOHla art from Now Vorh'l 
Iowa IHI Stdo. cap comae o 
■onoo of laonhrooho to booorra 
ono of Amonca't moot betoajd 
BB 
• MOV*  •**'.!  'Shane'' 
119631 Ann Lodd. Jaon rVthu A 
rBWCf fTRoHJ     fgfbW ifrigOjSlOrT     BS     rCBTC#d     10 
•■   at   pa   egan 
war 
• o> 
BHU
■    
MOVIE    **V>       Me»- 
'   (ISSSl   John   Woyno. 
leoiimng      chorOCIOiO      from 
SmorH      -Aha And Tho Clap- 
rMoBo" and raw ohooro. 
BK» 
■ 01 MOVIE a* Sanrrar 
an I1BS3I Bany Boataa*. KM 
Daay A tNPPor rnarnod ooaplo 
rrowh nai in ■ Hal thai Bra-01 
brayatta a uang ovor Baa arao 
ond thar two young chaftan. IRI 
O JOHN KPM BELL The IB 
omod aid rjananatrc 31-yaar- 
aod rmalop conductor hoo com 
bnod ha puraal of o Piaienoiiy 
coroB wan aork on SipoifaBl m 
ila Knr    A Cho/oi L-a    ond "On 
Top Tooa." 
■ BOrJOOn BUDDIES At Hon- 
ry and Kra'o haji arAerjf rrMnran. 
Haroy iiiaaooa aah ha oon- 
aoanco owar ha gooanonabta 
aioanain of a deaf gal and Krp 
oheao oil Sonny to ha aanda. 
HI 
MO 
O CFL FOOTBALL Toronto 
Aigonana at tOrnonton ErJumOB 
ITho Meaonal noao orB ar al raat- 
OjBBl 
• MAMA S FAMILY Morno 
daooavo that ha ana hrrabonara 
grew merhar ■« moved by me 
lake yeas ago 111 
■ AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
IMrchaol Mwphp, rrarlarrno "Dan- 
cm'   Hi   Tho   Moadoa"    ond 
wtai ■ Formar Forl." end Gary 
P. PAmn inwpia ha yaracn of 
London HomeaC Ik— 
10OO 
• NSC REPORTS The Roa 
Saa Wora OaNnao Pi Spec* 
Mawi KaB a-ahora an ie»ioa 
ban of the otaaa of Sovat Amai 
con iBbMloiM and the American 
aunaauieoon a ao-relail Sta 
VPara" irawary Jilnaa. 
OjlFAMC 
tTMC) MOVC * IMIaiiain III 
Soaeon 01 The VVMch' HMD 
Tom AaUno. Sucay Nalun. A 
young woman naATOBBIaO 0 HO*- 
roneon nao* nanufacaear who 
moy haro boon raoiriaaallo tor her 
■ SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Hoot Bay Cryatal. Gooal: Al A*. 
roae (' Morrwi liouba In P*- 
aBoa'l Oil 
•BPHI SRORTSCENTER 
11:35 
■ STAR SEARCH 
tliaHt 
(TbKI MOVBl *• The Man 
Who WaenT Thora" I1IS3I 
Sana Gollrmbag JaHYay lam 
bor A man ocrlane a myfMnoue 
lormua that makea people retap- 
B0P..S- 
12930 
• WHITE SHADOW 
KSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
PvrAa   va    lioae   Demo   Hrom 
l-xeorapotal 
13:30 
O WRESTLING 
12:3B 
09 SOUL TRAIN 
lltSa 
OB NEW YORK HOT 
TRACKS 
■ MOVBl **') Soroem 
And Scrram Agam ' (1B70I Vav 
com Price. Chraaophor Lao. 
1:30 
OB    CHAIRMAN     OF    THE 
BOARD   Adoonon 
■ LOVE CONNECTION 
1:«0 
(THa   MOV*   ***»      My 
Farante    Yov"    (19121    Pobv 
OToobj.. 
■ I nioBIRB. 1BB4 
11KM7 
(COMMENT 
WORSHIP   poo)   SHUT- 
INS 
I THE JACKSON f IVE 
) THIRO TESTAME NT 
I MOVIE ***»    My Sida 
Of Tho   Mounian     II Mil Tod 
Ecoaa. Tlwrodoro BoW. 
OB TONY BROWN S JOUR- 
NAL Percy Sutton. hnanco choa- 
■ra> 
:i 
■nd Hani !>*••. ■ MonoMi Oo-» 
goM tVad a nttatv-tl o>*«ctor of ttm 
NAACF. OtaOM «W -npjjxt o* (ho 
t*m* volu on bSu N(»vBj»T»t«ajr pro* 
BjW-tl*  •BOCI-Ot. 
11:90 
«m F A CU T M€ NATION 
THI PAPAL VISIT Co-w- 
■01  o*  W-»  tmvB.  of Pop*  JOBVI 
rW     N      II     laSJaOtllC      CMV      «l>t*>CBM 
BBpowwiOig ttnmonm. flw Noon 
BOaTWafctVOI. •nd • MM to it-» 
tomb of ftahop Lowri. 
S SUNDAY MAM 
THIS    WfEK     WITH 
DANrTO MINKLEY 
•S IN8sO€ 8TYJl«JV 
Atmmjun 
1140 
tfj TAKING ADVANTAQE 
0EAN.E BRUCC 
■ MfIT THE PftCW 
■ FmST EDITION 
9 NOVA Tlw nMnruf ■*«■ of 
AiMnea'a C>MQIIIOII ao tta rtot-** 
poputortion « oouminMl Ovcvglt 
v*«H to ">**# can fac-Uoa on 
tn4m rm**mx*m IHICJ 
MM ttOKT9CMMTtn 
1M0 
fl) m NFL TODAY 
• NFL    14 
SON LOCATION 
• SNCAK PfWVKWS NNI 
Gab-, and Jaft.tr, L»ona nvwaw 
-T4jtT*p0JM.''     J^OMw Man    and 
rhoto^tfiMan 
C«nt) NFL FOOTBALL  M«- 
VKW 
1:00 
■)    NFL    FOOTBALL   (MM 
Cot-ttora *\ Na*> York Gtanta 
m   NFL   FOOTBALL   Oatro-. 
L»ona at AOama Faleam 
fl)   NFL   FOOTBALL   Rao^M 
ctMraga of NM England Famota 
al Man. 0<X**r*. Soflaio B- at 
St   Lowa CmOna*. Damar aVon- 
ooa at tr-cago Baara or Karaaa 
Ctty Craara at Oncmwo Banajaftt, 
ION TH€ I9BUC 
0     WASHINGTON 
W££K IN REVIEW 
• MOV* *** "ThaCarpat- 
baaoart (1M4) Gsxxga Pao 
paid. Cam* Bakai 
KSFNI FOCKET ULLIARDS 
Manaaota Fata va. Jsmny Caraa 
n 
(IMC) MOVIE ** n Cama 
From Hotv-tk-Mtf (1982) John 
CanOV   Dan Aykrovd. 
1:M 
S SAUDI ARABIA 1SS4 
0 WALL STREET WEEK 
Wal Than ASvaya Bo A Japan? 
Ouaal: Faul Aron. vioa chaa-mor. 
M—■ SacajTiina Amar-ca 
HOD 
■) MOVIE •>*#* Gianf 
(IttM) Ehiabati. Taytor. Jamaa 
Dp 
■) MOVIE ****■ 
CharacJ,       UM4I    Cary    Grant 
AMlrav HapsWn. 
0 FROM VERONA Ttran- 
dot" PUCCB-'B opara of Iowa and 
aaatBcaa. parfonnad ouidoon ai 
aha AranaB Varom atwaAWaial 
ar. «wffi Ghana Okti-itrova in tha 
2: XI 
9 HYMN WNO 
mbda Unto Tha HB*," "And 
Dad Thoaa 'aai and Than la 
Ood 
OMO MOVIS ** Tha Band- 
ar" (1BS3) Keahry" Harroad. 
Zs-holvanafc 
MO 
OSONANZA 
4«) 
9 0 TENNIS US Opan 
rnan'a NnaJ Urva fcom Iha USTA 
Natiorial Tannla Canaar in nuafMng 
Miatmoa, N.Y.). 
0 THE PAPAL VISIT Cow- 
aga of ti-t Popo'a v-an to OtartMc 
Crry conunuaa •Mfh a tour of tha 
SSssSM at Lawaf IMMSBj! and an 
offiaal   ■SSBSBW   horn   unrv-jratty 
lova and   vytnarat-Hy   an   vaM 
\ EVENING AT I 
I NFL   FOOTBALL ****>* 
Lot Angalaa Rama. San Datgo 
Charaara at Saattla Saaha-vka or 
Cofla   al    Houaton 
0    MOV-E     ***    "Man. 
Ouaan Ol Scota   11972) Vanaaaa 
•Udo-av* Gsanda Jac-aon 
0 MOVIE   **v.   "HA Man 
Ana-var.       I1S62)    Sancfco    DtM 
BotpOyDaiBn 
0 THE OIL KINGOOMS 
CSFM HYDPXOPLANC RAC- 
ING Fna<»m Cup (Irom I—M, 
VI) 
4:30 
(TMCI    MOVK    *       Karcoaaa 
(1BB3) Lou Famgno. Sybat Darvv ■« 
MO 
0 FIRING LINC Waa Tha 
Kstaangar Commtaappn Raport 
SiparaaanT-' Ouaal; pWmar Sacra- 
tarv of Staaa Hanry Kmmngm. 
BBFNI OOLF liAA Youth Claaaic 
l»t-" Jadion. Mat I   (HI 
EVEh>ING 
6:00 
0FAME 
0 STAR TRE K 
0 UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES COUSTIAU 
CSFN) AUTO RACING Com 
fort Coach 150 (from Darlington. 
SC.J. <RI 
S:M 
(TMO MOVIE **M Tha 
Bug* tunny / Road Rurtnar Mov- 
W (1979) Aramatad Naw fool- 
aga ■ ccsrnbanod •nit. claaaic car- 
won ahoria ro piaaant wanoua 
loonjsy Tunaa" at*a   & 
f0 SO MINUTES 
NBC    NEWS   SPECIAL 
Tom Bf oa *w anehora a pnwaaw* of 
aha ijpcctTHng natiorial aaaciiona. 
■Kludkng an aaainwauon of tha 
laauaa.   tha candMaaaa and tha 
i fnouia 'Fanniaa Itom 
ond aonga by Harold 
Allan: tha Fopa p-aya two pasoaa 
by Maaavo John VVaaania and 
Laonard Bamataaia DMrOfnanto 
l«fte»aja»aJJJI 
BESFNI SPORTBCENTER 
7:30 
0 SPORTSWIIKENO 
StJTiadulad: us Opan Tanaa 
man'a final (rVorr. USTA Tannia 
Canaar ai Fbahartg MiiLtaaa. 
N.V.). 
BOO 
0 0 THI BOYS IN BLUE 
Taivgaramantaty oppoana Loa 
Angaaaa pokoa partnan Oamy 
Hanta and Jalf 'Moon" Morhn 
wor* togaahar to ftnd a man who 
•hot a latoar offtoar 
0 MARCO POLO On a papal 
minion to Rut-* Khan'a Ci-na 
ycaaig tstaroa Feto. Na iMhar and 
avtcla an owan aoN paaaaga to 
Janatalam by a man arho laaar 
baoomaa Pope Ongory X. but an 
routa to Pero-a thay an capturad 
by a band of Saracan •« amora and 
awaai aaciA-i IPart t of 4) IRI 
0 MARDCASTLE ANO 
MCCORMICK   Mart   and   tha 
0RIPLEY-S BELIEVE IT OR 
NOT1 1 aaiurad tha only fbght of 
tha tsToraft Tha Spruoa Gooaa 
patoaad by Mow at a Hugtwa a took 
at oVirjsuBxjrs. ttwtudng tha BO-ton 
CBM. h» VSTIOO aa Tanur. and 
Cactfta GaadbB aa Uu. MaurMo 
Arana Mjnducta. 
■BPW AUTO RACING CAI.T 
Mcaaon andy Ctva Irom Monajwalt. 
mg:    partornMng    ananaja:    Baa 
world a amaBaat horaa. M 
0    POLrTICS    OF     LOVE 
WITH UK)   BUSCAGLLA Dr. 
anca to "baoorna maMant aa to»- 
aarrioa for tha waaRhy that 
thraatana tha -vaa of ita cuatom- 
MMQ 
0 NATIONAL GCOGfUijPH- 
tC A took at cnaturaa tpundonly 
ai Auaaraha and tha acaanoata and 
CBjnaarvaaionaita worting to pro- 
tajci tham. (Big 
I STAR SEARCH 
NAVIGATORS E»«nataa 
tha ancaani Foftp*taaian afcai of 
nawgaimg witlsout charta. com- 
poaaaa or aaatanla. and occphlaa 
ono man who aa daa»mined to 
heap Baa art aNva |R) g 
■SPNt POCKET BLLIARDS 
Cowboy Jimmy Moota va. Lufhar 
Laaaraar IR) 
(TMC) MOVIE **** Gan- 
dN (1SS2) Ban Kingtfay. Cwi- 
dtoe Bergen. Treoaa tha afa of 
Mahaima Gar-*-   who led dem- 
at ordar lo gam sriijn^ancajVaoa tta 
wd* -PG g 
MO 
0 SCRUFLES Saeed on a itov- 
sJ by JudNh *ranu SBy *aho.n 
ttr-daay Wagner), a young wom- 
en merroM to a mtnlwiBrBoneve 
awakd (El-am Zimbabat Jr.). 
cajana Soruplaa. a Hatyweod 
t>outK|ue. (Part I of 31 
0 THE JEFFERSCNS Star- 
aarur* Louaw eeeana Sammy Dav- 
■ Jr. ai Na attempt to aaeape 
Iram e hcajndeig raportar and 
tana. Ml 
■ BaOVBl ***H Co. 
aVnar'a OougMa (1BB0I Saey 
Spacok, TorrrmyLeo Jonaa. anead 
on Lorelta Lyra'a outebax/aphy 
A young gjrl bom 0 poor fenny a 
nM* Kontuokv momoo a muoh 
aaar local boy aha aajnooto bar 
noe to otordom el a* mar. 
mrJoeay. (Rig 
# ■ MASTERRIECE THE- 
ATRE To Sorve Thom Al My 
Doya Chraara. unlapp, and o»- 
aaaonod al a a at < i 
: 1) 
of 131 (Rig 
■ ITS YOUR BUSINESS 
CBPNI   SUPER   BOUTS   OF 
THI    '70S   Kan    Norton   va. 
Muhammad   Al   (fought   March 
1173 a Son Oagol 111 
S:S0 
O     THI     PAPAL     VISIT 
Ma/acnt. of the Pope a orrlral n 
Canada. 
• ALICE MB prano lo .oolec. 
ABoo. Vaa and Jprane with a 
robot, oil 
■ WASHINGTON REPORT 
10rO0 
• TRAPPER JOHN. M.D. A 
aareceted prrdratnoan ererAo 
undar the eaem ol No aerk alan 
e 7-yaar-oal orphona Ha a 
mootorad nil 
• OREAT PERFORMANC 
IS Bi.dail.aad Rav.anad 
Orphona 01 Tho Storm' Clujraa 
and Jura, bo* manaa. Boon a 
LMiiaartoia BTe> Broad a trane- 
Adeni* bna during I rogPig 
atorm PatlofHig 
«NEWS 
VIETNAM A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY Peace la Al 
Hand 1MB. 1173 Whoa Am.. 
can and Vednameoe aoUara 
oraohed a battta. Julainea at 
Pane argued lor four yoora aeout 
mokngpoooi.lRig 
•SPH1 SUPER BOUTS OF 
TMS '70S Muhammad Al na. 
Kan   Norton   (fought   Soptombar 
1173-iloaAngeael (Rl 
maa 
• KENNETH COPELANO 
llrOO ianNEws 
Tt« NATIONAL p 
MYSTERYI       Sagaeni 
CrBb: Tha Loot Tru-npel    Jumbo. 
rho London Zoo. a to be add lo 
P.T. Banum a Inrru: but 
thooa aho want lo piaani the 
eate reeort to murder. gej| g 
■ FAWLTV TOWERS 
•SPM BTORTSCENTER 
11:11 
ONEWSflNAL 
11:SO 
XAT THE MOVIES 
MOVIE *** Tbelaoun- 
lea ' II9BBI Sponoa Tracy. Rob- 
ert Wagner Two broihoro 
attempt to roach a plane wreck 
rwjti m iha Alp-aa 
■ IIY^IRTAINMINT THIS 
WEEK    featured:    Jama    Fan 
*ariiaaia tta chalangoa and auc- 
coee of    AJWMASH   . a bfoual 
lo the awae "Star Trek." 
*FOR MY PEOPLE 
HP» COLLEOE KJOTBALL 
UCLA at Sen Diego State 
(TMO   MOVIE   **     .aired! 
(1b*2lBomiatdnr. Ken WON A 
oewar   bake   on   unlucky   (lalnn 
deeMr Into Itaajwig her do away 
with ha obnorjoue brjyyrtorid.   P' 
11:40 
O    SPORTS    THE    FINAL 
WORD 
■ NEWS 
12:00 
• ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK    raoanal     Jema   Pray 
oeoo al    AJvaMABH": a 
■o the eerao   St. Trek.'' 
« ABC NEWS CJ 
TOO CLUB 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying & selling baseball and 
football cards, album's, sheets, 
etc. Come and see us for your 
needs. 
THE BULLPEN 
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
OPIN 1J-B MonaJsny-SfaTiarspsy 
Gary 
ALL WASHED UP? 
Let UNIVERSITY CLEANERS 
Do Your Wash For 
'100 1 
' Must be brought in 
between 8:00-1:00 but 
can be picked up any- 
time we are open 
• Use your own soap or 
let us provide it for a 
small fee 
• All you pay for is 
washers & dryers & just 
$ 1 to have it all done! 
(up to 3 loads) 
• Good M-F only 
S24 E. Wooole. (Nut Is Mylea) 
1-5:30 3527212 
11 ■ I 11 II I II PI 11 J J I JI .H. ■ ■ l.L. .!..». UV> ..L.UU*IU IB! |i IB IJ I 
STUDENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE 
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY! 
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
*ART SUPPLIES ♦ PARTY GOODS 
• GREETING CARDS 
* GIFTS 
ETC. 
We torvtct tnd sell typewriters Mnd cMlcuhtors Including Ox 
nevSCM Electronics Smiths 
HAUJ*A«K AND 
OfflCE SUWHY 
HU-ITI S Mam M 
H.i.linK OBBB III... LUI.J 
(419) 352-1508 
rmti 7 11 m 
ABari Rmi. Lux Bacaa   B» > to Chrw 
gaaaa dw muda of an Atrwrlcan 
M—l  «~«o  a   luturtoua 
EVCWNQ    AT     POPS      aawta 
■QUO 
MAC 
•.-00 
NIWS 
GXXDHIT3 
/ uitm 
Itvmcwtal. Graama Fag. 
haml. (ugarw WHO laornbonal 
and   Charwa   D>M»   lubal 
~*» ■»»■ 
(An •*■>. in 
Ttfl LONOOH PtMLHAA- 
MONIC (HOW   VVTTM V*B- 
n»MMivu>l>im 
•I   of   avK-   and 
oomadr with back up by mam- 
of dw London HSaaiiioail. 
•   MOV*    ••*      Captwn 
Cm U5»    {IMOt AMI IMA 
nvo 
illAPP i OAVB AOAIN 
AOAM SMTTHS MOtWY 
MS (■aura 
MOva   **W     Somaorw 
A) TM Top 01TM Man " I ItTll 
Donna MM, Judy Carna. Too 
young wuman raw a room at a 
forMddavj Victorian maraaon and 
■a not whw dwy appaw   >M. 
■ NKNiWI 
■ MCMMg 
■ MWOHO ANO (Off 
• BLrBUVfS* REPORT 
aoVM aVOrTTfJLOCK 
(nag MOva »• -n» MM 
»ony ntWOIMwaynUatimor* 
An Havaw. at IvoVoamurv Cana- 
da, a widow and Mr round aon 
■V to ma*a a Ha for rnamaafuaa 
7:00 
•    ■    IMT«tTAINM(NT 
lONlOHI   fwaturod:   an   -la. 
IlfVMCB. OF FOUTUNf 
LrTTLf HOUK ON THE 
PflAtRaE 
S Business REPORT 
M*A*S*H 
MACNCfL     /    LEHRER 
aTSPttl SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
■ P.M. MAGAZINE 
■ PAMLV PIUO 
I WILD. MO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
• MOGAN 5 HEROES 
M MM BASEBALL 
S.-O0 
a 0 SCARECROW ANO 
MRS. KINO Amanda la Baw*> 
dantd vman Lad abrupt* wavaa 
dw Apancv to work for m aa MM 
agant turnad arma daaM. (Rl 
■ MM MONKS (Pan 2 of 
11'Tiy To Raach TM Top »*m 
Somo Sanaa Cdraana': toe aaM 
aouvaruara lo wortora to Wndaor. 
• TVS HOOPERS ANO 
PRACTICAL JOKES Faaturad 
btoopara from aarly mnvwa. Jarry 
LaaM and Ok* Curt ara MCttma 
of practical loMa. 1R) 
■ A BAR8ARA WALTERS 
SPECIAL CELEBRATION Bar 
bora WaMrs Lalaoialaa aavvn 
yaara of Mr apttlall with aag- 
mam* tapad to boat raograrrw. 
many   ntvar   baagra   broad! Ml: 
a'BUf MJ tnOaW        iTttTaSXJ        4aTs)        BtQ 
Croaby. tana lAVJar. MuMnvtiad 
Aa. Joan CoBm. OoBy Panon and 
John Wayrw CJ 
• SECRETS OF A DESERT 
SEA A loot al tr. ranga of Bah. 
tour) and mammata amabrang tM 
Daaan Saa. rocatad Mlaraan 
nuanfand   naarjco   and dia   Mia 
It. CdnarMn Bran 
kWung oonduclor John WMaml 
and dia Boaaan Popa Orchaatra. 
M 
■SPM)     MONDAY     NIOMT 
MATCHUP   WaaMignai   Had. 
akaw ya. San Franoaoo 4Bara 
fTMO   MOVIE   •**   "Sra** 
Padtas''   ligui   Mm    Gaynor. 
Rn i   Brant   An   Ariwttcan 
aioman faM Ml low aatfi a Pranah- 
man ahb aaabonad M a Navy 
nwao n ttw South Poodle tfurtng 
World War*. 
MP 
• TM PAPAL VHHT Cova,. 
ast of dw arrival of Popa John 
Paul I at Monaraata VHndaor Sta- 
aki rncludaa dw dnva to dia 
Ouaan Mary of dia World Cadw- 
draL an avanmg pray wadi local 
ctogvrnan and a rrwataig with 
Manaraat Mayor Jaan Oraoaau 
***** NFL-S SUPERSTARS 
TM Man Who Playod Tha Ganw 
MO 
■ SCRUPLES Bar, Ojndaay 
Wagrwrl tuma Snuulaa aito a 
iiaiaaaft*1 ragh faafaon bouoqwa 
and faM In lova waft aawn Pan 
producar Vno Oar* (tack Mancu- 
ae). Co-atara Barry Bedlam* and 
Mana franca Pavar. (Pan 2 of 3) 
■ KATE S ALL* Whan 
Kaaa'a band dafa arm*, IO pa* 
hat up. M'a fakan vrtdl Mr room- 
■ MARCO POLO Aft. ttw. 
ralaaaa from dm Saraoana. Marco 
ai aaiekan with dia black plagua. 
contmuMig tharr loumav In 
Ahjhanwian and Tdwt. dw Pokw 
■   MOV* «l«     Murdar 
On TM Onam Eapnata" IIST4I 
anacfc by 
2 of 4) BTI 
ftt NFL FOOTBALL Waahfng- 
un   Radakma   af   San   Erancaaco 
4Bara 
• NATIONAL CrEOORAPM 
►C Looka al ma pMwataaj etam- 
panaaa raaaatefi of Or Jana Ooo- 
dak. vdio Ma Man ardrlung for 
ovar 20 yaara on ttw moal com- 
fkafwiwiya prarwaa aludy ai acian- 
irachwtory 
• OREAT PERFORMANC- 
ES Dancaa by dw Daraah chora- 
ogaulwi Augual Boiaii€aiyaw ara 
attotaaaad by dw faaw York City 
Baaat: lawiopal danoara Inokabi 
Morn! Aafaav Pato Marina Da 
a Kwoar and lb Andaraan. (N) 
«SPM AUTO RACING CART 
fdoaaon Indy (from Monlroatl. (PI 
MO 
■ THE PAPAL VISIT 
Hghaghta of dw Popa'a vaafa a> 
Ouabac City and MordraaL 
■ NEWHART Oaorga nvaaa 
PldkiofoindwBaavatLodga. and 
a guaat chaefca ai andi hw aMafata 
arda IRI 
MOO 
B THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NALTJ 
■ CAONEY • LACEV A 
miaaaig paraorw caaa avoNaa ado 
■ THE ARRANOER SES- 
SIONS WITH BILY TAV- 
LOR Pur-at. frMHiaaai and aau- 
cator Billy Taylor porforma 
okaaaoa by OuM fangton and 
Gaorga Garataaan aa vraB aa aav- 
•al of hw ovm compoarbona 
•Otto 
40 BOB NEWHART 
11:00 
« a a NEW. 
IrWNTY PYTHONS PLY- 
•NO CIRCUS 
tTWlrOHT ZONE 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
aoaTW    INSaOf    BASEBALL 
M 
fTMCI MOV* a 'Prrvaaa 
School I1BS3) Phcaba Caaaa. 
Baaay Buaaad. Taan-agad boya 
»wi rha Ml o*M Charryvda Arao 
amy to aoma fun and advamura. 
11' 
IISM 
■ NEWS 
11:30 
I MAUDE 
ABOVE*-** VI    Arch 01 Tn- 
urnph ' 119481 kMjnd Bargman. 
Charlaa Boyar. *n Auaawn rafu- 
gaa aaarrhaa Pan* to a Gaatapo 
a SaMON k SIMON Ra* 
cara on ofd fnanda from mo 
unoaiwoild » hatp Mn and A.J. 
racoaar a atoaan car. IRI 
a TONIGHT Qua*! Moat: Joan 
Rivara. SohaduM acior Tod Dan- 
aon. pubaahar Hawn Ourlay 
Bnwm 
0 a LATENKaHT AMERI- 
CA Schaduant. poaacat aoono- 
nvat EMI Jarwwav on ttw critical 
faaSaSaSSBJ bohvaan dw aoono- 
my and dw ouKoma of It-a yaara 
1:S0 
a NEWS 
M6 
a NEWS 
MO 
a ■ CBS NEWS 
MOHTWATCH 
MO 
mta MOV* *•   "Now And 
foavar"   MBS3I   Charyf   Ladd. 
Raban Cakaby. 
OaOO 
•SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
4:0O 
BaTNl AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL tR) 
MO 
tlMd MOV* *• TMy CM 
NaaVasal'I1BS2I Jahraty Vuna. 
Maroao. Harr.ng.yay 
TLS9SMV 
II. IBS* 
nd dw laaariwa of 
a TM A-TEAM A woman 
MM dw taam M nvwaagaM ttw 
rnurdar of Mr brodwr who WM 
aSad dunng a muniBorw itwft 
oporauon. IRI 
a   FAMINE   ANO   EMER- 
GENCY ALERT 
a ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
"Batlul Of Sunoybroo. Farm'- 
Aflat grarkakany from Wataham. 
with   d 
Wat. Ml g 
OaOO 
a     THE     PAPAL     VISIT 
raoMghta of dw Popa a WM lo 
BOO 
« a a NEWS 
TM PAPAL VtBfT Covar- 
aga of dw Popa'a Youth Ra*y 
Parada   to   OaympK   SudMn   ay 
Monaaal 
I SOLID GOLD HITS 
MACNEIl 
NEWSHOUR 
/    LSHMR 
a IWlrGHT ZONE 
■SPM SPORTSCENTER 
12.00 
a    STREETS    OF    SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I NEWS) 
L I AUREL ANO HARDY 
UPtfl SPORTSLOOK (Rl 
lOaOO 
a LATE NIOHT WITH 
DAVaD LETTERMAN Schad- 
uwd   Lay TornM. corrwdwn Joaf 
I ABC NEWS NK3HTLINE 
•SPHI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Pladua   va    Nova   Oama   (from 
InCNywpobB). IRI 
12:JB 
(TMO   MOV*   ***    laal 
Tanga m Parw"   IIB73I Marlon 
Brando. Maria Schnaidar. 
12:40 
a    MCMILLAN    4    WIPE 
tycoon who appaaa to hava com- 
mrtwd auoda *M about to antar 
adoamargai. W 
1:O0 
I THE SAINT 
JhMMY SWAGGART 
(HAPPY DAYS AOAIN 
POLYTRAUMA 
(TMO MOV* * * Tha HouM 
Of God" I1BB0I Chanaa Hari. 
Tan Maahaaon. TM Mad raaidaiil 
ai a larga crty hoapital gnraa aomo 
uMOnywriborwf adwoa lo a group 
of young raawarili 
B:JO 
BBCBSNEWS 
a NSC NEWS 
a ABC NEWS CJ 
■ SANFORD ANO SON 
8 BUSfNESS REPORT 
■SFffl SPORTSLOOK 
TOO 
a    a    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT    toaturad:    Jaradtat 
O'Naal iliiwni rw row ai dw 
rww aarwa ' Covar-Up." 
(WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
LITTLE HOUSE ON TM 
PRAtR* 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
M'A-S'H 
MACNEI.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
BBPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:S0 
I'M. MAGAZINE 
I FAMILY FEUO 
I FISH 
I WB-D. WHD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
a HOOAN'S HEROES 
•SPNI   SUPER   BOUTS   OF 
TM   'SOB Marvin Hagto va 
Vno    Arvoadormo    and    Marvin 
Hagar va. Muataf* Hamaho (R) 
MO 
a a AFTERMASH WHk dw 
baby* arrival Imrnawnl. ova 
Kangara' aaareh tor a navr apart- 
rrwnl bauunwa mota h antic IRI 
a THIS LAND A van a> dw 
Boyrw Pjyor ftMural SCWOCM 
School, a 300-aora    rHaarooni" 
I 
aaak aa Mt> bar rnoahar managa 
dw (arm. (Pan 4 of 41 IRI g 
a MOV* *•* BobBCol 
B Tad k Aaoa'' IIBBSI ftataM 
Wood Rcawn Cufp. Two ooapata 
doBda a> raodatyaat daak riwrrtag- 
M and got now pwapatUw on 
■abyaarfiangjiBaiiiiiwai. 
a NOVA A proNa of phyaaaat 
Waat Wawakuiil ravaala dw 
braaddi of hw atnaala aa a 
rnaaa- lovar  and caawkn of flat 
world   (Rig 
(TMO MOVIE •** "Oorla' 
(1SB0I Oana Roarwnda. Joho 
*danwa. A fomar gun moi pro- 
tacta an orphanad a yaar old 
Pvano RKan boy targaatd by dw 
undaryvorld to dw aaXainaaui M 
camaa In a banarad faadcaM. 
TO' 
BOB 
a a DOMESTIC UPS A 
Wawrgata-ak* informant aurtaoaa 
» Baalul and bagkw aovavng 
Harold on how w wvi dw alu- 
dam«ody prawdancy. (h) 
a   VICTORY   GARDEN Tha 
ant fk'aklll ai ttw Victory G*>0an 
Coniaal ara ravwwad. and Bob 
thomaon aapUana how to vow for 
■SPNI PKA KARATE Off 
Thomaa v*. ffiok MrClaBand for 
dw World Ltgtilaawglyl Oalnipaxr- 
aaip. anharMad tor 12 round* 
(from El Paao Toaaa). (Rl 
soo 
■ SCRUPLES Bat,-a mamaga 
to Vao W daaaaanaj vman hw M- 
aat Ban boeornaaa huga aimciai 
and w iwimmaaad tor an Oaoar. 
Start Latdaay Wagnar and fta* 
htancuao (PanlofS) 
(JAZZ AT THE TROLLER 
SPECIAL PEOPLE: 
BASED ON A TRUE STORY 
A daScaiod woman attampla to 
trarwrorm a group of mania*. 
Iwnracappad young CarwoVan 
aduto Into a aucoaaaful 13-manv 
bar laiaaaaaaial puppaf foupa 
*M Famoua PaopW Ptayara. wttti 
dwhabolubaraoa. 
a MARCO POLO Tha Pokw 
amva at Xanadu. KuWai Khan'a 
aummar paaapa. and Marco w 
thraalarwd with aaacubon for dw 
covonng a toladuaii aacrat about 
dw ha* to Kubak-a thrana. (Pan 1 
of 41 tR] 
a MOV* * * Having it AI" 
IISB2I Ovan Cannon. Barry Naar- 
man. Tha laal Ma of a auccaaafut 
faafaon oaolgrwr with ofhcoa ai 
Naw York and Loa Atigawa 
aaorady vvdudaa two raaakanda, 
onaonaaoheoaai. IR) 
a TM GREATEST ADVEN- 
TURE: TM STORY OF 
BSAN'S VOYAGE TO TM 
MOON Oraon WaBaa iwiiaaa. 
dw taator, of Airwncan apac* 
aaptoabon Bom dw aiwaidui of 
dw faaf agwd fual rookat to Aaol- 
to I To landing on dw moon.    
1000 
a TM NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL C] 
a    VIETNAM:   A   TELEVI- 
of two young paopU  (Rl 
(BJ/LOBO 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
ataTPaS     NPL'S     GREATEST 
MOMCKTS   Haanaghta   of   it. 
1BS3 awaSSSSMB twvjakaw IRI 
IMO 
(TMO MOVal **   -taarrwrrac 
t," (IMS) Dudwy Moora. 
USA" Through yaara of vkdanoa 
and corrtrowaay. Anwncan opav 
wn movad from opprn.al to ow- 
aaaadatiiuii with dw Vwtrwm 
War (Rig 
B CON T ASK MS. ASK 
GOD A look at ata'a moat proaa- 
U:S0 
a    LATE     NIGHT     WTTM 
DAVtD   LETTERMAN   Sohad- 
rvauRa of a rtatronwida Gaaup 
POB. Guaat* Inokida \fawant Prloa, 
Stava Aaan. Jayna llnrlo I. 
Norman Fal. Ruth Bunl. Tony 
Danaa and Ban Varoan 
a GREEN BAY PACKERS: 
TH« ORANOSTAND 
FRANCHISE   TM amaBaal My 
to hrjfd a rruuor wagua imifaaa  
al *pona BtnataM of any kind. 
OMan Say. Wwtaavan Ma aua- 
raj 
1.-00 
iTHE SAINT 
JkVtMY SWAGGART 
MOV*     ****       i. 
Mwaraowa       I1S3SI    frad.it 
March. Owrtaa I ■ adim. 
tTSPttl   SUPER   BOUTS   OP 
TM   '70S Marvin Johnaon va 
V^ r OaaraSa tfouatit Movi 
IBTSaittawOlaanal BU 
1:10 
B COLUMBO Two tonagn ck» 
mraBiil   and   aurpaaiad   footbaa 
laanii of urow enwa 
•SPNI   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
Cowboy Jmmy Moora va. luttwr 
I aaanar (R) 
(TMO MOVkf ***H TM 
Vwokci IISB2I Pad Nawman. 
Owrlotia Ramphng An alcoholic 
Booton lawyar put* hanaaff 
lopatrwr H bring an unpopuwr 
rrwokcal rnakaacuua caaa to aM 
agaaial aeong nppnaaiuii by dw 
ODuna. dw ■rlnaiiiaaa and taa 
ownckanta. n 
11O0 
IBBBNEWB 
MONTY PYTHONS PLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
f-rwtLIGHT ZONE 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
•SPM NPL'S SUPERSTARS 
TM Man Who Playod TM Oama 
N 
lltOS 
aary IRI 
1:10 
B NEWS 
MO 
(TMO MOV* **M Va*) 
Bong" II97BI JaB EYidgM. Jaaa- 
calanga 
MO 
a COS NEWS 
NfGHTWATCH 
•SPNI   AUTO   RACING   Can 
Am   Racavj   (from   Lvrw   Rook. 
Cam). 
2:30 
B MEWS 
tTSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
a COO NIWS 
NfGHTWATCH 
■SPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
4:10 
(IMO   MOV*   ••»     Eating 
RaauT' I1H2I Paul Banal. Mary 
11:30 
(MAUDE 
MOV* **» TM Caai 
low" 11*491 Bob Hop.. Rhonda 
Fwrrung A Boy Scout wadar laa* 
to a rk rnaaa wtata on a trana- 
Adanoccruaa. 
8 CSS NEWS SPECIAL Ox 
Rattwr anchor, a look at dw 
couraa of dw   ISB4 prawdaniwl 
MYTIME MOV*» 
8:48 
(TMO    •**     "TM   Jackpot 
11*601   Jar. 
B TONIGHT Guaat Hoat: Joan 
nawSS 
I ABC NEWS NrOHTLINE 
B LATENfOHT AMERI- 
CA Sohadulad: Stantay Karnow. 
author of --Vkjarwnv A Mwtory - 
on dw Brat LionaAtla account of 
dw    Vwtrwm   War.    ioi*iw*at 
rVofand Parry whoa* unaal book 
'-ftaaaan   Powar"   aaaaaM   wtty 
1SS4 hat bacorrw rha yaw of It. 
computw programmad prawdant 
B TWILIGHT ZONE 
•SPHI SPORTSCENTER 
ta*M 
a     STREETS    OF     SAN 
7:30 
(TMO * *   Eddw Maoon'a Run 
I1M3I    John    SchrwMar,    Wrk 
S:30 
(TMO   *•*      Pocwya      llfhKI 
R *ai Vnwariw. ShaBay OuvaB. 
11:30 
OHO**!)    Tha Bug* Sunny ,' 
Road Runrwr Movw   (1B7SI An- 
rrwtad 
100 
B      ***   TM Laal   Angry 
Man" (1MB) Paul Mum. David 
(TMCI    ****    "OMdM" 
119821   Ban   Bavgaay.   CanOca 
"Welcome Back 
From Your Campus Florist" 
PHONE 
353-1045 
428 E. Wooster 
w 
mi sr 
'} 
Doz. Carnations 
$4.25 
Cash & Carry 
J.T.'S CARRY-OUT 
405 THURSTIN 
Directly behind Jeans N Things 
Open Daily 10:30-1 a.m. 
Sun. 11-midnight 
352-5475 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE!! 
ItMt KOAMIO «D. 
_ IO. - 
OO's LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPLCTI 
iMfOsn 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
HUM 7 11 
MM 
9        ***H    "Man    Hurt" 
(1M1)   WaHcr   Pidgeor.   Gatesa 
4:30 
rraa *»   ih. mr UND 
LM«n Bictf JtrmtOimr. 
•:00 
■ ■■ NEWS 
I SOLID GOLD HITS 
MACNEL    /    LEHflEB 
NCWSHOUft 
• HATTY DAYS AGAIN 
• CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
6:30 
SMICBSNfWS 
MOVIE #*Vi Strata* Of 
T«mr" 11968) Hugh VBrttn. 
Berbere Rueh. A female foumatat 
BMBI potec* m upaarang ■ reaction 
arv P*o* 10 aabouga the war* « 
the Unrtad Nation* through politi- 
cal aaaaaaioaiioo. 
■ NBC NEWS 
#9 ABC NEWS Q 
• SAN FORD AND SON 
49 BUSINESS REPORT 
«SFN1 SPOflTSLOOK 
OWC) MOVIE ** Eddw 
Macona Run 11983) John 
Schnardar. Kali OougtM. An 
eecepect cnranal booomaa tha 
quarry of a rutNeee law offKar. 
PC 
7.-00 
O    4V    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT   faaturad   an   mter 
w*w wthPaul New-men 
O WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
f£  LITTLE   HOUSE   ON  THE 
PRAIRIE 
© BUSINESS HEPOBT 
3D M'A'S'H 
9      MACNEH.      /     LEHRER 
NCWSHOUH 
KSPN) SPOBTSCENTEH 
7:30 
O P.M. MAGAZINE 
• FAMILY FEUD 
WILD, WILD WORLD Of 
ANIMALS 
O HOGANS HEROES 
IESPNI NPL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS    HtghWgMi   of   lha 
83 Waahmgton Radah<na IR) 
8:00 
O f> THE SECRET WORLD 
Of THE VERY YOUNG John 
R.nar hoata a look ai tha pra- 
achoolara world, with muarc. dra- 
matic vtgnettee and him cape 
Among tha atar* ara Shaftav 
Duvet Ruth Gordon. Lou Rawta 
and Mr T 
O THE LAST LAUGH 
■ MARCO POLO Tha UH- 
atiuua Achmat aanda Marco to 
South Chew whara ha hear* UB 
of ravotuhon and hNa m lova wth 
Moraca. ahar a palace upnatng 
and wwh hta amp>a at ataka. 
KubkM Khan lead* hta troop* m a 
battle aoHnat tha rabala. iPart 4 
of 41 IR l 
•9 THE FALL GUY CoN muat 
hnd a barl jumpar accuaad of am* - 
•*8 a boat that earned gold buBon 
and murdering the ahej>'a captam. 
(R) 
• MOVIE *** Hower 
Drum    Song      11981)    Nancy 
ttw etage p*v by Rodger* and 
Hammerateei. A Chtneae gr/t trav- 
el* to San Ffanctaco to many a 
man whoee famav poked har for 
hrabrtda. 
• MOVIE *** 'Trapaaa" 
(1968) Burt Lancaatar. Tony 
Curtia. A French cVoua act 
become,    a   ahettartnu   inangla 
m GREAT PERFORMANC- 
ES 'In* From Lateobi Center 
Bach To Bach" Tha Chamber 
Muarc Society of Lmootn Center 
(one tha Academy of Ancient 
Muarc. an ongmat inatrurnent 
enaamnh bom Greet Iritain. to 
perform Bach erorfce on modern 
■»ean*nenti and. m marked con- 
baat. on the mabumanta of 
SacrVeome. 
•aPN) AUTO RACING Formu- 
la I Dutch Grand Pre. (bom Zervd- 
voort). (R) 
•:30 
• IN CONCERT: BRENDA 
LEE 
(TMCI MOVIE **H "Tha 
Buga Bunny / Road Runner Mov- 
ra" (18791 Anrmatad. New foot- 
aga • combined wtth Mine car- 
toon ahorta to praaant venom 
"Loonay Tunaa" atara. O 
9: CO 
• •MOVIE **'* Some 
tteng So Right (19801 Patty 
Duke Aum Jamaa Faranbno. The 
divorced mother of an morearMngrv 
troubteeome 11 -year-old boy ran't 
too aura that hra new Big Brother 
a paunchy nwddto-aoed nrghtdub 
owner ra tha nghl aduH male 
friend for tha chad. IP I 
• DYNASTY A myiterioue 
woman arnve* m Denver with 
damagmg knowledge of Ale.« * 
peel. Blake attempt* to mmrmue 
hra loaaaa «> tha oi laaaa deal, and 
Sammy Jo takee en mtaraat m 
Adam  IR) (J 
B:30 
O     THE     PAPAL     VISIT 
rkghkghta of tha Pope * vteit to 
leawfounoland 
ESPN) PKA KARATE Edmund 
Atdtaaona ve Faape Garcia for tha 
World Bantamweight Champton- 
aha>. achadulad lor (2 rounda 
(bom Denver) 
HNOO 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL t? 
• HOTEL Rectal hatred erupt* 
at the St Gregory, whria a young 
mute woman hnda romance with 
a mane who ahowa har a new 
way to commurweeta. (HI Q 
I NEWS 
MOONCHILD A doc or. 
ma about the axpananca of former 
member* of Rev. Sung Myung 
Moon * Unification Church. 
feeturmg •■ Moorue Chna Carlaon 
who portray* hmaaM. 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Popeye 
H980I Rob-> Wakami. ShaBay 
DuveB What aaattiang for hra 
father, the aptnach eaCng eador 
waNa a quami hambM whara ha 
prefca up a faunoang and a akmny 
PG 
10:30 
• BOB NEWHART 
I IBM 
(•••NEWS 
MONTY PYTHONS FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
• TWrLIOHT ZONE 
• BURNS AND ALLEN 
BBPNI    RINGSIDE    REVIEW 
N 
I1BM 
• NEWS 
11:30 
I MAUDE 
MOV* **H ThaFaBng 
Man' (19BB) Henry Save. Keenan 
Wynn. A formar oop tnee to eat 
tha record atraight ahar being 
accuaad of preying an atagad rob) 
rnaorevt* 
• MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum 
Baa to Italy to raacua a woman m 
dhnreee (Rl 
• TONIGHT Guaat Moet Joan 
River* Scheduled: aatgar EMa 
Coakeao. comeefcen   Dawd Bran- 
«ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
• LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA SchacUad: pokncal actiwat 
Michael Hamngton outfcnee hra 
maatar plan to combat tha new 
American poverty reeuRtng from 
the technotog**' -evotutwn 
• TVMLH3HTZONE 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
• STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
IBJ/LOBO 
LAUREL AND HARDY 
ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
(TMCI MOVIE ** "Where The 
Buffalo Roam" 11980) BB Mur- 
ray. Pater Boyle 
12:30 
• LATE NIGHT WTTH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Schad- 
ukMl Carl Remer 
ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
Cowboy Jimmy Moore ve. Luther 
Laaarter <R) 
12:40 
• MOVIE ** Family 
Enforcer ' (1976) Joaeph Cortaae. 
LouCnacuoia. 
IrOO 
I THE SAINT 
JIMMY SWAOGART 
MOVIE    ***      Suat 
(1938)   Tyrone   Power.   Loretta 
Young 
1:30 
• NEWS 
(ESPNI   HORSE   RACING 
WEEKLY 
1*40 
fTl»C> MOVIE **** "Oon- 
dh (1BB2) Ban Kmgetey. Can- 
ikee Bergen 
2:00 
• CBS NEWS 
NK5HTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
ESPN)    TRAP     SHOOTING 
Jackie    Stewart    Rote.    Cahtbrity 
Chabange (from London). (Rl 
2:30 
• CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
EBPMI SPORTSCENTER 
TtBJRBDAV 
I 
MTIMVKWI 
8:00 
• THi PAPAL V«T Coo-. 
igi of Ow wnv* of Pep* John 
PMI in NawBruntMdi mdudM 
tfw Aojdttn rdplmuim 1 Mowc- 
nnOthMkal. 
HnHvom 
•:J0 
MPN) sporraciNTKi 
■W* 
MPM HCWMSHOW JUMP- 
ING Oii^iid Grwd Pm tkvm 
OMVVI Frih. Oho). A) 
10:80 
■SPNI HVOAOPLANC   RAC- 
ING FroMom Cx> llroio Sank! 
M 
11:80 
«8PHI 8POP.T8LOOK Wl) 
1J:00 
U8PNI     MOUSe     RACING 
WEEKLY (Rl 
12:80 
C8PNI AUTO RACING CART 
Moaon inov Irrom MoabMll. <R) 
2:80 
«SrM   rnACK   AND   FIELD 
M—wg   kiMmanonao   Om   Para 
(horn Franca) (fl) 
6:00 
MM PKA KARATE Eotaav] 
Arcawora v FaaM (krcM for tha 
World tantamaaufrt Chanc-oo- 
aap. tchacuarj lor 12 rounca 
(trom Oanar). (R) 
DAVTaat MOVC* 
8:80 
(TMO   **»»      My   Favonu 
Va»   IIM2I Pita OTocaj Jaj 
acaHarpa. 
8:30 
m»0     *••       Conaprralor 
(I960) Robat   Taylor.   Eatabatn 
Tarkv 
1O:O0 
aj *** "Tha Slap Thai Dad 
01 Shama" 1196(3! Richard Allan 
borough. Gaorga Baka. 
(TIKI ••** "Kaotn" 11864) 
Rrchacl Dtfton. PaMr O'Toola 
12.-00 
■    »•*    Inoaaaal    118681 
Cary Granl. Ino/rd Bagman. 
12:30 
(TMCI **   "Tha Fatal Option' 
118621 Judy Oava. lawa Coana 
1KXI 
•       **»    "Tha   Savaga" 
(19621 Chartion Haaton.   Suaan 
Morrow. 
MM 
0      **H    "Tha   Praardarrt'a 
Lady    118631 Charhon Haoun. 
Suaan Hayward. 
MO 
(TMO » • M Sladuat Man.o 
raa" 11980) Woody Aaan. Chw- 
lona rlarragang. 
4:30 
(TMCI ** "OaalOl ThaCantu- 
ry" 11863) Chavy Chaaa   S*gour- 
.     .    8:00 
{•■NEW* 
SOLID GOLD HIT* 
MACNE6.    /    LEKRCR 
NEWCMOUP. 
I HAPPY DAY* AGAIN 
CONGRESS:    WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
8:30 
• •CSS NEWS 
■ MOV* • • hlaak O) 06- 
pn" 11846) Erich Von Saohaaa. 
Jaama Baaaa. A famoua oan|aw 
grva* up hacaraar aa a iraqdai 
aaS MComaa aivohad *Mh hyp- 
noaam and murdw. 
■ NSC NEWS 
■ •SCHEVrtg 
■ SANFORO AND SON 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
eSPHI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMO MOVIE •*• 'Conapt- 
raaar" (I860) Roban Taytar. Ear 
abach Taator. An Arranean gM la 
ahoduad to aajm that ha BrHah 
army ofhoa huaband a acluaBy a 
uaiaiaaaai. 
7:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Faaturad: PaaraA Dai- 
ry talr. about ha San dabat a 
Varnpaig," 
f WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAM PI 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
■ M•A'S-M 
• MACNEa. / LEHRER 
NCWSHOUR 
»8PN| SPORT8CENTER 
7:80 
• P.M. MAGAZINE 
SFAMP.Y FEUD 
F«H 
WK.D. W8.D WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
■ HOGANS HEROES 
■SPW    NPL'S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS Laganda 01 Tha Far 
H 
•KM 
■ ■ MAGNUM. P.I. Frrand- 
alap a taawd whan laggawj' cad 
churn, a Forma Bntah aaaat 
agant. amvaa at Hawaa rmagrnrng 
ha a Sharlodi Hohnaa (R) 
8 MARY TYLER MOORE 
GIMME A BREAK Whaa 
on vacation vi Flaw York. Naa and 
Addy ancounla tha mayor, a 
croup ol aoaat amgara and a aup- 
ply ol cocana. (Part I of 2) IR) 
ak GLITTER (Praraaro) A Mam 
ol aiaKlrgalini rapotara and Paa 
adnor proba ano tha naoon'a 
giamourcaa paopu and paoaa. 
Stara Morgan Brrtlany. Arthur Hal 
and Oavid Banay. Q 
• • SNEAK PREVIEWS 
Naa Gabar and Jaflray Lyons 
rovaw "Bokvo" and "A Ctuaaoon 
OlSaanca 
• IktOVIE 8 8 VI Hot' 
118661 Gano Madman. Jan 
Brown hynataa a a atata pnaon 
atagaanol 10 cova up an aacapa 
afaanpt. 
BM POCKET BILLIARDS 
Robat WOoda ya. U J Puckatt 
(TMCI MOVIE ••»♦ Who, 
Ahad 01 V-grraa Wood) (18661 
Ekiabash Taylor. Richard Burton 
A caaual gat-togrxha batwaai 
two araajialt, praaaaaora and 
thaa wwaa aaukjuaa ai a mghl ol 
Paycholocacal Ivor thai raaaa 
tha amar ajnarona and mamal ta> 
Packpr. ah Sanaa Barbara 
8:30 
(FAME 
FAMILY Tan Canaat that 
ha'l ba ramad Oaaa vaaadctonan. 
Ala. bacomaa damayad Man ha 
m 
• DINNER AT JULIA'* Jaw 
wata a chrckan lam to aalact ma 
ahranp. (Rig 
• F A WLTY TOWERS 
aVOO 
• ■ SIMON A SIMON Rick 
and AJ. urajtowaialy Iwto a apy 
aycad captura by laaaral aganti 
•V 
• CHEER* Sana ataanpt to 
gat away on a wad naa ami a 
laaad whan Dana laarna what 
ha'a up lo IRI 
■ AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Fanaad. i—aiami Pali Faun- 
am. aVJdha- Johnny Gantai and 
aaaophorait Tomaa Ramraa and 
ha band Juirraar D^^ 
• MYSTERYI Sagaani 
Cnbb: Tha Cho- That Wouldn't 
Smg" A vaaga dhca aaama to ba 
laBng amnadtaig whan a man M 
hurnad to daarh ovar tha adga ol 
■ ouarry  IRICJ 
aTJJPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Doug DaWni va Janmy Sykaa For 
tha ESPN mwawwaght cnampi- 
onahB. iclackaad lor 12 round, 
lava bom Atlanta; City. N.J.). 
8:30 
B     THE     PAPAL     VI*IT 
rlghaghta « aha Poo. . aM to 
riaWkf tVuTatWlOK 
• NIGHT  COURT Tha  radge 
dedere* that an old man dabnevg 
to be Santa Cleua ■* mantaNy 
■Kontpetent. (fl| 
10:00 
• • IVHKE HAMMER A oc 
ture •* Hemrner* only bad to tha 
kraer of a pfwtographer and the 
o>t«poearance of three model* 
<R) 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL C? 
• HEX STREET BLUES A 
gang war threaten* to a*ploae 
RarBo makaa <*«dc*ng plane. 
'ur*o and Devenpoit pondar thav 
futva. and Caaatano braeaa lor 
hta appeerance on a tativilion 
game ehow. (Hi 
• 20 / 20 q> 
• MOVIE *** "Captain 
Blood 11936) Errol Ftyrtn. Obwa 
da HayBand. A abna aacapaa 
bom prieon and bacomaa an 
mfemoua pa ate 
8 NEWS 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE To Serve Them AI My 
Day* Chnabna. unhappy and dHV 
•wonad wrth We aa «Nfa of a 
haa*naetar. davappaara. (Part 13 
of i3HR)g 
tOiW 
(TUQ MOVE! **** "Back-. 
at' I'S-S4) R-rhard B-rton. Polar 
O ToM* Katg Hanrv 8 of Engbjnd 
cieene* errth the Arcnotenop of 
Cantarbury Ckavrg lha 12 Ih oantu- 
rY- 
10:30 
■ BOB NEWHART 
11:00 
I NEWS 
I TWIIGHT ZONE 
■ ANO ALLEN 
11:08 
t NEWS 
T 1 !■■•' 
VMLManT 
BURNS I 
11:28 
B GOOD ROCKIN   TONITE 
11:30 
■ MAUDE 
• NEWHART DKt Louden 
and Na waa dapart tha tag orry 
aid an up nouaakaac-ng * an old 
.Varment am. 81) 
: 
■ TONIGHT Ouaat Heat: Joan 
FaVara. SrawduM: acnaa SoW 
Moon-Frya. 
I ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
• LATENKJHT AMERI- 
CA Scraduwd Mary Elan Siora 
oVacaar of tha King County Rape 
Reaaf   at   Ranten.   Waar-ngton. 
caajra aevaa to paanta on what 
io lea thaa chatken about aaaual 
abaaa:    forma    Vatican    ofheal 
Maaada Marbn on why tha Caaho- 
kc Church ahould look more doaa- 
ly at na hnancal rlaaVajl 
*B TVVArGHT ZONE 
■8PHI SPORTSCENTER 
11:00 
■ STREETS OP SAN 
FPlANChSCO 
IBJ/LOBO 
L ILALMEL AND HABDY 
MPM SPORTSLOOK IR) 
12:06 
■ MOVat **n "kMbal'a 
Chorea 11881) Jaan Stapatton. 
Hichad Kaay 
12:26 
■ MOVIE **H Oadpua 
Tha Kaaj" I186S) Chratooha 
Planrna. OraonUltlii. 
12:30 
■ LATE NIOHT WTTH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Sched- 
uwd orjrraclan Larry Maaa. meek- 
cat cceatnnat Ruth Nathan Antfar- 
aon 
■SPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Doug DavVrtt va. Janmy Sykaa For 
tha ESPN rntddarwaght cftarnp*- 
onahal. aehaduad tar 12 rounda 
(bom AHanbc City N. J). 81) 
12:80 
(TMCI   MOVIE   ••♦'-    "My 
Favorrta     Year"      (1882)     PaaV 
O'Toola Jeaaca Flarpar. 
1KX) 
THE SAINT 
AMMY SWAGGABT 
MOVIE   **•   "Tha Five 
Pavaaa"   11969)   Danny   kaya. 
■erbae 6al Gadaaa. 
1:30 
a) NEWS 
• CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCM 
• NEWS 
2:30 
• CBS NEWS 
NaGHTWATCH 
(TMO   MOVIE   •*    "Oaal 0) 
Tha   Century"    11983)    Chevy 
Chaaa. Sejoumey Weeva 
MM 
■8PMI SPORTSCENTER 
3:30 
63PN) PKA KARATE Edmund 
Arcaaaone ve. Faape Garcat for tha 
World ewmamwarght Chamc-on 
«a>. artiartaad tor 12 rounda 
(from Denver). IRI 
4:80 
(TMO MOVIE ** Tha Final 
Canon   118*21 Judy Oava. Lear- 
I 
KLOTZ 
FLOWER 
FARM 
/ 
rnents f0f 
&     BALLOON      Ort 
.
r
 ARRANGEMENTS % 
NOW 
AVAILABLE 
353-8381 
"Located for 65 
raputobl* y«ar* 
lot the end of S. Collage 
p\Bencdetto 
J
»°   M. ■ Q*v 
1432 E. Wooster 
F* 353-4663 *~1 
tetinoi (»(, W Pih, 
Ik*, taeoal NO ORIVtt* 
Ope. 
n»TBK«U&attll-l 
■B8n.BFri.ll-2 
8*8.12-1 
50* Off 
Any Regular Sub 
E.plras Saplambar 14. 1*a4 
E FIRST EDITION HAIR oeaiOr. STUOK3 
EXPERT HAIR STYLING 
FOR MEN A WOMEN 
*ps 354-1477 
434 E. VVOOSTER      ABOVE MYLES DAIRY QUEEN 
